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joseph smiths boyhood operation
an 1813 surgical success

leroy S wirthlin

in 1813 in america surgery was not a medical specialty there
were no surgeons as we know them today physicians operated out of
necessity but none claimed surgery as a specialty moreover only a
few who practiced medicine had ever attended medical school

these were primitive days before the horse and buggy days of
medicine physicians rode horseback over the rough country roads
there was considerable riding as there was not a single institution in
new england in 18151813 that might be called a hospital

these were also the pre listerian days of surgery before apprecia-
tion of bacterial infection before antiseptic dressings before the
surgical rituals of gown mask gloves and sterile instruments 1 in-
fection of the surgical wound accompanied most operations and
therefore the scope of surgery was very limited there was no surgery
in any body cavity operations were performed to drain infection oc-
casionallycasio nally to repair herniasheraiashernias to set fractures and to amputate limbs

in addition to the problems of infection the absence of
anesthetics limited the number of operations before anesthesia was

leroy S wirthlin MDM D formerly an assistant professor of surgery at harvard medical school isis a vascular
surgeon inin detroit

this article was delivered as a paper on 26 january 1980 at a history symposium at brigham young
university it was published inin the proceedings of the symposium leroy S wirthlin joseph smiths
boyhood operation an 1813 surgical success the eighth annual sidney B sperry symposium A
sesquicentennial look at church history january 26 1980 provo utah brigham young university
religious instruction and the seminaries and institutes of religion the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day
saints 1980 ppap 328 47

surgery inin the rural areas had not improved even by 1870 surgical practice inin the rural midwest was
remembered as follows

operations inin rural districts even for the simplest of lesions were practically unknown in
thosehose days all wounds suppurated in the first operation I1 witnessed the surgeon
threaded the needles with silk and then stuck them inin his lapel of his coat so as to have them
readily accessible when needed he held the knife inin his teeth when not inin actual use

it isis therefore easy to understand whwhy all wounds suppurated injuries which today
seem comparatively trivial were treated by amputation the reason for such radical
measures was that because of suppuration the surgeon usually called from a distance found
amputation the most practical measure arthur E hertzler the honsehonehorsehond andbuggyand buggy doctor
garden city N Y blue ribbon books 193811938 ppap 6 7
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demonstrated in 1846 2 surgery was an ordeal for the patient and
surgeon as well later with the construction of hospitals in america
and with the use of anesthesia the scope of surgery expanded so that
medical centersrenters emerged where surgeons demonstrated their skills in
large operating amphitheaters 3

in 1813 surgery was carried out under the most humble cir-
cumstancescumstances whether in boston or in a rural area yet at that time
there were two physicians in new england whose surgical abilities
were remembered one was john warren of harvard medical school
and the other was nathan smith of dartmouth medical school in
new hampshire 4

with the identification of nathan smith as one of the principals
in joseph smith s boyhood surgery 5 we have an opportunity to ex-
amine a surgical success of an unusual operation in this case we have
documentation from the patient 6 as well as the independent report
by the mother lucy mack smith 7 we also have interesting surgical
documentation even though there were no individual patient
records in those days we have medical students letters their lecture
notes and we have the published work of nathan smithonsmithensmith on his
development of the surgical techniques that were to be applied in
joseph smiths operation 8

josephs surgery has been described as brutal and
gruesome but when seen through the eyes of the surgeon there

was a great sophistication in the operation performed the purpose
of this report is to examinejosephexamine joseph smith s illness and operation in its
historical setting and to examine the surgical contributions of nathan
smith as they relate to this episode

2theathehe general anesthetic effects of ether during surgery were demonstrated at the massachusetts general
hospital inm boston october 1846

edward D churchill to wonkvorkworkwong inin the vineyard ofsurgeryof surgery the reminiscences ofjofaof colllnscollins warren
1842 1927 cambridge harvard university press 1958 ppap 38 39

gordon4gordonggordon A donaldson the first all new england surgeon americanjournalamerican journal ofsurgeryof surgery 135 april
19784711978 471 79

leeoy5leroyleroycleroy S wirthlin nathan smith 1762 1828 surgical consultant to joseph smith bighambnghamb7igham
young university studies 17 spring 1977 319 37

joseph smith manuscript history of the church book A 1 note C p 131311511 church archives
lurylucy mack smith histohistoryy ofofjosephjoseph smith salt lake city bookcraft 1958 ppap 51 58 A preliminary

manuscript of the first draft of this biography isis located ifin the library Archarchivesves historical department of
ththe churchechurchachurch ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter referred to as church ar-
chives this first draft was dictated by lucy mack smith to her secretary marthajanemartha panejane knowlton coray since
the preliminary manuscript adds details omitted inm later publications the original draft will be quoted A

copy of the original draft was kindly supplied by richard L anderson professor of history and religion
brigham young university

8nathannathannnathan smith observations on the pathology and treatment of necrosis philadelphia monthly
journal ofmeaicineof medicine and surgery 1827 ppap 11 19 66 75 reprinted inin nathan smith medical and
surgicalmemoirssurgical memoirs baltimore william A francis 1831 ppap 97 121 and medical classics I11 april 1937
820 38
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SURGICAL HISTORY

nathan smith had gained a wide reputation in new england as a
successful surgeon based on his achieving good results under difficult
almost hopeless conditions also he carried out operations that few
in his day dared and he was successful with these unusual pro-
cedurescedures he was the second american surgeon to enter the ab-
dominal cavity to remove a tumor of the ovary 9 he also carried out

couching an ancient procedure for cataracts 10 nathan smith as
the sole professor at dartmouth medical school which he founded
became the court of last resort in northern new england rendering
final opinion and definitive surgery for the most difficult problems
his daybooksdaybooks and dartmouth students letters attest that in doing
so he traveled widely throughout northern new england one of his
students wrote

I1 have been a journey of 95 miles up connecticut river in which I1 saw
four operations successfully employed three of them were the removing
a portion of the bones which perished in the limb the other which was
the most difficult one that I1 ever saw was what I1 mentioned in my letter
home it took doctor smith above an hour to perform it I1

have been this moment ordered to vershirevershureVershire 8 miles in the rain 11

another student wrote

I1 went to concord with doctdoat smith and upward of twenty of his
students to see a limb taken off but when he got there he concluded
that he could cure it without taking off the limb 12

these letters document the expanse of nathan smiths practice
and also refer to an unusual surgical procedure the operative
removal of bone from a limb was not ordinary practice during that
period nathan smith had gained experience treating what was collo-
quially called fever sore or what we recognize now as
osteomyelitis the bacterial infection of bone it was with the
development of surgical techniques for this disease that he was to play
a decisive role in joseph smiths boyhood illness

onaldsondonaldsononaldsonidson first all new england surgeon p 476
couching was an old procedure for the treatment of cataracts one placed a needle through the side of

the eye intointo the opacifiedopacifier lens and pushed itit down out of the line of sight corrective glasses were fitted and
sight was restored there appeared to be little infection inm nathan smiths hands A student wrote doctdoat
smith has performed the operation of couchingofcouching five timestunes within these sixsix weeks they report to him from all
parts of the country one person from the vicinity of boston came here completely blind and had both eyes
operated upon three weeks sincesince she can now read tolerably well by the assistanceassistance of glasses the more I1

become acquainted with doctdoat smith the more I1 have reason to esteem him alexander boyd to william
boydboydjrjr 26 november 1810 dartmouth college library hanover new hampshire

ezekiel dodge cushing to mehetibal cushing undated oughterson collection yale medical library
new haven connecticut

12 alexander boyd to william boydboydjrjr 26 november 1810
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figure 1 the end stage of osteomyelitis was well know shown isis a pathological
specimen of chronic osteomyelitis of the femur the sequestrum center has been
removed
table 1I J P weidman de nicrosinecrosinecrosl ostiumossium frankfurt am main 1793 national library of medicine

bethesda md
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surgical cures for osteomyelitis were unheard of at that time
with an absence of specific treatment and before antibiotics this ill-
ness took great toll of many youth in both morbidity and mortality
if those affected survived the acute phase they were left with ulcers
and chronic purulent drainage

even in this century in the immediate pre antibiotic era surgical
cures were difficult to come by the overall mortality was still high
and varied from 1151.515 5 to 26 percent with an average of 12 percent 13 of
the survivors only 50 percent were cured by surgery 14 the ex-
perienceperience to 1937 was summed up by one reviewer the survey of
the literature on acute hematogenous osteomyelitis from january
1932 tojuneto june 1937 establishes clearly one fact and it is the only fact
established clearly namely the disease has a poor prognosis 15

if the disease had a poor prognosis in 1937 prognosis was almost
hopeless for centuries before although the late pathology of the
condition was known see figure 1 nothing was done it had long
been recognized that in the more chronic stages pieces of bone might
work to the surface and protrude through the skin see figure 2

these pieces were simply plucked away but this was not surgery if
there were fever and sickness with the chronic stage the limb was am-
putatedputated amputation continued to be the treatment during the civil
war the crimean war and even into the first world war

following the first world war more conservative methods were
employed 16 although useful in treating osteomyelitis associated
with gunshot wounds and compound fractures the conservative
means were not successful in treating acute hematogenous
osteomyelitis only after direct surgery on the diseased bones could
one begin to speak of cures successful management was accom-
plished by the early drainage of bony abcessesaccessesabcesses and by aggressive
removal of dead fragments starr lexer and wilensky are usually
given credit by modern writers for these contributions17contributions17 these men
carried out their work in the early twentieth century

Abraabrahamharn wilensky osteomyelitis its pathogenesis symptomatology and treatment new york
macmillan co 1934 p 237

ibid p 245

5&E T crossan hematogenous osteomyelitis collective review oftheodtheof the literature from 1932 to 1937
international abstract ofsurgeryof surgery Supplementsupplementaryay to surgery gynecology and obstetrics 66 1938 176

william orr following his experience inin the first world war decided that much of the persistent inin-
fection in cases of ofosteomyelitisosteomyelitis was due to the repeated redressing of ofwoundswounds with exposed bone his treat-
ment which was popular for years consisted of debridebridementdebndementdement of the wound packing with vaseline gauze and
immobilizing the limb inin a plaster of paris cast the gauze dressing and cast were changed only when the
odor was severe or the drainage softened the cast william orr osteomyelitis and compoundfracturescompound fractures and
other infected wounds saint louis mosby 1929

edgar17edgar M bick source book of orthopedics new york hafner 1968 p 227
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figure 2 A late state in which the sequestrum almost the entire length of the
previous shaft worked through the surface this was usually completely separated
and could be plucked out a practice dating to hippocrates
table IX weidman de nicrosinecrosfnecrosi Osossiumosswmossimsiumslum
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however nathan smith who published a classic work on surgery
fordr osteomyelitis as early as 1827 18 predated18predated these same contributions
byy about a hundred years As his paper is the clearest and most com
prehensiveprehensiveirehensive treatise to have appeared it will be quoted so that we can
seese the disease through the eyes of this early nineteenth century
surgeonargeon nathan smith correctly recognized the pathology of the
isorderdisordermisorder and the basic principle of care

necrosis osteomyelitis commences with an acute inflammation either
in the bone itselfor its investing membrane accompanied with an acute
pain

almost with the first commencement of the pain there occurs severe
symptomatic fever of the inflammatory character the local affection
generally terminates in suppuration frequently as soon as the fourth or
fifth day the matter is at first deposited between the external
periostperiosteumeurn and the bone when the shafts of the long bones are the
seats of the disease about the same time that matter is deposited be-
tween the external periosteum there is formed a corresponding collec-
tion between the internal surface of the bone and the membrane
surrounding the medullary substance so that there then exist two col-
lections of matter bathing the opposite sides of the walls of the bone
this fact which I1 deem of great importance as being essential to the
correct treatment of the disease namely the trepanning of the
bone 19

who had the disease in the early 1800s

necrosis is almost exclusively confined to young subjects I1 have very
rarely seen it in persons under five or over twenty two 20

which bones were involved

in regard to the locality of necrosis although perhaps every portion of
the bony fabric is liable to its attacks yet it occurs in some bones much
more frequent than in others my own experience would deter-
mine the tibia to be the most frequent seat of disease next to this the
femur and then the humerus 21

nathan smith necrosis medical and surgical memoirs ppap 97 121 an early report on surgery for
osteomyelitisteomyelitis appeared inm the new englandjournalengland journal ofmedicineof medicine and related details of technique similar to
thoseose taught by nathan smith nathan smith may have been scooped by a former student john R martin
dartmouthartmouth medical school class 1810 who published on two successful cases ofofsequestreciomysequestrectomy inin bangor

maineame see john R martin two cases of necrosis thethenewenglandjournalnew englundengland journal ofmedicineof medicine and surgerysurgely
andanyid the collateralbranchescollateral branches ofofsciencescience 1 1812 162 69

19nathan smith necrosis medicalandsurgicalmemoirsmedical and surgical memoirs ppap 98 99 trepanning of bone referred to
theie removal of a disc of bone with a trephine

2oibidibid p loi101loliol
bibidibid2ibid p 102
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he comments as to the general outcome of the disease

in regard to the general prognosis of the disease I1 have observed that a
very great majority of patients survive its attack though often with long
confinement protracted suffering and great emaciation in a few
cases however the disease proves fatal and when it does so it fre-
quently happens at an early period of its progress 22

nathan smith began operating directly on osteomyelitis in 1798
when he realized that bony abcessesaccessesabcesses might be drained 23 with suc-
cess on the first attempt he began to operate more frequently he
came to recognize three stages of the disease each with a different
surgical approach

if the surgeon has the good fortune to be called on the first attack of
pain as soon as the disease by swelling and tenderness of the
part has sufficiently marked the seat of the inflammation an incision
should be made in a longitudinal direction through all the soft parts
down to the bone and through the periosteum I1 have not been
fortunate enough to be called in till matter is formed and therefore
have not had itit in my power to test this mode of treatment 24

this operation for the first stage was a simple incision through
the inflamed tissues over infected bone without actual drainage of the
bone although nathan smith thought this incision might work he
never had the opportunity to test it

there was an intermediate stage that could be treated by the
drilling of bone see figure 3 by astute observation alone nathan
smith was able to localize the abcessabbess in the bone and drain it

the second stage of this disease when the matter has formed between
the periosteum and the bone still admits of a cure without any loss of
bone if in this stage of the disease an incision is made through the
soft parts and the periosteum be divided as far as it is separated from
the bone and a portion of the bone be cut out with a saw or several
perforations be made in the bone down to the medullary
substance so as to allow the matter collected between that substance
and the walls of the bone to escape the necrosis or death of the bone
will be prevented if this mode of treatment be put in practice
early enough and the perforations be made in the bone sufficient to
afford a free exit to the matter it will always succeed the best instru-
ment for perforating the bone is a small trephine that cuts out a piece
about the size of a nine penny bit 25

22ibidibid ppap 103 104
231251231bidibidbid ppap 109log 11

241bidibid ppap 111 12

151bidibid ppap 113 14
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figure 3 the second stage of the disease there is a collection of purulent material
on the external surface small arrow and also in the medularymedullarymedulary cavity of the bone
large arrow this is drained by removing small discs of bone with a trephine allow-

ing egress to the purulent material b c

aftvft

a b C

in the chronic stage of the disease when death of the shaft of the
bone occurs necessary surgery became more radical see figures 4
through 8 on ppap 140 42

in the third stage of the disease the matter has made its escape through
the periosteum and obtained a lodgementlodgement in the soft partspans
the treatment in this stage is precisely the same as in the second stage
but the favourablefavour able result is not so certain as a portion of the bone may
have been deprived of its circulation too long or may be perfectly dead
and the separation between the living and dead bone may have com-
menced in that case the operation cannot save the bone entire a
portion must necessarily be cast off the bone should then be
perforated and a portion sawed out so as to give free vent to the matter
contained within it if a portion of bone should be cast off the
perforation will enable the operator to break it the more easily
which is often a necessary part of the operation in removing large
sequestra 26

this operation became known as sequestrectomy it was heroic
surgery for the early 1800s

21ibidibid ppap 114 15
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figure 4 nathan smiths third stage of the disease in a the dead bone large ar-
row isis encased in a cylinder of new bone small arrow in b a cross sectionsection of the
bone shows the dead portion large arrow within the outer casing of new bone small
arrow and surrounded by purulent material if a window were created in the new
bone involucrum the sequestrum could be removed this was done by making
several small perforations with a trephine c and connecting these holes by cuts made
with a small heys saw

figure 5 with the window of the outer bone removed a the surgeon had access to
the sequestrum arrow which could be broken up and removed b the resultant
wound consisted of an incision with windowed bone at the base allowing further
egress of infection or small boney spicklesspiculesspicules
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figure 6 A 1938 xrayx ray of a long bone
with chronic osteomyelitis showing the
sequestrum within the involucrum
with the introduction of the xrayx ray
tube at the turn of the century
localization of diseased bone became figure 7 an xrayx ray of a healed femur in
easier and greater enthusiasm for which a window had been removed for
surgical drainage resulted drainage
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but doing the operation is only half the battle the wound must
heal cleanly thereafter the wound left by such an operation would
be considered complex even today there was an open incision with
exposed bone through which there was a window to its central cavity
the medical literature on caring for such wounds is vast after the
first world war extremities with exposed bone were placed in
plaster casts which were changed only when the stench or soilage
became unbearable wounds were irrigated several times a day with
strong chemical disinfectantsdisinfectants some wounds were scraped finally
there was a period between 1920 and 1930 when maggots were placed
into the wounds to help with the debridementdebridement of dead and purulent
material 27 it was not until after the second world war that the care
of a wound with exposed bone became standardized as we know it
today

nathan smith wrote little about the care of wounds when bone
was exposed it was perhaps so simple and ordinary that little com-
ment was found necessary

after the incision the treatment both general and topical should be
such as we recommend in cases of simple incised wounds except-
ing that we should not try to approximate the edges of the incision by
adhesive plaistersplaisters but dress them with simple applications such as
lint 28

after the operation has been performed in either stage of the disease
nothing more need be attempted and no instrument not even a probe
should be thrust into the wound 29

in some cases inin which the discharge has been very copious I1 have
checked it by throwing in a solution of corrosivecorrosive sublimate of the
strength of 10 grains to a pint of water to be repeated once in four or
five days 30

it was remarkable that the wounds did not become secondarily
contaminated and require amputation for control of infection
several factors may have contributed to this success patients were
cared for in their homes which may have been cleaner than later
hospitals hospitals tended to concentrate infection and before an-
tisepticti treatment was accepted there was a significant mortality from

bick17bick source book of orthopedics ppap 226 27
nathan smith necrosis medicalandsurgicalmemoirsmedical and surgical memoirs p 112 A medical student recorded further

detail treat it as in other respects as you would any common wound only that you do not attempt to unite
it by first intention as it will continue to discharge matter for some time iamesjameslames S goodwin extracts from
lectures delivered at dartmouth medical theatre by nathan smith MDCSMS lond 1812 1813
p 90 dartmouth college library

29nathan29nathan smith necrosis medicalmedicalandsurgicalmemoirsanyand surgical memoirs p 116
IcIlibidbid corrosive sublimate was mercury bichloride a powerful and sometimes toxic disinfectant
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simply going to the hospital in the late 1800s the mortality
associated with amputationsimputations in hospitals was four times as great as
those performed in homes 31 in a home fewer persons handled the
wound and there was no cross contamination from wounds of other
patients also nathan smith warned against subsequent probing or
manipulation of the bone thus reducing the chance of secondary in-
fectionfection he controlled purulent discharge with a periodic irrigation
of a strong disinfectant in addition and perhaps most important
there was no great hurry to have the wound close nathan smith
seemed to have an unusual appreciation for the natural reparative
process if drained and treated simply the wound would heal and
multiple reoperations characteristic of the twentieth century were
unnecessary nathan smith comments on his success

when I1 first began to perform operations of this kind I1 was under the
apprehension lest so much bruising and handling of the soft parts as isis

sometimes necessary to dislodge a large sequestra unfavorably situated
might be followed with bad consequences and some of these operations
have been most laborious and tedious both to myself and the patient
which I1 have ever performed yet I1 have never known any untoward cir-
cumstancescumstances to follow such operations of which I1 have performed a great
many 32

nathan smith apparently enjoyed success with this approach as
subsequent amputation is not mentioned he learned that if the
joint was involved the leg was lost but neither in student notes nor
in his paper does he discuss amputation following sequestrectomy

even though nathan smith himself was successful his ideas did
not become popular there may have been few brave enough to at-
tempt such radical surgery there was also minimal opportunity to
promulgate a new treatment outside of his classrooms his work was
published twice but seemed to attract little attention T morven
smith one of nathan s four physician sons published a paper in
1838 on his experience with four cases of osteomyelitis his work
followed the teaching of his father

the following cases are designed to illustrate and justify pathological
views and mode of treatment suggested some years since by my father
the late professor N smith of yale college in his surgical memoirs

case I1 july 27th early in the morning I1 visited again my
patient found he passed a bad night I1 now concluded to

31 31astleyastley P C ashhurst the centenary of lister 1827 1927 A tale of sepsis and antisepsis
annals ofofmeaicalmedical history 9 fall 1927 205 21

nathan smith necrosis medical and surgical memoirs ppap 120 21
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operate according to the plan of my father to cut down upon the
bone and if I1 found matter under the periosteum also to perforate the
bone 33

his report described his results with four patients and did not go
unnoticed the report was cited in a french medical publication with
the following comment

the heroic measure proposed by the american surgeon consistsconsists in
trephiningtrephining the bone he states that he had witnessed the success of this
inin the hands of his father and that he resorted to it in four cases with
success notwithstanding the facts detailed in the above paper
many surgeons will hesitate before they trephine a bone fearing
that they might not find an abcessabbess within or that they might give rise to
the very condition which they propose to remove we must leave this
question therefore undecided and wait until time and further obser-
vations shall aid inin its solution 34

the fears of carrying out radical bone debridementdebridement and drilling
were well expressed in the french citation an inability to localize the
abcessabbess and fear of causing more harm the technique did not become
popular 35 professor samuel gross of philadelphia in his 1876 sum-
mary of the first century of american surgery mentioned nathan
smiths work and the report by his son T morven smith professor
gross thought the work sound but added

of the nature of this mode of treatment inin this class of affectations it is

impossible to form too high an estimate unfortunately it is seldom
resorted to or if employed the operation is performed too late to be
productive of much benefit 36

33tT morven smith cases of necrosis illustrating the practice of exposing and perforating the diseased
bone at an early period inin the progress of the malady american journal of the medical sciences 40
november 1838 93 96

34citedcited and translated inin george C blackman on certain points connected with the pathology and
treatment of abcessabbess inin bone americanjournalamerican journal odraeof radtherpd medical sciences 57 october 1869 378 91

there31there was another early report published inin 1828 one year after nathan smiths paper on experience
with surgery of osteomyelitis on eight cases this was reported by a dr benjamin simon of south carolina
who trephinedtrephiner bone for the drainage of abcessabbess six of the reports concerned work on slaves

joe the property of dr richardson had an ulcer on the tibia an operation was
determined on an incisionincision was made along the tibia on itsits anterioranterior portion the
integuments were dissected back and three circles of bone removed with the trephine
the intervening space of the circles and the diseased portions of the cancellated structure
were likewise removed with a chisel his wound was dressed with dry lintent exfoliaeffolia
tionseionstionseions took place healthy granulations ensued inin a few months he recovered
see blackman on certain points connected with the pathology and treatment of abcessabbess

inin bone ppap 378 91

nathan smith began his work earlier and had greater experience in the two student letters cited inin the pres-
ent report we find evidence offouroffousof fourgour cases alone and his paper spanned a twenty nine year experience with the
disease

36edward36edward H clarke henryjhenry J bigelow samuel D gross T gailaindGail aind andjanda S billmgsbillings A century of
american medicine 1776 1876 brinklow old hickory bookshop 1876 ppap 160 61
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in summary nathan smith preceded modern workers in his
understanding and treatment of osteomyelitis by one hundred years
early drainage of infection complete removal of sequestra and the
simple patient treatment of a complex wound were the ingredients
of his success

JOSEPH SMITHS ILLNESS

with an appreciation for the surgical details we can examine
more closely the accounts ofjosephofjoseph smiths illness and surgery the
smith family moved to lebanon new hampshire in 1811 and had
lived there two years when an epidemic of typhoid fever struck

in 1813 the typhus fever came into lebanon and raged there horribly
among the rest who were seized with this complaint were my oldest
daughter sophronia who was sick 4 weeks next hyrum came from han-
nover sick with the same disease then alvin my oldest and so till there
was not one of my family left well save mr smith and myself 37

although the 1813 date was not mentioned in later accounts it is

probably accurate joseph smith remembered his age as about 5

years old or thereabouts which would not have placed the family in
lebanon 38 we know there was a smaller epidemic in hanover new
hampshire in the fall of 1812 nathan smith and his partner cyrus
perkins treated over fifty patients in the vicinity of hanover many of
whom were dartmouth students 39 A medical student wrote a report
concerning the 1812 typhoid fever epidemic detailing the symptoms
and treatment he observed

nothing remarkable took place until the month of july when han-
nover was seized with the typhus fever it was observable that
itit first appeared among the students of college and more particularly
among those of the freshman class for several weeks it was confined to
young gentlemen it then became less common with them and ap-
peared among young ladies it was likewise observable that it
appeared principally among those who resided but a short time 40

in the spring of 1813 a highly fatal respiratory disease was ram-
pant in new england and touched nathan smiths family and fur-
ther accounted for his remaining in hanover until the fall of 1813 41

ducylucy mack smith preliminary manuscript history ofjosephof joseph smith in the original draft the
sentence we had lived in this place for the space of two years was crossed out and replaced by the
date 1813

311joseph smith manuscript history of the church A 1 p 131
3939nathannathan smith practical essay on typhous fever new york E bliss and E white 1824 p 53
41 41samuelsamuel farnsworth account of the typhous fever which prevailed in this place beginning the first of

the month lulyjulydulybuly 1812 dartmouth college library
41 account of a disease in new york and new england in 1812 13 new englanijournalengland journal ofqfmedicinemedicine

andni surgery undandani the collateral branches of science 1813 ppap 241 5522
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nathan smith had planned to visit yale college to organize his
move to new haven he had been recruited to be their first professor
of surgery and medicine in the newly founded medical school
however the 1813 epidemic interfered with his leaving hanover in
explaining his delay in meeting with the officers of yale college he
wrote professor benjamin silliman

dear sir according to my promise to dr cogswell I1 intended
to have visited you at new haven lastjanuarylast january but before I1 was ready to
set off on my journey we were visited by a very fatal epidemic and in-
stances of sickness and mortality became so frequent I1 believe this
country has never before been visited by sickness which has carried off so
great a number of adult persons in so short a time in some towns of
this vicinity which contain perhaps from 1000 to 1500 inhabitants they
have buried over fifty persons since the first of lastianuarylast january the disease
has not yet much abated either in its violence or frequency of attack 42

As there were repeated episodes of typhoid fever in new england
over the years nathan smith developed expertise with treating this
disease his paper on the disease is considered a classic he recog-
nized that typhoid was contagious that it would run its course and
that there was little one could do to alter the course or duration he
stressed that one should omit treatment that would make the patient
worse this was in contrast to the current practice in america for in
1813 blebiebleedingeding was a major treatment for most inflammatory condi-
tions bleeding had been popularized and stressed by benjamin
rush of philadelphia in the accounts we have of the joseph smith
family encounter with typhoid fever there was no mention of
bleeding reflecting the influence of nathan smith on local practice

all the children in the joseph smith family contracted the
disease only the parents were spared josephs older sister
sophronia was severely affected but recovered joseph smith seven
years old was also sick and in addition suffered several later complica-
tions requiring four surgical procedures

I1 was attacked with the typhus fever and at one time during my
sickness my father dispaireddespaireddispaired siosigsicsic of my life the doctors broke the
fever after which it settled under my shoulder & dr parker
caled jicjiosiaslasicsic it a sprained shoulder when it proved to be a swelling
under the arm which was opened & discharged freely 43

4nathannathannnathan smith to professor benjamin silliman 31 march 1813 as cited inin emily A smith the life and
letters ofnathanof nathan smith MRMDM R M D new haven conn yale university press 1914 ppap 85 86

43joseph43joseph smith manuscript history of the church A 1 p 131311 the identity of dr parker isis unclear
there was a dr parkhurst who practiced inin lebanon his name appears inin nathan smiths daybook for mak-
ing a house call together oct 13 elijah gould lebanon to visitvisit with dr parkhurst 2 00 I1 am not sure
whether parker was indeed parkhurst
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the first complication was an abcessabbess under the arm axillary
abcessabbess which was missed by dr parker when called to reevaluate
the problem after two weeks he made the proper diagnosis

sent immediately for the doctor who said he was of the opinion it was a
sprain the physician insisted on the truth of his first opinion
and anointed the shoushoulderlderIder with bone linamentlibamentlinament but the pain
remmainedremmained sic as severe as ever for 2 weeks when the doctor made a
close examination and found that a very large fever sore had gathered

which when itit was lanced discharged a full quart of matter 44

the stage was now set for the most serious complication with
joseph debilitated by typhoid fever and suffering from an undrained
abcessabbess of considerable size bacteria from the abcessabbess spread by way of
the bloodstream into the tibia of his left leg the pain in the leg was
acute unrelenting and severe

As soon as this sore had discharged itself the pain left itit shooting like
lightening as he said into the marrow of his leg on the same side the
boy was almost in total despair oh father said he the pain is so severe
how can I1 bear itit his leg began to swell and continued inin the most ex-
cruciatingcrucia ting pain for two weeks 45

when the pain and swelling continued for three weeks a physi-
cian finally was called and youngjosephyoung joseph underwent the first of three
operations on his leg

at the end of 53 weeks he became so bad that we sent again for the
surgeon who when he came cut an incision of eight inches on the front
side of the leg between the knee and the ancle jicjigfigsicsic and by con-
tinual dressing his leg was somewhat relieved 46

this comment by lucy smith describing the length and position
of the incision identifies the bone involved to be the tibia the
operation might seem peculiar if we were not familiar with nathan
smiths surgical instruction A simple incision to the bone was the
procedure recommended for what he called the first stage of the
disease nathan smiths statement that he never actually tried this
operation suggests that joseph s first operation was performed by
someone other than nathan smith but perhaps by a physician ac-
quaintedquainted with professor smiths techniques

the first incision relieved the pain from swelling of the soft
tissues but did little to drain or contain the infection in the bone the

44lucylucy mack smith preliminary manuscript history of ofjosephjoseph smith A quart of pus would have
been a huge abcessabbess in a seven year old boy

45ibidibid
46ibidibid
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wound was dressed and allowed to heal the healing of this first
wound would have taken from two to three weeks and with its heal-
ing pain and swelling returned

and by continual dressing his leg was somewhat relreirelelvedreleivedreceivedreiereleelvedived ficricsidsicsic untill fiofrosicsic
the wound commenced healing when the pain became as violent as ever
the surgeon again renewed the wound by cutting to the bone the second
time shortly itit commenced healing the second time and as the healing
progressed the swelling rose at last a councill sirfirslsicc of surgeons was called
it was decided that there was no remedy but amputation 47

this operation was a repeat of the first without the drainage of
bone suggesting again that nathan smith was not involved with the
second procedure the infection remained unchecked for at least two
months the surgeon who carried out the previous operations
discouraged with the progress of the disease recommended amputa-
tion A council of surgeons or a second opinion was sought this
came in the form of nathan smith his partner cyrus perkins and
the usual entourage of medical students in addition to a dr stone

I1 endured the most acute suffering for a long time under the care ofofdrsdrs
smith stone and perkins of hanover at one time eleven doctors came
from thetitetiye dartmouth medical college at hanover new hampshire for
the purpose of amputation 4841

lucy smith also commented on the size of the group in her
preliminary manuscript

when they rode up to the door & invited them into another room
now I1 said gentlemen for there were 7 of them what can you

do to save my boys leg they answered we can do nothing we have cut itit
open to the bone and find the bone so affected that it isis incurable 49

why was amputation mentioned we know that nathan smith
taught amputation was unnecessary and had indeed taught that to

471bidibid
48joseph48joseph smith manuscript history of the church A 1 p 131511311 the identity ofofdrofardr stone isis also a

mystery he was mentioned inin both accounts and inin josephs he was listed with those coming from dart-
mouth medical school he was not on the faculty as only smith and perkins represented the total medical
school faculty inin 1813 we do not have evidence that he was ever a student at dartmouth there are stones
mentioned inin the 1940 general catalog ofdartmouthof dartmouth college and inin G T chapmanschapmansrChap mans sketches odtheoftheof fhethe dart
mouth college cambridge apnpn p 1867 but these men were not physicians there are no stones inm the
records of other new england schools including vermont medical college at woodstock castleton medical
college castleton vermont university of vermont medical school and the medical school of maine per-
sonal communicationcommunication kenneth C cramer archivist dartmouth college library to leroy S wirthlin
9 april 1980 the latter medical schools started after 1812 but inm many cases physicians would practice and
then go to medical school it isis possible and likely that dr stone had no medical school background but
knew of nathan smiths work

lucy19lucy mack smith preliminary manuscript history ofofjosephjoseph smith
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the current dartmouth medical school class of 1812 1813 50

however amputation was the procedure for treating this condition in
america and england at the time and any other operation would
have been a departure from accepted practice moreover medical
litigation was not unknown in early america nathan smith had ap-
peared in malpractice trials in defense of other physicians and gave
lectures in medical jurisprudence later at yale 51 in this case nathan
smith recommended a surgical treatment for osteomyelitis that had
no precedence in practice or the medical literature 52 even though he
had enjoyed good results if there were to be problems with the
surgery there would be no medical defense as the operation was not
thought worthwhile until after the turn of the century amputation
would be the ultimate solution but when faced with this the
response of a family is totally predictablepredictabietblet isnt there anything else
that you can do

I1 appealed to the principle surgeon present said I1 doctor stone can you
not try once more cutting round the bone and taking out the affected
part there may be a part of the bone that is sound which will heal over
and thus you may save the leg 53

the immediate reply is not remembered but if practice were
anything like it is today the response on the part of the surgeon
might have included yes we have been doing that operation but it
is something we have been trying out in desperate cases we cannot
guarantee a favorable result the operation is experimental but it
would be worth trying with your consent although this response is

speculation the same approach is used today when presenting a risky

5inain in the beginning I1 mentioned necrosis osteomyelitis as a disease which frequently was the cause of
amputation true itit isis a lamentable fact this isis the cause of many limbs being taken off when inin all these
cases there isis hardly need of a single operation of this kind when the surgeon understands the use of
medicine when a piece of bone isis dead or matter isis within the bone I1 have described what isis to be done inin a

previous lecture goodwin extracts from lectures p 71

in a set of student notes taken at yale medical school inin 1826 we find a lecture given by nathan smith
on medical jurisprudence this remarkable instruction containscontains sage advice on the deportment and
responsibility of physicians when called to testify inin court on medical evidence in a day when virtually
nothing was written on the subject nathan smith gave detailed instructioninstruction inin cases of wounds and contu-
sionssions malpractice broken bones infanticide pregnancy abortion or concealed birth rape insanity
divorce for want of conjugal connexion and poisoning notes by avery J skilton medical
jurisprudence by nathan smith MDCSMSM D C S M S lond inin notes by ellelieil ives yale medical college 1826
ppap 137137444 national library of medicine bethesda maryland for a discussion of nathan smiths ap-
pearancepearance inin court see oliver S hayward A search for the real nathan smith journal odtheof taetherae history of
medicine ansandan dAlliedallied sciences 2255 julyduly 1960 226868 8811

william heys inin england had recommended enlarging an established fistula to remove diseased bone
which isis not the same as the procedure described by nathan smith william heys abbessabcess inm the tibia with
caries 1 I inm practical observations inm surgery philadelphia james humphreys 1805 ppap 22 25

lucy mack smith preliminary manuscript history ofofjosephjoseph smith
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procedure to a patient facing amputation for other causes 54 if
understood in the context of obtaining informed consent to perform a
more heroic operation the comment ofofjosephjoseph smith becomes clear

but young as I1 was I1 utterly refused to give my assent to the operation
amputation but I1 consented to their trying an experiment by remov-

ing a great large portion of the bone from my left leg which they did 5555

even years later joseph remembered this as experimental surgery
the procedure however was not unknown in the area around
hanover and lebanon lucy smith most likely would have been
aware of other good results and therefore could suggest it

they agreed to this after a short consultation then went to the
invalid the doctor said my poor boy we have come again yes
said joseph 1 I see you have but you have not come to take off my leg
have you sir no said the surgeon it is your mothers request that
we should make one more effort and that is what we have now come
for 56

once consent was obtained the scene changed and the surgeons
prepared for the operation the surgeons immediately ordered
cords to be brought to bind him fast to the bedstead 57

nathan smith wrote little about using anesthesia for his surgeries
because there was none he used opium preparations after surgery
but nothing other than alcohol was given prior to operating there
were no great preparations made save that of restraining the patient
lucy smith vividly describes the current surgical practice of that day

when the doctor insisted that he must be confined he said decidedly
no doctor I1 will not be bound I1 can bear the process better uncon-

fined will you drink some brandy no said the child
not one drop then said the dr will you take some wine you

must take something or you can never endure the severe operation to
which you must be subjected no answered the boy 1 I will not
touch one particle of liquor neither will I1 be tied down but I1 will tell
you what I1 will do I1 will have my father sit on the bed close by me and
then I1 will do whatever is necessary to be done in order to have the
bone taken out but mother I1 want you to leave the room 58

this51this conversation isis repeated inin a generally similar way today A patient comes intointo my office with
gangrene of the toes and after an examination arterial occlusion isis diagnosed the patient isis instructed that
he has gangrene and an amputation may be inin order the response isis the same oh no cant you do
something elseeise well perhaps ifweiffeif we can restore circulation the level ofamputationof amputation can be lowered in
some instancesinstances because of the unusual properties of the graft used inm the arterial bypass the procedure might
be considered experimental

5555josephjoseph smith manuscript history of the church A i1 p 131
ducylucy51lucy mack smith preliminary manuscript history ofofjosephjoseph smith this consultation would have

been short as itit would have been nathan smiths intentintent to carry out the less radical but more heroic
sequestrectomy operation

ibid571bid

5 ibid
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nathan smith taught that there was little pain in handling the
exposed bone and little discomfort in drilling the cortex 59 the pain
came when the fragments of dead bone were broken up or removed
if separation of the dead bone from living tissue was incomplete its
dislodgement would produce a sharp sudden pain although joseph
was required to endure the pain of the operation he was spared a
primitively administered anesthetic characteristic of a later period 60

the operation was underway the mother was not allowed to
watch yet her recording of the procedure is highly accurate and
parallels the description found in notes by dartmouth medical
students of the 1812 1813 class 61

so after bringing a number of folded sheets to lay under his leg I1 left
him the surgeons began boring into the bone first on one side
of the affected part then on the other after which they broke itit loose
with a pair of forceps or pincers thus they took away 3 large pieces of
the bone when they broke off the first piece he screamed so loud
with the pain of his leg that I1 could not repress my desire of going to
him but as soon as I1 entered the room he cried out oh mother go
back go back I1 do not want you to come inin I1 will tough itit if you will
go 62

with this description of the operation we know that nathan
smith was on the scene for this was his procedure recommended for
the third or chronic stage of osteomyelitis see figures 4 and 35

p 140 the surgeons continued the work of removing fragments of
dead bone with the removal of the third fragment lucy smith
came into the bedroom operating room but was excused and detained
from further interrupting the procedure

I1 was forced from the room and detained till they finished the operation
after placing him upon a clean bed with fresh clothing clearing the room

59seesee n 62 see also wirthlinWirth lm nathan smith p 335 n 58
6ojohnjohncojohn collins warren remembered giving ether anesthesia inin the early days at the massachusetts general

hospital
I1 have still a vivid recollection of my efforts as a student and as house pupil at the hospital
1865 6 to etherize these patients going under ether inin those days was no trifling ordeal

and often was suggestive of the scrimmage of a football team rather than the quiet decorum
which should surround the operating table no preliminary treatment was thought
necenecessarysary patients came practically as they were to the operating table and had to
take their chances they were usually etherizeretherizedetherized at the top of the staircase on a little chair
outside the operating theatre as there was no room existing for this purpose at the timetune in
the struggle which ensued I1 can recall often being forced against the cannistersbannistersbannis ters with nothing
but a thin rail to protect me from a fall down an area of three flights but however powerful
the patient might be the man with the sponge came out victoriousvictorious and the panting subject
was carried triumphantly intoinrointo the operating room churchill to work inin the vineyard of
surgery p 35

goodwingoodwill extracts from lectures p 58 see also wirthlin nathan smith ppap 330 31
62lucylucy mack smith preliminary manuscript history ofofjosephjoseph smith
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from every appearance of blood and any apparatus used inin the extrac-
tion I1 was permitted to enter he now began to recover for he soon
became strong and healthy 63

with the proper operation the bone drained and the dead
fragments removed joseph smiths long ordeal with osteomyelitis
rapidly approached an end he regained strength and recovered
there was additional drainage of bone for joseph recalls fourteen
pieces of bone worked their way to the surface before the wound
closed 64 As nothing was mentioned about the healing of the wound
we assume it was straightforward joseph used crutches for three years
following the surgery and was known to walk with a slight limp in
later life he led a most robust and vigorous life and seemed not to
have been bothered with any effects or complications of his boyhood
illness 65

conclusion

A study of the two accounts of joseph smiths boyhood surgery
has resulted in the identification of the principal physician nathan
smith an examination of nathan smiths published work on his
operation and techniques developed for the treatment of chronic
osteomyelitis provides historical perspective in understanding the
unusual conditions of joseph smithssmiths surgery and the factors which
led to the successful outcome the study of nathan smiths surgical
techniques corroborates details mentioned in both joseph smith s

and lucy mack smiths accounts of the procedure indeed we can ap-
preciatepreciate that lucy mack smiths detailed reporting was highly
accurate

the procedure described by lucy smith was a standard operation
for nathan smith and his students in northern new england when
nathan smith entered ththe eJosephjoseph smith home he brought with him
a fifteen year experience with his technique of sequestrectomy and
drainage he had more experience with osteomyelitis than anyone
had previously recorded in the medical literature in the english

ibid131bid

6464josephjoseph smith manuscript history of the church A 1 p 131

in 1928 the remainsremains ofofjosephjoseph hyrum and emma smith were transferred to their present gravesidegravesitegravesite
in the process of the transfer some of the boney structures were described but no particular mentionmention of the
bones of the leg was made A photograph of the three coffins with their contents was taken at a distance I1

was allowed to study this photograph but because of the distance and the partial dradrapingsdrapmgsdrawingspings with silk I1 could
not make conclusions regarding the presence or absence of ofchangeschanges consistentconsistent with healed osteomyelitis see
W 0 hands report ofwofaof W 0 hands on the discovery oftheodtheof the exact location oftheodtheof the martyrs located Ff8181
p 19 this report and the photograph are located inin the library archivesar&ves reorganized church ofjesus christ
of latter day saints auditorium independence missouri see also frederick madison smith bodies of
the martyrs located editorial saints herald 75 25 january 1928 89 90
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language although he enjoyed good results his work and results
were not repeated until the early twentieth century

the joseph smith account also describes a nathan smith success
with sequestrectomy from the perspective of the patient since there
were no records this represents one of his few well documented total
successes with the operation

in 1813 the paths of two unusual individuals crossed nathan
smith american medical pioneer in the prime of his surgical
career and joseph smith a seven year old boy from a humble
family struggling for health yet to make his mark in the world the
contribution of nathan smith to the recovery of youngjosephyoung joseph smith
should be remembered and listed with his other accomplishments
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lula greene richards
utahs first woman editor

sherilyn cox bennion

I1 am only a girl inin the cold proud world
working from day to day

but this is my plan wherever I1 can
to brighten the lonely way

I1 look around me and where they stand
the weary the sad and weak

I1 smile and offer a friendly hand
and these are the words I1 speak

it is better to work than to idle be
As its better to live than to die

to sustain ones self and thus be free
and itsits better to laugh than to cry 1

so ran a stanza in one of the poems louisa lula greene richards
chose to have published in a volume of her works issued in 1904 it is

a representative sample of both her poetry and her philosophy a
philosophy which found expression in the newspaper she edited she
was the first woman editor in utah in the column she wrote for the
sunday school magazine of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints for about twenty years and in the multitude of tributes
hymns and commemorative poems she began writing as a young
teenager she expressed similar ideas in instructions sent the fledg-
ling LDS relief society primary and young ladies retrenchment
organizations and no doubt during visits she paid to members of
these groups as an organizer and promoter of all three

dedicated ambitious and prolific lula had a vast number of in-
tereststerests many of which developed into causes and crusades and all of
which she must have written about at one time or another during her
ninety five years while her poetry ran to lofty sentiment and her
essays often concentrated on advice for moral living she was eminent-
ly practical as free with advice on curing bad breath or cleansing the

sherilyn cox bennion isis an associateassociate professor of journalismofjournalism humboldt state university arcata california
louisa lula greene richards branches that run over the wall salt lake city utah magazine print-

ing company 1904 p 79
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hair as she was with urgings to pursue education or support womanscomans
suffrage she had a sense of humor as well it emerged in her selec-
tion of items for the miscellany columns of the comanswomanwomansromans j exponent
which she edited as well as in her own writing for that paper in later
years it found frequent release in the poems stories and comments
she prepared for our little folks in the sunday school magazine
the juvenile instructor

lula was born 8 april 1849 in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa the eighth of
the thirteen children of evan M and susan kent greene both of
whose mothers were sisters of president brigham young her parents
had joined the church in new york in the 1830s and moved to
kirtland ohio where evan taught an english class and served as a
clerk to joseph smith the prophet the greenes moved to
kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville in 1846 to salt lake city in 1852 and then to provo

there evan was chosen mayor and representative to the territorial
legislature in 1859 the family moved to grantsvilleGrantsville where evan was
elected to the legislature for two more terms and in 1864 to
smithfield utah where he served as city recorder 2

the earliest ofoflulalulaluia s preserved poetry was a poetical dialogue
between princess aurora and the mountain queen composed
at the age of fourteen for herself and her sister to dramatize she
recorded it from memory eleven years later in a letter to her niece
apologizing for its lack of refinement

you must recollect that I1 was but a child fourteen years of age when I1

composed the poem and taught your aunt lissie her part by repeating
itit to her I1 had read little or no history then and was not familiar with
the proper style of getting up dialogues having never witnessed more
than two evenings entertainments of a theatrical nature inin my life
the effort therefore is a very crude one entirely imaginary with no
particular aim at effect in any direction childish and absurd as
it really seemed it always met with great applause wherever we could be
induced to give itit inin public assemblies of course this was pleasing to
my girlish ambition but what was still more gratifying to me itit used to
have the effect to make the tears run down your grandpagrand pa s cheeks
when we would play itit inin the family circle 3

scene of the dialogue is an elegant boudoir where lissie as
princess aurora sits and dreams of the faraway mountains she sees

biographical information isis from family group sheet for evan M greene inin the genealogical depart-
ment library the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city and leonard J arrington

louisa lula greene richards womanjournalistwoman journalist of the early west the improvement era 72 may 1969
28 31 lula s two grandmothers were nancy young kent and rhoda young greene according to susa
young gates the womanscomans exponent p 1 undated typescript in library archives historical depart-
ment the church of jesus christ of latter day saintssamissamts salt lake city hereafter referred to as church
archives

richards to rhoda bullock 13 march 1874 church archives
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courtesy ofbyuart gallery Photographphotographededbyby brian L bates
pioneer mother a portrait of lula greene richards

painted by her son lee greene richards
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through her window lula is the mountain queen a native of those
mountains taken captive by aurora s father she comes before the
princess to protest her abject state anandd to plead for release

true I1 m not taught inin grand old arts and science
my dress isis coarse my manners unrefined

yet I1 can look on thee in proud defiance
Is dress and manners all that make the mind

if so why then I1 yield in calm submission
they say I1 am your servant nay your slave

yet think not that I1 fear in this condition
to tell thee that thy father is a knave

after a few more verses aurora is convinced and seeks successfully
the mountain queen s release lula invites aurora to visit her inin the
mountains and the dialogue concludes with the two addressing the
audience from the front of the stage 4

lula s first journalistic venture was editing the smithfield sun-
day school gazette one of many handwritten papers distributed by
sunday school students throughout utah the gazette was a
four page paper with two columns written on each page given each
sunday to those who would come to sabbath school keep order
and pay attention 5 lula s editorship lasted for six issues from
24 october to 28 november 1869

for the first number lula wrote a front page editorial reminding
mormon children how blessed they were in opportunities for learn-
ing a recurring theme in her writings other features were a
juvenile department with one short paragraph on good manners

and another on the eagle a letter about the book of mormon a
poem called baby learning to read and a teachers depart-
ment containing a letter to smithfield children from one of their
teachers telling them how to behave in sunday school lula added a
note encouraging the children to write for the gazette but asking
them not to copy material from other sources 6

in a later number among advice tributes poetry and con-
gratulations to sunday school classes whose members had passed
I1 I1 a creditable examination lula placed an editorial on rising early
but added the following qualification to her agreement that being up
with the sun was generally desirable

richards princess aurora and the mountain queen in ibid
smithfield sunday school gazette no 2 31 october 1869 church archives

ibid61bid no 1 24 october 1869
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lest our indulgent father and mother should happen to come across this
article and make use of our own words to justify themselves in condemn-
ing some of our willful ways we beg to exempt young ladies from this
general rule on certain occasions such for instance as necessity requir-
ing the editing of a sunday school news paper saturday evening after
bed time 7

in the same number her last she told her readers goodbyegood bye and
asked to be released on account of other duties she had attend-
ed a private school in salt lake city in 1868 1869 and now wanted to
pursue her studies at the university of deseret

by the fall of 1871 lula was back in smithfield however she
traveled to salt lake city in october to attend general conference and
to seek a position teaching elementary school she was ready to begin
work according to one biographical sketch when she received a letter
calling her home because of illness in the family lacking the money
she needed to get there she sat up all night writing poetry which she
took the next day to the office of the salt lake daily herald asking
the editor edward L sloan to buy it for the 7507.50750 she needed 8

he did and tired out became her first published work it
was a melancholy addition to the herald s front page appearing at
the top center of the sheet in the spot which edward sloan reserved
for the poetry he periodically offered his readers alternating between
nationally recognized poets like joaquin miller or henry wadsworth
longfellow and local writers possibly lula really was tired out by the
time she wrote it or perhaps the news of illness at smithfield had
dampened her usual high spirits at any rate the poem was a letter
to the writers mother asking if the author might come home to die
it ended with these two stanzas

my companions read it over
and with tears and quivguiv ring breath

they said I1 need not send it
then they told me of your death

they had not dared to tell me
for they feared my sudden grief

yet the news was not distressing
but to me a sweet relief

to feel you would not missmiss me
was indeed a blest relief

71bidnbidabid no 6 28 november 1869
8thomasthomasbthomas C romney louisa lula greene richards the Insinstructortractor 85 september 1950 262
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there are those around me mother
who have ever kindly smiled

who have proved in joy or sorrow
ever faithful to your child

there are others who have slighted
who have wronged me and oppressdoppressed

but my heart can know no malice
and my spirit is at rest

and im coming angel mother
coming home with thee to rest 9

it was signed lula
A few days later back in smithfield lula received a letter from

sloan asking if she would be interested in editing a paper for mormon
women she later recorded that he first had contemplated giving her
work on the henaryheraldherabutrabutHenabutbut since other staff members did not agree with
that plan he conceived the idea of the womens paper lula was
reluctant pleading inexperience but sloan persisted so she wrote
eliza R snow the most influential woman in the church to find out
what eliza thought about the suggestion and to ask her to get
brigham youngs reaction if president young approved lula add-
ed she would like him to appoint the duties of that calling as a
mission eliza wrote back that both she and the president heartily
sanctioned the undertaking and that president young would gladly
appoint lula the mission and bless her in it this he agreed to after
inquiring about her capabilities for such an undertaking and being
assured that what she lacked in education she could learn and that she
was stanch 10

during the first months of 1872 planning for the new publica-
tion went forward eliza and lula corresponded about possible
printers methods of financing the paper subscription prices the
necessity of keeping careful records and the types of content that
would be appropriate 11 the paper was to be published twice a
month lula moved to salt lake to begin her editorship staying with
her uncle lorenzo D young and using his parlor as an office until
the fall of 1872 when edward sloan had a small office constructed
near the herald building lula lived there with her aunt persis
richards using the back room as living quarters and the front as
public office 12

the salt lakelukelalelahe daily herald 12 2 november 18711871 1

richards to zina S whitney 20 20januaryjanuary 1893 church archives
eliza R snow to richards 23 april and 16 november 1871 and 20 february 1872 church archives
gates womanscomansWomans exponent ppap 2233
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publication date for the first number was set for early in april to
coincide with general conference but delays in shipments of type and
paper postponed its issuance until I11 june 13 that 1 june was also
brigham young s birthday was a happy coincidence

the first issues of the comanswomans exponent were printed in the
herald plant but before they appeared sloan probably had a hand
in preparation of a prospectus explaining the aims of the publication
and soliciting subscriptions for it this was sent to all relief society
presidents and used as an advertisement in the herald lula had set
herself a considerable task for the paper was to discuss every subject
interesting and valuable to women it will contain a brief and graphic
summary of current news local and general household hints educa-
tional matters articles on health and dress correspondence editorials
on leading topics of interest suitable to its columns and
miscellaneous reading as well as reports of the relief societies of
utah it would endeavor to defend the right inculcate sound prin-
ciples and disseminate useful knowledge 14

lulas first number of the exponent came close to meeting the
promise of the prospectus in its eight pages it contained a column
of news and views the first installment of a history of the relief
society by eliza R snow a report on relief society activities in
ogden brief essays on the values of labor and cheerful dispositions
and the dangers of relying on first impressions household hints
poems which were unsigned but probably written by lula and called

remember thy mother and rearing of children news notes in
a column headed splinters exchanges reprinted from other
publications editorials supporting statehood for utah and explaining
the goals of the exponent articles on womanscomans place and suffrage
short fillers both witty and whimsical and advertisements

listed as editor was L L greene lula changed this to
louise L greene with the 15 july number explaining there

appears to be a misunderstanding on the part of numbers of our
readers in regard to the editor of the exponent mr L L green
dear editor and editor WOMANS EXPONENT dear sir are
honorable appellationsappellations but we are not entitled to either mr or
sir being simply a woman which our name as it now appears over

the editorial department will indicate 15

the use of pen names on some contributions and no names on
others makes it difficult to state with certainty just how much of the

3 richards to zina S whitney 20 january 1893
athethe4the salt lake daily herald 2 9 april 1872 3

15comanswomansWomans exponent 4 15 july 1872 5
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content of the exponent lula actually wrote but it is probably safe to
assume ththatat most of the unsigned material at least in the early
issues came from her pen it can also be established through the
exponent and other sources that the pen names geranium

mary grace and mignona were hers 16 thus a miniature an-
thology of her work for the exponent can be compiled
on sleep

if no other reward could be anticipated for a good substantial day s

work and the careful keeping of a clear conscienceconscience a night of calm
refreshing sleep is a compensation not to be ignored by the most am-
bitious and energetic Is it not very probable that one great
cause of the immature deaths in the present age may be attributed to a
lack of indulgence inin this exhilarating restorative at the proper time17

on temperance

temperance enters into the smallest minutiae of life and beautiful in-
deed are the lives of the strictly temperate they may not have genius or
brilliant talent but if by circumstances placed side by side with or in
antagonism with genius or talent for any considerable length of time
temperance will be sure to win and wear the laurel wreath of fame

if we will be temperate in all things our lives will be beautiful and
our deaths but triumphs 18

on mixed parties

we refer to what has been called mixed parties where the price of
admission is placed at a certaincertain figure and where every person is
welcome who will pay the money at the door to such places every
character no matter how vile can claim admission and there simple
and guileless young girls may be thrown into the society of men prac-
ticed inin all the wiles and arts by which maidens are lured to destruction

we earnestly recommend parents to make the strictest inquiries
where the slightest doubt rests upon their minds that they may be
satisfied beforehand their children are not exposed to blighting evil nor
thrown in the way of insidious and dangerous temptation 19

on utah and the mormonscormonsMormons

we recommend to these very pious people throughout the country who
are so strongly exercised over the condition of utah to open their eyes
and look around them and see what a vast field there isis within sight of
their very doors for the philanthropist the reformer and the man or

16fromfrom list of pen names compiled by davis bitton professor of history university of utah salt lake
city

woman s exponent I11 1 I1 july 1872 5
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woman of real charity to labor inin and we can assure those at a distance
that the men inin utah who make the loudest outcry against the imim-
morality of the mormon are themselves the most immoral men in
the country and openly boast that they only use this cry as a means of
stirring up prejudice to enable them to accomplish designs which itit were
flattery to characterize as base 20

on science and religion

truth is sciencescience and science in its legitimate form embraces all truth
and as true science and true religion walk hand inin hand nothing
that isis unscientific can belong to true religion nor can anything that isis
irreligious be classed with true sciencescience 21

on education of women

if there be some women in whom the love of learning extinguishes all
other love then the heaven appointed sphere of that woman isis not the
nursery it may be the library the laboratory the observatory
does such a woman prove that perfect liberty of education unspheres
woman on the contrary it has enabled that woman to perceive exactly
what god meant her to do god lead us to find the true woman
in the free american home 2212

on daily bathing

if mothers wish their children to be healthy activeactive and intellectual this
duty must not be neglected either for themselves or their little ones

from the effects of this treatment very delicate women have
become comparatively robust and healthy 23

on the girls

it has become a common rule with mothers to foster inin the minds of
their little daughters the belief that to dress richly and be pert and
talkative are the chief means of winning attractionattraction which must be the
principal aimalmaimalm of their existence well to do fathers take pride
themselves in noting the pleasure with which their bright vivaciousvivacious
witching little darlings will array themselves in the latest styles and pet
and humor instead of correcting their childish vanitiesvanities if we
want our daughters to become amiable refined sensible and beautiful
women we must give them the principles upon which to erect such
characters teach them to be industrious and orderly in all their habits
and to value the worth of genuine intelligence and they will find little
time and less desire to run wild after fashion 24

ibid201bid 15 15januaryjanuary 1873 p 4
ibid21lbid 31 january 1873 p 1

221bidibid 1 april 1873 p 3
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on the enslaved women of utah

with the knowledge thus obtained through years of experience we de-
nounce the incorrect and vindictive statements still made concerning
men women and matters in utah and regret that any woman should
be engaged in such work women in utah are todayto day in the free and
unrestricted exercise of more political and social rights than are the
women of any other part of these united states 25

along with her own writings her choice of items for the columns
of news and views splinters or home affairs and her
comments on them showed lulas ideas and opinions she suggested
after stating half the servant girls in philadelphia were said to be
drunkards that giving them a chance to become honest wives and
keepers of their own houses instead of having to keep irregular hours
waiting on fashionable mistressesdistressesmistresses might solve the problem she
criticized tennessee claflin a fellow journalist more noted for her
flamboyant lifestylelife style than for her writing ability calling her a sad
spectacle of a talented woman setting modesty purity of feeling and
womanly grace at defiance that she may secure the applause of the
reckless and the indorsementendorsementindorsement of those who set proper restrictions at
defiance 26 she approved in a household hints item miss har-
riet beechersechersbecchersBe remark that there is nothing which so distinctly marks
the difference between weak and strong minds as whether they con-
trol circumstances or circumstances control them 27

A few excerpts from a column and a half of splinters show
their varied nature

one of the women inin the house of the good shepherd st louis isis a
carpenter and shoemaker clark the balloonist who fell from a
balloon at memphis died from the effects less than a week afterward

prince bismarck isis going to the isle of wight the
emperor william of germany isis said to be gradually sinking into the
grave the bairdsbairas who stand at the head of the iron masters in
scotland make as clear profit annually 2500000 nilsson
sketches landscapes nicely over ten million pairs of shoes were
manufactured inin lynn massachusetts last year 28128211

A year after lula began her editorship she was married her
husband was levi willard richards born in 1845 at nauvoo illinois
his father and mother dr levi richards and sarah griffith were on
a mission in england when the mormonscormons moved to utah so their son

21ibidibid I11 1 I1 july 1872 4
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was sent west at the age of three with his aunt rhoda and uncle
willard richards he was eight when his parents returned levi was
later to be secretary of the deseret sunday school union board clerk
of both the fourteenth and twentieth wards a counselor in the high
priests quorum and a patriarch of ensign stake and a temple worker
for twentyfivetwenty five years 29

andrew jenson in his LDS biographical encyclopedia wrote
that in all his walks in life in the privacy of his own home as well as
before the public levi W richards was always justly upheld as a
model of the charity patience benevolence and brotherly kindness
and love which should characterize all latter day saints 30

lula bore two daughters while she was exponent editor and
both of them died before she gave up the editorship in augustaugbstaugast
1877 31 by that time however she was sharing editorial respon-
sibilitiessibili ties with emmeline B wells both women were listed as editors
beginning in december 18751873 emmeline stayed in that position until
the exponent was discontinued in 1914

even in the latter part ofotherher editorship lula did not neglect the
exponent her letters to her family were filled with news about the
paper along with appeals for contributions this one to her sister
lissie also repeats lulas feelings about womanscomans place

I1 wish you would look about you a little more and try to jot down
something every time that you think might be of public interest any
little idea no matter how commonplace coming from outer set-
tlementstlements gives life to my paper and you know it is my business to keep
it alive and nourish and brighten it up all the while it is doing much
good at home and some abroad and ifwe can continue to make it grow
its mission will be a great one yet it is one of the small things which the
lord will make use of to confound the mighty besides this my sister
for your own good I1 want you to make an effort to do some other good
thing than to raise boys for missionaries in zion I1 know that is a great
thing to do but you have ability to addtoadatoadd to it 32

A little later lula tried to add to the good that the exponent was do-
ing by suggesting to her brother and sisters that they help a young
woman friend apparently romantically involved with an unaccept-
able man by having her read two articles in the latest number 33

9andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia salt lake city andrew jenson history
co 1901 3703 705

301bid301ibidbid p 705
31 31familyfamily group sheet for levi W richards LDS genealogical department library
3 richards to her sister lissie 21 march 1874 copy in church archives

richards to her sisters and brother lissie lina and edmund 24 november 1874 copy in church
archives
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it was injuneinjurein june 1877 that lula wrote brigham young requesting a
release from the editorship naming family responsibilities as theithe
reason

four years ago you sealed upon me a higher and holierhollerhoiler mission
to be a wife and to become a mother

my object in addressing you now is to acquaint you with the fact
that I1 find I1 have not sufficient strength to perform both missions at the
same time with satisfaction or credit to myself

I1 could not conscientiously remove my name from the expo-
nent without first consulting you and asking your approval and bless-
ing in so doing sister emmeline B wells having already reared her
family is a woman well adapted to the work of carrying on our little
paper and although I1 regret my own inability which renders itit
necessary for me to ask to be released from further responsibilities in
connection with the paper I1 feel well to leave it in her hands

in years to come I1 hope to be prepared to enter again upon such
labors with renewed energies and increased capabilities for the pres-
ent I1 still ask if inin removing my name from the exponent I1 may
still feel that I1 have your favor and blessing34blessing34

the presidents reply addressed to my dear niece and signed
your affectionate uncle read

your note of the 16thl6thlath instant has been received I1 am willing you
should retire from the editorial chair of the exponent as you desire
and in so doing you have my best wishes and blessings which you will
ever continue to have in fulfilling the duties of life

wishing yourself your husband and the little stranger much hap-
piness and continued peace 35

lula also explained to exponent readers why she was withdraw-
ing from public service for the present once more adding a few
comments on her conception of the proper role of a mormon woman

during the years of my life which may be properly devoted to the
rearing of a family I1 will give my special attention to that most impor-
tant branch of home industry not that my interest inin the public
weal isis diminishing or that I1 think the best season of a womanscomans life
should be completely absorbed in her domestic duties but every
reflecting mother and every true philanthropist can see the happy
medium between being selfishly home bound and foolishly public
spirited 36

although lula no longer sat in the editorial chair she continued
to be a frequent contributor to the exponent in cases of necessity
carrying much of itsits responsibilities I1 as she wrote in the margin of

34 34richardsrichards to brigham young 16 june 1877 church archives
35brigharnbrigham young to richards 28 june 1877 church archives
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susa young gatessgadess history of the paper 37 she also wrote for other
mormon publications and composed poetry and song lyrics for special
occasions

her next major journalistic responsibility was a department
begun in 1883 in thethejuvenilejuvenile instructor lula was asked by george
Q cannon editor of the publication which was designed for sunday
school workers and members to take charge of the column 38 the
sections first title was chapter for the little ones and its usual
content was a story or essay As it evolved into our little folks its
content became more varied including stories and essays by con-
tributorstribu tors along with those by its compiler poetry charadescharalescharades and
puzzles a series of articles on mormon stake presidents and a section
of letters from readers

sometimes lulas contributions to our little folks were
signed sometimes not this sentiment for thanksgiving day was
one that she initialed

thanksgiving and praise to our father and god
who withholds in his strength from the riverriver and sod

but crowns with rich blessing mans labor and care
so kindly so amply our wants are supplied
it is best always best if our stores we divide

and spread freely round us that all may have share 39

pussy s letter which follows was not signed but its ap-
pearancepearance in lulas department whether or not she wrote it shows
that she was wise enough to include material just for fun

pussy thought shed write a letter
to her friend the irish setter

little ruth made all things ready
held the little soft paw steady

it was very nicely writtenwritten
for a simple maltese kitten

but ruth do you mind my telling
pussy isnt good at spellingspelling4040

31 gates31gates womanscomansWomans exponent p 14
38 richards38richards to joseph F smith 25 november 1907 church archives
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the essays did not always teach a moral either one was about
A queer conference visitor who was the most cheeky little

fellow the author had ever seen without waiting to be invited he
came right into the priesthood meeting in the tabernacle monday
evening and instead of going off into a corner and sitting down he
went right up to the stand and presented himself to the presiding
authorities 41 lula then described the intruder asking the children
to guess who he was at the end of the description she revealed that
the creature was a bat who lived she surmised on top of the taber-
nacle organ

of course much of the content of our little folks did contain
advice and instruction A filler at the end of a column might be
something like this motto if I1 cant do all the good I1 want to I1

want to do all the good I1 can 42 or commentary accompanying an
illustration showing four puppies watching longingly from a basket as
a kitten laps a saucer of milk would conclude pussy seems to me not
to be quite so happy eating alone as she would be if the puppies had
their supper too instead of watching her so eagerly and whining over
her because they have nothing to eat how would we feel if we were
in pussy s place why would we feel that wayway4343

sometimes lula offered advice to parents one essay in which
she did was titled the hurry of the times and need of
relaxation a topic like many of those she wrote about which is as
appropriate today as it was in 1904 she noted that the husband
needed relief from the worry of business and that both parents should
relax more and mingle more with their children in the process 44

lula often had poems published in other parts of the magazine
as well as her own department in 1905 the magazine offered 50 in
prizes for the best poems honoring joseph smith on the looth an-
niversaryniversary of his birth lula won first prize and prominent mormon
composer evan stephens took top honors in the next phase of the
contest which was to produce a musical setting for the two winning
poems lula s lyric was titled joseph the blest the first stanza
follows

4ibidbibidibid 39 1 may 1904 280
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father of life and light
in heavbeav n above

this world thou makes bright
warmed by thy love

while all the meek rejoice
let every heart and voice

send forth thy praise
who didst on earth bestow
one hundred years ago
joseph the prophet dear
joseph the mighty seer

of latter days45

lulas works continued to be published even after our little
folks was discontinued in a 1907 attempt to modernize the
juvenile instructor and put it on a firmer financial footing her
response to the change as she expressed it in a letter to joseph F
smith at that time LDS church president as well as instructor
editor was not exactly a protest but it did make clear her disappoint-
ment and a very human need for approval

As the changes to be made in the juvenile instructor leave out
our little folks department of which I1 have been editor I1 feel that

inin kindness to the children some noticenotice and explanation should be
given them they write to the letter box from all parts of our coun-
try as well as from foreign lands and itit seems to me itit would be unfair
and disappointing to them to shut off this medium of communication
which they evidently have enjoyed so much without saying something
to them about itit

in retiring from the position I1 have held for a number of years on
the juvenile instructor which position came to me unsolicited and
unexpected through the kindness and courtesy of president george Q
cannon it would be very gratifying to me to know if inin the past my
work has been satisfactory to you or if for any reason at any time itit has
proven otherwise 46

president smith made a gracious attempt to mollify lula inin a
handwritten reply saying that he had not only always enjoyed the
contents of the column and her management of it but had always
esteemed highly her greater gifts as poetess and writer he said he
regarded her as one of the best and most gifted in your line of our
dear sisters whose names will live in the memories and heart of our
people he added that he couldnt help but regret the need of
making the changes in the instructor which had been decided upon

45ibidibid 40 1 november 1905 646 47
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joseph called the name of the first born manasseh for god said he hath made me forget
all my toil and all my fathersfatherhatherbather s house
and the name of the second called he ephraim for god hath caused me to be fruitful in

the land of my affliction
gen 4151 52

painting by lee greene richards used as an illustration inin
branches that run over the wall
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by the brethren but that the magazine couldnt be continued with
the constant financial loss it had been incurring 47

while she was still with the instructor lula published a volume
of her collected prose and poetry 48 called branches that run over
the wall it took that title from its opening section a long book of
mormon epic

prefatory material included two complimentary letters about this
work one of which noted lula s ingenuity inin making up wives
names by transposing letters in the names of their husbands and an
explanation of abbreviations used to show which lines were historical
which supposition and which contained comments on the text also
prefatory was the following poem at the door which expressed
not only how lula felt about her book of mormon poem but also how
she must have felt about writing for publication in general

upon the threshold ere I1 touch the bell
I1 pause and listen and my heart beats quick
who are within how shall I1 be received
now I1 remember that for friendly hearts

the world is full of friends
I1 need not fear why should I1 hesitate
ah mingling with our friends harsh critics throng
who give opinions ere they re introduced
and judgment pass before a case is heard
but friendships holdings must be stronger still
than cynics scorn or painful ridicule
of careless prating tongues however sharp
and love and truth and light though simply clad
and artless to excess will rise must rise
superior to their opposites and live

this feeling quickens faith and quiets fear
I1 ring courageously then calmly wait 49

the book was divided into three sections with a painting by
artist lee greene richards lula s son to illustrate each the book of
mormon epic written in a variety of meters and styles came to a
climax with a wedding feast for the five sons of major character lehi
and their wives and then concluded with a few verses summarizing
subsequent book of mormon history and an admonition to readers to
learn for themselves of the books truthfulness the rest of lulas
book contained shorter poems sketches essays and epigrams many
of them reprinted from the comanswomans exponent or the juvenile

47joseph F smith to richards 30 november 1907 church archives
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instructor the final section was a collection of poems recitations
and dialogues for children two songs complete with words and
music also were included

As was usual in lula s writings most of the selections had
morals for example

the high ambitious one will often stumble
where safely walks the lowly and the humble
oft falls the proudly dignified and grand
where modest unassuming worth will stand 50

however a few works were obviously written and included in the
anthology just for fun something new fits into this category

oh girls I1 have seen and have heard something new
and womanlike truly ill tell itit to you
it is not a fancy worked cushion or mat
the style of a dress or the shape of a hat

you may guess and may puzzle all day and all night
but I1 have no idea youd ever guess right
and therefore ill tell you since curious you ve grown
for a fact thats so wonderful ought to be known

at least among women for comfort and cheer
it contains for our spirits so listen and hear
last evening I1 met at a kind neighbors house
A man who will own he s afraid of a mousemouse5151

by the time her anthology was published lula was fifty four
and of course many changes had occurred in her personal life her
seventh child a third daughter who did not survive had been born in
1888 and her four sons born between 1878 and 1885 were grown
each child had been given the middle name greene lee was a well
known artist and willard was a participant in the colonization and
development of southern alberta in canada evan became a dentist
heber a professor of english at the university of utah

another member had been added to the household as well she
was persis louisa young lula s niece who came to the richards as a
household helper and stayed to become levi s plural wife he mar-
ried her on his and lula s eleventh wedding anniversary this ar-
rangementrangement apparently was satisfactory to all concerned persis had
only one child who died in infancy and spent the rest of her life
helping with family and household tasks while lula pursued more

511ibid511bidbid p 166
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public interests the two women continued to share the same house
after levi died in 1914 52

lula was active as an officer in the mormon auxiliary organiza-
tions of the twentieth ward where she lived for most of her life
from its dedication in 18931895 until 1934 she was a worker in the salt
lake temple as were both her husband and persis she continued to
write for church publications almost until her death which occurred
in 1944 when she was ninety five years old persis died the same
year 53

an earlier tribute may reveal more about lula than those written
at her death although perhaps most obituary praises inin both poetry
and prose like those lula wrote tell more about their writers than
about their subjects susa young gates described lula as a rather in-
timidatingtimidating character full of paradoxes

extremely modest if not diffident she was naturally noble broad-
minded yet with a rigid moral standard which amounted almost to
what isis sometimes called by worldly people fanatacismfanaticismfanatacism unmindful of
such criticisms lula greene possessed courage initiativeinitiative and con-
siderablesiderable fire of poesy and self expression modified greatly by a placid
obedient spirit which often hid the steely strength ofotherher will and deter-
minationminationaminationmiminationnation to press forward always inin the path of duty 54

lula certainly was something of the paragon susa depicted but
she was also a real person a talented woman who had strong conviccondicconvic-
tions about right and wrong about justice and duty about the
responsibility of a woman to rear righteous children without
withdrawing from involvement in civic affairs but also about the
beauty and joy of life on earth all of these found a place both in her
writing and in her life

52fensonjenson LDS biographical encyclopedia p 703 and helen R gardner comp levi richards
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joseph smith the man some reflections
on a subject of controversy

marvin S hill

one of the things the historian learns when he begins to delve
deeply into historical sources is that the great men of the past have
always been the subject of bitter controversy while these men have
had their defenders they have had their critics too

in the 1790s one famous hero of the revolutionary era wrote to
another As to you sir the world will be puzzled to decide whether
you are an apostate or an imposter whether you have abandoned
good principles or whether you ever had any I11 the author of this
bit of vituperation was thomas paine whose pamphlet common
sense is considered by most historians to have been the catalyst of the
american demand for independence from great britain in 1776 the
recipient of this vitriolic letter was george washington according to
another political partisan of the 1790s a leader of the opposition
party was guilty of the most ambitious spirit the most overweening
pride and hauteur so that the externals of pure democracy afford but
a flimsy veil to the internal evidences of aristocratic splendor sen-
sualitysuality and epicureanism 2 the slanderer here was a friend of
alexander hamilton the person so denounced was thomas jeffer-
son champion of american democracy another american who was
extremely controversial during his years in public office was excoriated
as illiterate course siosloslsicc and vulgar as a mobocrat a southern
hater a lunatic and a chimpanzee this belittled man was
abraham lincoln 3

like other great americans the prophet joseph smith was not
exempt from such disparagement he had friends who spoke well of
him and he had critics who were often embittered the result was
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broad disagreement as to his character and personality if we consider
such traits as his personal appearance the first impressions he made
on others his treatment of people his linguistic and oratory skills
and his financial integrity we find much controversy among his ac-
quaintancesquain tances I1 would like to review part of this argument to consider
some of the reasons for it and then to suggest some ways the
historian can treat the disagreement finally I1 would like to convey
what I1 think was a wise attitude of the early saints toward the human
side of joseph smith

during his lifetime the prophet developed from a poor farm boy
in palmyra new york to the leader of a large influential church in
considering his early appearance we must keep in mind his poverty
one of those who knew him as a young man was daniel hendrix
who worked in a store in palmyra and who said that joseph came in
almost daily he described him as the most ragged fellow inin
the place and that is saying a good deal

david hendrix said joseph was

about twentyfivetwenty five years old I1 can see him now inin my minds eye with
his torn and patched trousers held to his form by a pair of suspenders
made out of sheeting with his calico shirt as dirty and black as earth
and his uncombed hair sticking through the holes in his old battered
hat in winter I1 used to pity him for his shoes were so worn out that he
must have suffered in the snow and slush 4

pomeroy tucker editor of a local newspaper the wayne sen-
tinel saidjosephsaidsald joseph was remembered in palmyra from the ages of twelvewelvet
to twenty as a dull eyed flaxen haired youth 5 isaac hale
josephs father in law described him inin 1825 as a careless young

6man
it is hard to find a description ofofjosephjoseph inin this early period by his

many friends those that exist do not provide all the details we
would like parley P pratts description isis a good example he said
that in 1830 president joseph smith was in person tall and well
built strong and active of light complexion light hair blue eyes
very little beard and of an expression peculiar to himself on which
the eye naturally rested with interest 7 he does not mention
josephs apparel details which would have been helpful inin assessing
what david hendrix said

4saintsaint loulslouislowislouiflomis globe democrat 21 february 1897 p 34
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if we consider josephs appearance in later life we find con-
tinued variance charles francis adams later american minister to
great britain during the civil war said that when he met joseph in
1844 joseph was clad in the costume of a journeyman carpenter
when about his work he was a hearty athletic looking fellow with
blue eyes standing prominently out upon his light complexion a long
nose and a retreating forehead he wore striped pantaloons and a
linen jacket which had not lately seen the washtub and a beard of
some three days growth 8

but bathsheba smith a church member remembered joseph
more favorably the prophet was a handsome man splendid look-
ing a large man tall and fair and his hair was light he had a very
nice complexion his eyes were blue and his hair a golden brown and
very pretty 9

if we examine the sort of first impression joseph made again we
find a polarity orlando saunders who lived in palmyra as a boy and
worked withjosephwith joseph on the smith farm saidjosephsaidsald joseph was a good worker
but a greeny both large and strong 10 by greeny he meant an
awkward somewhat unsophisticated rustic one investigator agreed
saying he lost interest in the church after discovering thatjosephthat joseph was

not such a looking man as I1 expected to see he looked green and
not very intelligent I1 felt disappointed and returned home on
the other hand jonathan crosby who joined the church found
joseph s unpretentiousness refreshing he said 1 I thought he was a
quear ticjiosicsic man for a prophet at first he didnt appear exactly as I1 ex-
pected to see a prophet of god 1I found him to be a friendly
cheerful pleasant agreeable man I1 could not help liking him 12

nancy towles who metjosephmet joseph just after he moved to kirtland
said that he was an ignorant plough boy a good natured low
bred sort of chap 13 but newel knight who was joseph s friend
and convert in chenangoChenango county new york said that from the first
joseph had made a favorable impression on the knights he was a
hard worker and newel said 1 I never knew anyone to gain the
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advantage over him yet he was always kind and kept the good will of
his playmates 14

some non mormonscormons however remembered joseph as bad
tempered michael morse later a brother in law said he recalled
that when joseph was courting emma some of her brothers were ill
disposed toward him and took occasion to annoy and vex him
finally joseph had had enough and threw off his coat and proposed
to defend himself 11515

lukeLuklukejohnsonejohnsonjohnson a church member said that when a certain man
who had grown up with joseph came to kirtland as a minister of
another denomination the man displayed bad manners after stay-
ing overnight at the prophet s home he called joseph a hypocrite
and imposter lukeLuklukejohnsonejohnsonjohnson reported that joseph covered the
ministers ears with both hands and kicked him out with his foot 16

peter H burnett who wasjosephswas josephs lawyer in missouri and later
governor of california said he attended a meeting in which a certain
john mcdaniel said publicly that he did not believe in josephsinjosephs abili-
ty to prophesy the next day a sabbath wherijosephwhenjoseph rose to speak
he was enraged and said nobody could slander him in that way and
that if the brethren present would not do something about it he
would 17

again however there were those who saw joseph quite dif-
ferentlyferent ly daniel tyler a member told of a time in kirtland when
william smith josephs brother and some others openly chal-
lenged the prophets leadership of the church and tempers were
hot joseph called a special meeting and then opened with prayer
while tears ran down his cheeks turning his back so that his sorrow
would be less visible joseph prayed daniel tyler recorded

I1 had heard men and women pray especially the former from the
most ignorant both as to letters and intellect to the most learned and
eloquent but never until then had I1 heard a man address his maker as
though he was present listening as a kind father would listen to the sor-
rows of a dutiful child the prayer was in behalf of those who accused
him of having gone astray and fallen into sin that the lord would
forgive them and open their eyes that they might see aright
there was no ostentation no raising of the voice as by enthusiasm but a
plain conversational tone as a man would address a present friend

it was the crown of all the prayers I1 had ever heard 18
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in his treatment of others some nonmembersnonnonmjonm membersembers thought joseph
abrupt even rude william A west a visitor to kirtland said he
went toward the temple one day and saw joseph talking with several
of the brethren they were talking bank money steam mills and
so on and the prophet was very busy west said that joseph finally
broke away but then another man caught up with him and asked to
speak with him for a moment longer in frustration joseph ex-
claimed 0 god I1 wish I1 were translated and walked away
grumbling that everyone wanted to speak with him for just a
minute 19

at an outdoor meeting in nauvoo joseph was upset when the
congregation was distracted by a flock of geese that flew over while he
was giving his address he stopped his sermon and walked off the
stand saying if you are more interested in the quak sic of a flock
of geese than in what I1 am saying its all rightright2020

there are several stories that render an entirely different view of
joseph emma recalled to her son joseph III111 how often the elders
sought out the prophet and how much he enjoyed their company
she said to her son weiwelljosephwellWelweilweli ljosephjoseph I1 do not expect you can do
much more in the garden than your father would and I1 never wanted
him to go into the garden to work for if he did it would not be fifteen
minutes before there would be three or four or sometimes a dozen
men round him and they would tramp the ground faster than he
would hoe it up 21

sisterjanesister jane S richards said emphatically thatjosephthat joseph took a per-
sonal interest in all his people 22 A story which seems to support
this is told with regard to his last days in nauvoo during a heavy
rain some members of the nauvoonauvoc legion had been out all night on
patrol looking for mobbersrobbers that threatened the city when his men
rode in at dawn footsorefoot sore and tired joseph was waiting for them and
began inquiries about their work after a time he noticed that one of
the men had bled on a log where they were sitting and joseph found
that the man s shoes were worn to ribbons and his feet badly cut
looking further he found others in the same condition he
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immediately invited the men to his store for a new pair of shoes
when the storekeeper told him there were no shoes but only expen-
sive boots joseph said let them have boots then 23

another story provides further support while joseph was con-
versing with some of the brethren near his home in nauvoo a man
came up who said that his home had just been burned down by a
mob joseph took out five dollars looked at the other men and said

1 I feel sorry for this brother to the amount of five dollars how much
do you feel sorrysorry2424

not only have some of the prophets critics said joseph was rude
to strangers they have even affirmed that he was contemptuous
toward his father isaac hale said thatjosephthat joseph was very sassy and in-
solent toward his father 25 yet a story which joseph knight an
early church member relates suggests a bond of love between joseph
and his father when the prophet saw martin harris and joseph
smith senior baptized he was almost overcome with emotion
joseph knight related joseph was filled with the spirit to a great
degree to see his father and mr harris that had been with him so
much baptized he burst out with joy and appeared to want
to get out of sight of everybody and would sob and cry and after a
while he came in but he was the most wrought that I1 have ever seen
any man 26

the author of the history ofolwayneofwaynepaynewayne county new york said he
had heard reports that indicated joseph was taciturn unless spoken
to 27 daniel hendrix however remembered that joseph had a

jovial easy I dont care way about him that made him a lot of
friends hendrix said he was a good talker and would have made
a fine stump speaker if he had the training 28 peter H burnett said
that inin conversation he was slow and used too many words to ex-
press his ideas and would not generally go directly to the point
burnett affirmed that joseph was an awkward but vehement
speaker 29 yet christopher crary a non mormon said his
language so far as I1 was qualified to judge was correct forcible and
right to the point and convincing 30 wandle30wandlewandie mace said the prophet
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was very interesting and eloquent in speech 31 while job smith
said he was powerful in invective and occasionally sarcastic 32

A universalist minister who met joseph complained that he
disliked the prophets swagger and brag 33 but david whitmer
close friend of the prophet said that when he first metjosephmet joseph he
was a very humble and meek man 34

there is another discrepancy between the wayne county
historian who said that joseph was never known to laughlaugh3535 and
congressman elisha potter who said that the prophet had a keen
wit 3366 and still another between benjamin F johnson who said
that no man made greater mistakes in his choice of associates than did
joseph 37and37 and peter H burnett who said thatjosephthat joseph was a good judge
of men 38

A resident of kirtland sam brown claimed that near the end of
the mormon stay in kirtland he was unwilling to lend more money to
joseph for fear he would not get it back 39 christopher crary on the
other hand said thatjosephthat joseph was always scrupulously honest in paying
debts owed to crary 40 while temporarily estranged from the
prophet following the failure of the kirtland safety society bank
apostle parley P pratt accused joseph of charging extortionary
prices for three lots of land 41 david osborne however said that
on another occasion joseph was very upset at some of the rich
brethren who bought government land cheaply and resold it in small
lots to the poor for a high price he said joseph was not pleased with
such conduct 42 whatever the matter at hand regarding joseph
smith one can find contradictory testimony

with so much that is controversial about the prophet how does
the historian go about finding the truth how does he separate fact
from fiction to start with let us consider the matter ofofjosephjoseph s ap-
pearancepearance and the initial impressions he made upon people in trying
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to assess daniel hendrix s remarks about how destitute joseph
looked we must keep several things in mind daniel hendrix was
eighty seven years old when he was interviewed as to his recollections
of joseph smith and it is difficult to determine how accurate his
memory might have been he indicates thatjosephthat joseph was habitually
dressed in old tattered clothes this seems possible in these years
for we know that the smith family was having a hard time
financially 43 yet on the other hand some of the things hendrix
says are not born out by other facts that are firmly established he
says joseph was lazy but this is contradicted by other testimony from
the period when joseph was in palmyra it is also contradicted by
much direct evidence that comes from a later period 44 consequent-
ly one must be careful with an account like hendrix s written at a
time when it was popular to say disparaging things about joseph
smith

it is significant I1 think that when parley P pratt described
joseph in 1830 he said nothing of whatjosephwhat joseph wore but indicated his
general size complexion and personality when parley P pratt told
us joseph was a person his eye rested upon with interest he was say-
ing that he responded affirmatively to joseph and that he was more
interested in his character and personality than in his outward ap-
pearancepearance this would appear to be characteristic of a follower
bathsheba smith a church member remembered thatjosephsthat josephs hair
was pretty but said nothing about his clothing one might sur-
mise from this oversight that josephs apparel was not unusual so far
as bathsheba was concerned when charles francis adams saw
joseph as rather careless in his personal appearance he was probably
judging him by the standards of the boston elite not by western
standards

when it comes to josephs treatment of others the negative
evidence often seems biased isaac hale remembered thatjosephthat joseph was
unkind to his father but one must ask how many times did isaac
hale see joseph with his father it could not have been many lucy
mack smith reports only two occasions joseph and his father were
together in harmony pennsylvania 45 thus isaac hale may have
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made a broad generalization based on a few brief encounters other
evidence suggests strongly that throughout most of his life joseph
went out of his way to care for his father that he loved him deeply if
there were some temporary estrangement between them in 1825
when isaac hale knew them there is no evidence it continued isaac
hale s purpose when he wrote his affidavit for hurlbut in 1833 was to
discredit joseph he was angry about mormonism in general and
about joseph s moving away with his daughter his assertion
therefore cannot be taken at face value

there is enough evidence from whatjosephwhat joseph s friends have said
and from admissions by the prophet himself however to make it evi-
dent that he did have a temper one of his most intimate friends
benjamin F johnson said joseph would allow no arrogance or
undue liberties and criticisms even by his associates were rarely ac
ceptiblecep tible and contradictions would arouse in him the lion at once 46

we know from newspaper accounts and court records thatjosephthat joseph was
involved in more than one fight yet the evidence is plentiful that he
had to be provoked by direct insult before he would resort to any use
of violence we must remember it was customary in this period of
american history for direct confrontations and even duels to be
fought over personal differences andrewjacksonandrew jackson henry clay and
senator thomas hart benton to name but three were involved in
duels to protect their honor or public image 47 many a frontier
preacher took to brawling when heckled from the crowd this was a
rough age by our standards As forjosephmorjosephfofor josephrJoseph we know that he did not
relish fighting that he felt deep remorse over it he told alienallenailen stout
in nauvoo on one occasion that he had been too quarrelsome at
times that in his youth he had learned to fight much against his
will and whenever he laid his hand in anger on a fellow creature it
gave him sorrow and a feeling of shame 48 apparently joseph
sought repentance in this area

nonetheless evidence of his temper does not offset the many ex-
amples we have of his general tendency to treat people with courtesy
and consideration peter H burnett said in this regard there was
a kind familiar look about him that pleased you he was very
courteous in discussion admitting what he did not intend to con-
troverttr and would not oppose you abruptly but had due deference to
your feelings 49
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if the occasion in kirtland when he dismissed the plea of the
elder for another minute of his time is accurately reported it would
not be sufficient evidence by itself of his general impatience or lack of
consideration he may have been extremely tired or under pressure
to start working upon something else all of us have had such
moments when our patience runs thin

negative or positive impressions about joseph s language and
manners are again dependent upon who is doing the observing
joseph was not nor did he pretend to be an educated man still his
skills seem suitable for his time and place this was an age when
andrew jackson reached the white house and jackson was neither
polished nor educated

so far as the prophets sense of humor goes the wayne county
historian saysjosephsays joseph was good natured thus contradicting himself
on this point we have an example of josephs humor preserved for
us by willard richards who said that one dayjosephjayjosephday joseph told him he was
going to study in some law books and become a great lawyer it
might have been that emma had been encouraging his studying law
for she told her son joseph III111 after the prophets death that joseph
would have avoided many legal entanglementsentanglements had he known more
about the law in any case on the occasion described by willard
richards joseph s way of studying was to put his head down on the
law book and fall asleep willard richards said that he went to
snoring 50 joseph did not think much of lawyers which was a wide-
ly held attitude in the early nineteenth century

on the question raised by parley P pratt and sam brown on the
matter of josephs financial integrity professor larry wimmer of the
economics department keith rooker then of the law school and I1

have spent several years in research 51 the financial issue was the sub-
ject of much controversy at the time and still is among a few
historians many accused joseph of reckless speculation and even
financial fraud they maintained that the prophet had imprudently
invested in land and charged exhorbitant prices for it that he had
established an illegal bank with intent to print worthless currency and
exchange it for valuable goods that he ran up an enormous debt and
fled from kirtland to avoid paying it we found that these charges
were made on insufficient evidence and without an understanding of
the economic forces operating in kirtland it is true the prophet
bought land in kirtland and resold it but kirtland land prices were
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not out of line with the general demand for land nor with land prices
in nearby communities joseph had large debts as a result of his
business transactions but he also had large assets with which he could
have paid his debts had the economy not collapsed joseph started
his bank to transfer landed wealth into ready capital and had he
been able to secure a charter from the state legislature he could have
established a modest but successful bank but in 1836 37 for
political and economic reasons the state legislature granted no new
charters for banks and joseph had to improvise he set up an anti
banking society that was in fact a simple corporation with note
issuing powers he may have acted on bad legal advice here but
similar banks were being established elsewhere in the state at this
time 52 the number of currency notes issued were not nearly as
many as critics have said and when joseph learned that the notes
would not circulate at face value he withdrew his support from the
bank joseph sustained larger personal losses here than did any other
person so that in no sense did he risk other people s money where he
would not risk his own joseph was a capitalist but an honest one
when he reached nauvoo he tried to settle many of his kirtland
debts

careful historical research can help us to understand why the
prophet did many things and can offset the negative interpretations
some try to impose the existence of such contradictory evidence
however should make us hesitate to jump to hasty or unwarranted
conclusions or to claim definitiveness for historical studies that are
more in the nature of interim reports

if a look at the human side of joseph smith seems at times
somewhat unflattering it comes from no desire to diminish him it
comes rather from the belief that at times in the church we tend to
expect too much of him to ask him to be more than human in
everything he did this may lead to some disillusionment if occa-
sionallysionally we find that he did not measure up to all our expectations
the early saints usually avoided that kind of mistake brigham
young said ofofjosephjoseph though I1 admitted in my feelings and knew
all the time thatjosephthat joseph was a human being and subject to err still it
was none of my business to look after his faults 53 brigham chose to
stress the positive side

parley P pratt said that joseph was like other men as the
prophets and apostles of old liable to errors and mistakes which were
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not inspired from heaven but managed by his own judg-
ment 115454

these brethren knew joseph as a man with human weaknesses
yet they believed in his divine calling and in his greatness it seemed
to them that what he had achieved as a prophet far outweighed his
imperfections in the long run their love of him and their faith in his
calling were decisive in shaping their lives seeing joseph in his
various moods they still called him a prophet of god that seems to
me to be the right attitude for a latter day saint I1 do not like to see
potentially good church members alienated when they find that
joseph had human limitations there are certain nonmembersnonmembers who
would try to take advantage of these for their own purposes but the
faithful will see the lords will at work in his church even though he
must effect that will by the means of earthen vessels aware of some
things earthen in joseph benjamin F johnson still had this to say of
him from my early youth to the day of his martyrdom I1 was closely
associated with the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith was his trusted friend and
business partner his relative and bosom friend and I1 knew him as
the purest the truest and noblest of manly men 55

joseph said of himself 1 I do not nor never have pretended to be
any other than a man subject to passion and liable without the
assisting grace of the saviour to deviate from that perfect path inin
which all are commanded to walk 56 he also said god is my
friend in him I1 shall find comfort I1 have given my life unto his
hands I1 am prepared to go at his call and desire to be with christ I1

count not my life dear to me only to do hiswillsWillhihis will 57 and he said
the lord does reveal himself to me I1 know it 58

those who would understand the prophet must give considera-
tion to his spiritual side as well as his human side it was his strong
commitment to things spiritual which made him so aware of his
human failings so desirous to overcome his weaknesses and to give
his all to the work of the lord

51edersjoarnalelders journal 1 julyouly 1838 50
55 benjamin F johnson mormonism as an issue an open letter to the editor of the arizona

republican ndn d
lafferlatterluffer duyday saints messenger anyandandadvocateadvocate 1 december 1834 40

57joseph smith to emma smith 6 june 1832 joseph smith letters collection RLDS church archives
58quoted58quoted inm the new york spectator 23 september 1843
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openings

orson scott card

he came from agony to us
it was our pain etched on the body he had left
fastened to the cross
but as he touched the key to the lock
and opened up our dark prison
only light was in his smile
and he named us all his own

then we followed him to grass tipped rocks
where many long shed bodies waited
he slipped into one dark tomb
into the white shroud
into the reawakened flesh
and as the prison filled with light
we sang and rolled away the stone

orson scott card is well known to latter day saint audiences for his poetry drama and sciencescience fiction
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A prayer for faith

karen mikkelsen

approaching thee I1 am too circumspect
by turning first toward man whose lesser sight
Is limited to a mere terrestrial span
I1 refract into many light of one
diminishing thy glory through a glass
I1 let eclipsed thy godhood darkly pass
A crown of thorns but dimly can predict
the scintillating corona whose light
in piercing magnitude reveals to man
the glory of the resurrected son
ah let thy mercy melt the sounding brass
to change my heart from sod to sea of glass

karen mikkelsen is a poet residing in new haven connecticut
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A new direction in language testing
concern for the one

harold S madsen

doth he not leave the ninety and nine and seekethseebeth that which is

gone astray matthew 1812

an impressive LDS filmstrip for teachers entitled the one
reminds us of the pitfall in thinking too exclusively of the quorum or
class and in a story line about a handicapped girl focuses on the
uniqueness of each individual the implication is that reaching the
one requires for many of us a new perspective in the area of
second language instruction and testing a combination of influences
is beginning to provide such a perspective inin an increasing concern for
the individual student this is reflected both in the professional
literature and in our church institutions as well

influences generating CONCERN FOR THE individual

psychological studies
cognitive style research attempts to identify the various ways in-

dividualsdividuals conceptualize and structure their environment1environmentenvironmentsI1 and closely
related to this are investigations of learning style differences in-
cluding modality preference such as aural and visual tempo rang-
ing from reflective to impulsive and problem solving strategies 2

varying learning styles have been found to differ in efficiency3 and to
relate in some ways to differences in personality 4 recent studies
reveal a need for alternate methods to match the educational

harold S madsen brigham young university professor of teaching english as a second language TESL
has published widely in

i the field of language testing and affect
kenneth M goldsteinGoldstemsiem and sheldon blackman cognitive style five approacchesapproaches andrelevantaedand relevant research

new york john wiley and sons 1978
2lensperryen sperry learning performance and individual differences essays and readings glenviewGlen view ill111iiiililii

scott foresman and company 1972 ppap 31718317 18

lylelyie E bourne et al the psychology of thinking ed james J jenkins englewood cliffs N J
prentice hall 1971 ppap 321 23

henry C eiliselliseliis fundamentals of ramanhumanhaman learning Afmemoryemory and cognition 2dad ed dubuque iowa
william C brown company publishers 1978 ppap 284 85
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cognitive styles of different students as many as five or six for a
heterogeneous group of about thirty students 5 such studies appear
also to have implication for test writers one small example is the
discovery that persons differing in learning style likewise vary in their
ability to handle narrowly spaced and broadly spaced multiple choice
options on exams 6 in brief current research supports the idea that
individuals are unique in both their perceptions and learning styles

the humanistic movement in psychology and language teaching
also has contributed to this new emphasis on the individual one
reason is that humanists are interested in the total person not simply
the intellect As in the voluminous literature on motivation 7 the in-
teractionteraction of emotions and intellect is closely examined it has been
shown for example that learning is significantly enhanced when
students see the relevance of what they are studying to their personal
lives 8 in fact rapaport holds that memory is intimately related to
the emotional response of the learner 9 humanistic instruction
therefore strives to provide a blend or confluence as educators
label it of the cognitive and the affective one manifestation of this
is communicative competence instruction so fashionable this decade
in which the emphasis has shifted from mere linguistic accuracy to
verbal exchanges that are socially appropriate relevant usually true
and hopefully of some importance to those communicating since
humanistic education is concerned not only with increased language

renate A schulz many learners many styles the 1977 central states conference the modemmodern
language journal 41 september october 1977 260 see also lorayne B clavijo implications of in-
dividual differences inin ESL an evaluation and pilot study of attribute treatment interactions inin the pro-

nunciationnunciationanunciationnuncianuncia tiontion class major paper for TESL certificate BYU 1979 p 60
Is sperry learning performance p 111 complementing the research being conducted on cognitive

styles learning styles and personality styles are related investigations intointo instructional styles see frederic J
bosco and robertj dipietro instructional strategies their psychological and linguistic bases inin toward
a cognitive approach to second language acquisition ed robert C lugton and charles H heinlehemlehemieheinie
philadelphia the center for curriculum development 1971 ppap 31 32 in addition the interactioninteraction

between learning styles and teaching styles isis being systematically studied A positive interactioninteraction isis predicted
when the learners encounter an approach matching their own characteristics see ellis fundamentals of
human learning p 288

robert C gardner and wallace E lambert motivational variables inin second language acquisition
canadian journal of ofpsychologypsychology 13 december 1959 266 72 wallace E lambert et al attitudinal and
cognitive aspects of intensive study of a second language journaljournalofabnormalandsocialpsychologyofabnormalofAbnormal andanyandsocialSocial psychology 66
1963 358 69 robert C gardner A survey of attitudes of educators of american indian children

research bulletin 66 university of western ontario 1968 referenced inin john W olleroiler jr and jack C
richards eds focus on the learner pragmatic perspectives for the language teacherdeacteachenaenher rowley mass
newbury house publishers 1973 ppap 241 245 bernard spolsky attitudinalattitudmal aspects of second language
learning language learning 19 december 1969 272 83 earl W stevick memorymemoly meaning and
methodrowleymethodMethodRowleyrowley mass newbury house publishers 1976 ellen bialystok and maria frohlich aspects of
second language learning inin classroom settings orkingworkingtymTyliyl papers on bilingualism 13 toronto ontario
institute for studies inin education 1977

beverly galyean language from within A handbook of teaching strategies for personal growth
and seifself selfreflectionreflection inin the language classes santa barbara calif confluent education development and
research center 1976 see also stevick memory meaning and method ppap 385840384040

ad9dD A rapaport emotions and memory ith ed new york international universities press 1971
p 270
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proficiency but also with the many facets of personal growth 10 its
content ranges from the academic to exploration of values develop-
ment of aesthetic sensitivity improvement of self image and
achievement of a greater capacity to relate effectively with others

during this decade there has been a dramatic increase of interest
in value exploration much of it well before watergate 11 along
with this there has been a growing awareness of the limitations of
measurable behavioral objectives still prominent in the competency
based teacher education movement as well as the limitations of
experimental research and of language examinations themselves 12

this perspective recalls the factors that transcend acquisition of
knowledge or skills in a variety of disciplines ranging from the
psychological readiness required in an athletic contest to the inspira-
tion sought for in composing a pieceofpiece of music 13

loii1013lolibeverly1013everlyeverly galyean humanistic education A mosaicjustmosaic just begun an integrative approach to foreign
language teaching choosing among the options ACTFLACTEL foreign language education series 8 1976

11 press accounts point up public concern that schools give attentionattention to morals values and ethics A 1974
survey showed that the number of school curriculum packages on moral education had more than doubled
within the previous two years and that the number of graduate school dissertations on moral education had
jumped from a total of 80 writtenwritten during the three decades prior to 1970 to an average of 150 per year be
tween 1970 and 1974 christian science monitor 1974 see also renee disick and laura barbanel affec-
tivetive education and foreign language learning ACTFL review the challenge ofcommunicationof communication 1974
leland W howe and mary martha howe Personedpersonalizingizing education values clarification andandbeyondnewbeyond new
york hart publishing co 197511975 sidney B simonetsimon et al values clarification A handbook ofpracticalof practical
strategiesforstrategiesorStrategiesforfozor teachers and students new york hart publishing co 197211972 eleanor S mornsonmorrison and mila
underhillunderbill price values inin sexuality A new approach to sex education new york hart publishing co
1974 mary S taylor values clarification inin EFLEEL unpublished document available through ERIC

Iitypical of the many who oppose the imposition of performance objectives hans guth reasons that this
asks them for data at a time when many ofthernof them are inin search ofsoulof soulsoui it asks them to make their students

perform when many of them are concerned with reaching the student it asks them to administer tailor
made learning sequences at a timetime when many are concerned with liberating the students locked in creative
and human potential hans P guth the monkey on the bicycle behavioral objectives and the
teaching of english the english journaljournal5959 197011970 785 86 in the same veinvein rothstein arguing for a
humanistic approach to goal setting points out that a quiet student listening to a discussion of frost s

birches might be affected at some later time another student could present a clear analysis but might not
ever be influenced by the poem he concludes that behavioral objectives far from constituting a progressive
step inin education are one of the most reactionary developments to be employed inin recent timestimes herbert
M rothstein A humanistic approach to behavioral objectives the englishjournalenglish journal60Journal60 1971 760 61
for a survey of pros and cons see harold S madsen achieving certification through a modified
competency based TESL teacher education program TESOL quarterly 9 december 1975 353 65
reflecting this collective concern the national council of teachers of english expressed itself as follows

resolved that those who purpose to employ behavioral objectives be urged to engage inin a careful appraisal
of the possible benefits and the present limitations of english with reference to the humanistic aimsalmsalmsaims which
have traditionally been valued in this discipline andjeand be itit itfurtherfurther resolved that those inin the profession who
do undertake to writewrite behavioral objectives a make specific plans to account for the total english curriculum
b make an intention to preserve and if need be fight for the retention of important humanistic goals of

education and c insist on these goals regardless ofwhetherof whether or not there exist instruments at thepresentrhetherge present time
for measuring the desired changes I1in nutilpupilzpupil behavior emphasis added the englzhjour159english journal591970Journal 5919701970 501
also while experimental research has provided important insights regarding major differences inin individual
cognitive style a substantial portion of the theory undergirdingundergirdmg humanistic education stems from data pro
videdaided by subjective experiences galyean humanistic education for an exploration of examinationexamination con-
cerns consider paul L hours ed the myth of ofaleasurabilitymeasurabtltty new york hart publishing co 1977 also
john W olleroiler jr and kyle perkins eds language inin education testing the tests rowley mass
newbury house publishers 197811978

brahms for example considered inspiration such a vital component in the creative process that he felt
an atheist could never produce a truly great masterpiece reid N nibley forum address BYU 9 october
1979
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underpinning humanistic educational concepts is maslow s

humanistic psychology with its principle of self actualization 14 but
even more prominent in language teaching throughout this decade
are concepts from cognitive psychology and transformational gram-
mar rejecting the behavioristsbehaviorisms position that learning is simply a
matter of conditioning or the formation of habits through responses
to outside stimuli proponents of cognitive psychology espouse a
mentalist theory indicating that effective language acquisition comes
from meaningful learning and that it is a rule governed creative
process 15

broad acceptance of such concepts has contributed to the shift in
emphasis from the teacher to the learner

shifts inin language teaching methodology
another influence has been the trend away from traditional

audio lingual methodology with its heavy emphasis on repetitive
drills designed to develop automatic responses and language habits
in itsits place have appeared cognitive modifications as well as
cognitively oriented methodologies that attempt to tap the learner s

innate capacity to acquire language lozanov s suggestologySuggestology at-
tempts to increase fluency and the rate of learning through

hypernesia by removing anxiety producing psychological
barriers 16 gattegno s silent way seeks to promote self reliance and
personal initiative by reducing the teachers verbal input and allow-
ing time for reflection 17

perhaps the best example is currans counseling learning
which like humanistic education aims at strengthening the entire
individual by developing learner initiative interaction among
students and mutual respect between teachers and learners as well as
increased self worth 18 and a teaching approach developed by

14abraham H maslow motivation and personality new york harper & row 1954 abraham H
maslow toward a psychology ofbeingof berngbeing 2dad ed new york van nostrand 1962 abraham H maslow
eupsychtaneupsychian management homewood 111illili irwin dorsey 1965 frank G goble the third force the
psychology ofofabrahamabraham maslow new york grossman publishers 1970

i fortor a classical statement of the contrasts between mentalist and behaviorist theory see dwight bolingerBolboimger
thene theorist and the language teacher foreign language annalseannals2annals2 october 1968 30 41 see also ken-

neth chastainChastam developing secondlanguagesecond language skills theory to practice id ed chicago rand mcnally col
lege publishing co 1976

16 georgi lozanov suggestologySuggest ology sofia bulgaria nauka izkistvo 1973 see also harold S madsen
innovative methodologies applicable to TESL inin teaching english as a Sesecondcondoror foreign language ed

marianne celce murcia and lois mclntoshmcintosh rowley mass newbury house publishers 1979
caleb gattegno the common sense of teaching foreign languages new york educational solu-

tionstiosbios 1976
charles A curran counseling learning A whole perionperson modelforMomodeldelforfor education new york grune

and strattonSrratton 1972 earl W stevick counseling learning A wholewhoie person model for education
language learning 23 december 1973 259 71 and madsen innovative methodologies
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walter gong of san jose state university and promoted at brigham
young university particularly in the college of humanities is
designed to educate an individual in the broadest sense

we must lead the student into the application of what he has been
taught to the realities of life and the expanding of the central point by
the relation of it to everything that he already knows and has
experienced our job as teachers cannot end with the mere teaching of
facts our job cannot end until we have led our learners to relate our
facts to principles and to the total organisms that are themselves thus
their lives will be blessed by growth and movement toward understand-
ing and the lives of their wives husbands children and friends will be
blessed by an expansion of comprehension 19

with emphases such as these contemporary methods and approaches
are unmistakably contributing to our contemporary focus on the
learner 20

NATIONAL TRENDS IN LANGUAGE TESTING

preparing tests to meet special needs
how then does this translate into language evaluation

basically we have moved in the direction of lifelike language in a test
form designed for nonnative speakers of the language

A broad brush stroke representation of language testing trends in
recent decades shows it moving in the 1940s and 1950s from a long
period of largely intuitive test making ranging from grammatical
parsing and labeling to translation essay and precis writing into a
scientific era during which less attention was paid to what was
tested than to how it was tested 2121 while earlier tests often required
analysis of the language the newer objective measures typically re-
quired mastery of discrete segments of the language such as the cor-
rect grammatical phrase vowel sound or lexical item in a series of
unrelated sentences but now during the communicative era of
testing we generally seek fuller contextualization and a closer approx-
imation of real life situations this means an increased use of tests

9edwardgedward L hart the gong approach inin unpublished handout some common sense on learn-
ing how to teach by eugene england 1979 p 4

it isis no accident that current titles inin language periodicals and texts so frequently reflect this concept
ege g charles A findley focus on the learner security alienation and risk taking rfilcjournalRELC journal
singapore 9919781978 69 76 dianedlanedianewdianeaW birckbichler and alice C omaggio diagnosing and responding to

individual learner needs the modemmodern languagejourna162language journal62Journal62 november 1978 336 45 olleroiler and richards
eds focus on the learner

21randall21randall L jones testing A vital connection inm the language connection from the classroom
to the world ed june K phillips skokie III111111ililii national textbook company 1977 p 238
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measuring actual performance such as conversational competence or
note taking these involve simultaneously not only the processing of
grammar lexis and phonology but also coping with fluency seman-
tic sensitivity and possibly social appropriateness as well while
multiple choice language exams still exist test writers tailor these
carefully for nonnative speakers for example distractorsdistractors are drawn
from foreign student compositions or exercises and native speaker
errors such as she might of told him are avoided

reducing redundancy in a prose passage has been found to be a
very effective device in differentiating between native and nonnative
language ability experimental forms include a noise test consisting
of dictated sentences overlaid with white or pink electronic
noise that partially obscures inflections 22 another is gappedcapped
listening a tape recorded reading or news broadcast from which
portions are deleted at regular intervals students take notes and
then answer questions based on the original tape A third is the
integrative grammar test dictated sentences replete with assimila-
tion contraction and reduction students are asked to write out the
full form of the second word they hear in each item for example
after listening to wouldgawouldjaWouldja like im to help ya they would write
you in the blank

in addition to those experimental forms previously mentioned
there are other reduced redundancy tests in wide use one is the
traditional dictation now used with one or two modifications the
passage is first read without pauses and at normal speed then it is

read a second time at normal speed but with pauses for students to
write down what they have heard very important is the length of the
phrases dictated about five to nine words per phrase group A brisk
third reading without pauses provides for some proofreading punc-
tuation can be given and misspellings ignored to provide consisten-
cy in scoring all errors are weighted the same more popular still is

the clozealoze test this powerful instrument consists of a prose passage
from which words are deleted at random intervals typically every
seventh word from the remaining context students are required to

2213othboth white and pink noisenoise can be described electronically and metaphorically white noise
sounds like this shshshshsh its simply random frequencies at random amplitudes the basic kind of
noisenoise that you hear inin back of radio broadcasts its called white because itit has the same characteristics as
white light that isis all frequencies are represented at random I1 guess pink noisenoise isis just a little more regular in
frequency randall L jones and bernard spolsky testing language proficiency arlington va center
for applied linguistics 1975 p 70 white noisenoise isis generated electronically utilizing the same amount of
energy per cycle segment pink noise also generated electronically utilizes the same amount of energy per
octave white noisenoise isis a hissing sound like escaping airair from a tiretire pink noisenoise isis a low rumbling sound like the
wind noisenoise inin a microphone and inin the same frequency as the speech range
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supply the missing words as one does automatically inin real life situa-
tions for example when conversing in a noisy department store or in
an air terminal variations include selected deletion with only func-
tion words omitted for example or multiple choice clozealoze the dicta-
tion as outlined here and particularly the clozealoze procedure provide
excellent measures of general language proficiency 23

in addition to tailoring language exams for nonnativesnonnatives test
writers are now fashioning a rich variety of evaluation instruments to
accommodate the many limitations and special objectives of second
language learners for children who would probably be intimidated
by or unable to cope with standard paper and pencil tests there are
attractive picture tests that can be individually administered in a
relaxed conversational manner 24 many of these can also be used as
bilingual tests to assess language dominance for adults with limited
language skills one can use an oral test with picture cues for exam-
ple the ilyin oral interview 25 or such measures as a listening test
with printed native language options 26 besides standard reading
tests multiple choice clozealoze is now available for evaluating a skill like
reading when only passive recognition isis required 27 for advanced
students seeking admission to american universities there are
sophisticated test batteries such as the TOEFL or MTELP test of
english as a forelegforeignforelgn language and michigan test of english
language proficiency for highly trained civil servants whose oral
communication skills need evaluating there is the remarkably adapt-
able FSI test foreign service institute oratoraloralinterviewinterview and there are
tests for language acquisition research 28 for translators translation
evaluation program and even for group evaluation of student
speaking skills 29

john W oilerollerolier jr dictation as a device for testing foreign language skills english language
teachingteach ng 25 june 1971 254 59 59johnjohn W oileroller jr and christine conrad the clozealoze procedure and ESL
proficiency language learning 21 december 1971 183 96 and scores of other articles written
throughout this decade

24 24marinamarina K burtburr heidi C dulay and eduardo hernandez ch bilingual syntax measure new york
harcourt brace jovanovich 1975 edward A deavila and sharon E duncan language assessment scales I1I1
alastlasdasLAS corte madera calif Lingualinguametncslinguametricsmetrics group 1976

donna ilyin ilyin oral interview rowley mass newbury house publishers 1972
26 26rebeccarebecca M valette modemmodern language testing 2dad ed new york harcourt brace Jovanovjovanovichch 1977

harold S madsen an indirect measure of listening comprehension the modernmodem languagejournallanguage journalsjournal6Journal636

december 1979 429 35

VDD porter modified clozealoze procedure A more valid reading comprehension test english
language teaching journal 30 januaryuanuary 1976 151 55

ann fathman the relationship between age and second language productive ability language
learning 25 december 1975 245 53 see also stephen D krashen S V sferlazza and ann fathman

adult performance on the SLOPE test more evidence for a natural sequence inin adult language acquisi-
tion language learning 26 june 1976 145 51

david folland and david robensonrobertson towards objectivity inin group oral testing english language
teaching journal 30 january 1976 156 67
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the concern over bias
perhaps the most dramatic concern for the individual is

manifested in the widespread desire to eliminate all forms of bias
from educational tests particularly language exams reflecting older
complaints that IQ tests measure language maturity more than native
intelligence variousvarious critics are assailing the widespread bias in stan-
dardizeddardized educational tests houts for example marshals a
formidable array of educators and researchers who assert that present
day educational tests exacerbate social inequities by stigmatizing
children instead of reducing these inequities by encouraging a
modification of the curriculum to meet variations in interests
talents backgrounds 30 in their meticulously documented book
oileroller and perkins together with other researchers note the content
similarity in achievement batteries intelligence tests personality in-
ventoriesventories and language proficiency tests then through statistical
analysis they demonstrate that language proficiency is a major
variable in the tests evaluated accounting for 5858.58 to 88.8888 of the
variance in the subscoressubscores of the california achievement test for ex-
ample these writers conclude that even for native speakers tests
that purportedly measure intelligence or achievement or personality
may primarily be measuring language proficiency nonnative
speakers are therefore in real danger of being improperly evaluated by
such instruments

it is obvious that the student who speaks and understands the language
variety of the test will have an advantage over the student who is more
familiar with a different variety that is the tests are clearly biased
against speakers of nonmajoritynon majority varietiesvarieties of english 31

so great has the concern become over possible inequities of this
kind that legal actions have been taken to protect the rights of
minority groups inin america the most dramatic was the 1974 US
supreme court decision in the lau v nichols case the court decid-
ed in favor of a class action suit filed on behalf of 1800 chinese
speaking students in san francisco who were allegedly denied equal
educational opportunities rejecting the school boards english
only policy the majority opinion reasoned that under californiasCalifornias
state imposed standards

3ohoutshouts mythmth of measurability john N leach bias inin standardized testing an update paper
presented at the TESOL convention boston march 1979 and eugeneaeugenej briere cross cultural biases inin
language testing inin focus on the learner ed olleroiler and richards

oiler and perkins language inin education p 34 see also ppap 33 94
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there is no equality of treatment by providing students with the same
facilities textbooks teachers and curriculum for students who do not
understand english are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education imposition of a requirement that before a child can
effectively participate inin the educational program he must already have
acquired those basic english skills is to make a mockery of public
education 32

congress subsequently funded nine general assistance centers to
help schools meet the needs of students with limited or no proficiency
in english As a result public schools are now being assisted to pro-
vide unbiased evaluation of nonnative english speakers and
appropriate testing has become an important concern particularly
language dominance assessment and evaluation design

similar actions preceded and followed the lau case in 1972 the
supreme court focused on testing that places students in classes for
the educable mentally retarded EMR the court determined that
the tests were culturally and sociosocioeconomicallyeconomically biased and it ordered
that the students be evaluated by unbiased instruments when
retestedtestedpretestedre with unbiased instruments two thirds of the black students
tested out of EMR into regular classes 33 also recognizing the limited
language proficiency of many immigrants and minority groups title
VII of the civil rights act of 1964 mandated employers to cease the
use of test results to discriminate among potential employees if and
when job relatedness could not be established 34 in recent years
court cases and legislation on tests with language bias have incrinarincreasedeased
these actions are intended to eliminate bias in a variety of ways such
as freeing children of faulty and stigmatizing labels for
example mentally retarded or halting the practice of educational
I1 I1 streaming into inappropriate programs but the broader purpose
of these legal actions related to language testing is to preserve in-
dividual rights not only in the area of citizenship and voting but also
in the realms of education employment and human dignity 35

cultural bias of another sort is being examined by educators A
korean teacher of english recently disclosed that in 1976 he took the
prestigious TOEFL test of ofenglishenglish as a foreign language for those
seeking to enter an american university on the listening section he

iaulau v nichols 414 USU S 566 1974

33patriciajpatricia J nakano educational implications of the lau v nichols decision viewpoints on english
as a secondlanguagesecond language ed marina burtbun et al new york regents publishing company 1977 ppap 221 22

34gilbert N garcia testing inin the second language mandates and decrees paper presented at the
TESOLTESCL convention boston march 1979

31 gilbert N garcia three wrongs can make a wrong TESOL summer institute lecture UCLA
los angeles 24 july 1979
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was asked questions related to a passage on american literature
having studied this subject extensively he performed extremely well
receiving a total score of 623 a score of 500 would have admitted him
into most american universities after teaching english for two
years he once again took the TOEFL but this time he encountered a
passage on european literature and another on a scientific topic
though well grounded in oriental history and the arts he knew little
about the two exam subjects consequently he scored significantly
lower than the first time receiving a total of only 580380 or a drop of
close to 40 points 36 since the TOEFL is a language proficiency test
and not a test of general knowledge such fluctuations reveal a poten-
tial cultural bias of alarming proportions

also it has been disclosed recently that certain reading com-
prehension tests evaluate cultural knowledge as well as language pro-
ficiencyficiency and thereby discriminate against ESL english as a
second language students several tests contain ten to fifteen per-
cent biased items 37 consider the following examples from various
reading tests

there are red and white stripes and white stars in our flag our flag
contains one for every state

a stripe b star

the french regarded potatoes like most canadians regard
a spinach b tomatoes c horsemeathorsemeat d margarine
note in the story the french dislike potatoes

sam won at marbles because he could straighter than bill
a show b shoot c draw d run

the yankee peddler traded as far west as the mississippi and as far
south as louisiana he operated

a over most of the country b as far south as louisiana

pam went to the party with a tall pointed black hat long black cape
and a broom she was dressed as a

a witch b ghost c cowgirl d pumpkin

bill ran out on his front porch to watch the firetruckfiretruck he lives inin
a a big apartment b a city house c a trailer 3831

360310oryang310ryangordangryang kwon personal interviewinterview provoprove utah february 1980
37 37bernardbernard mohan cultural bias inin reading comprehension tests inm on TESOL 79 the learner inin

forusfocus ed carlos A yonoyorio washington DCD C teachers of english to speakers of other languages 1979
ppap 171 77

ibid
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an illustration is provided by a prominent language testing specialist
who evaluated the wepman auditory discrimination test

As a part mohawk indian I1 have been trained never to trust a stranger
behind my back in a small room this sort of thing is frequently true of
american indians blacks and chicanos since the test administrator
tall big authoritative and threatening stands behind the children

during the test presumably to avoid lip cues I1 wonder how valid the
results are with groups who have been culturally trained not to allow a
threatening figure to get behind them39

very recently test bias has even been found in the very form that
language tests take specifically in integrative and discrete point
formats we recall that integrative tests require the processing of
several language components simultaneously as on dictation or essay
testtestss while a discrete point test focuses on one language component
at a time as on a multiple choice grammar test farhadyfarhadi suggests
that allailali discrete point or all integrative tests discriminate against
students of some nationalities for example in one study students
from israel and france scored significantly higher on an integrative
placement test than on a parallel discrete point test but students
from taiwan and korea scored significantly higher on the discrete
point form farhadyfarhadi also suggests the possibility of a sex bias related
to test form 40

still another concern is that of eliminating random bias related to
the administration and scoring of language examinations for
instance on oral tests examiners that speak the native language of an
examinee sometimes subconsciously overlook certain errors simply
because they encounter these so frequently in the classroom while
errors made by others may be looked at more critically moreover
listening tests administered in large rooms where the sound
reverberatesreverberatedreverberates can result in a weaker showing than normal for students
with even minor hearing disabilities and a number of researchers
have investigated the techniques for scoring doze tests that provide
the most valid measure of general language proficiency 41

39briereBriere39 cross cultural biases p 219 see also william labov academic ignorance and black
intelligence atlantic monthly june 1972 59 67

hossein Farhady discrete point vs integrative tests unpublished paper 1979 and also hosseinhossemcossem
Farhadyhady test bias inin language placement examination inin on TESOL 79 ed yonoyorio et al ppap 162 70

charlesj4charlesj alderson the clozealoze procedure and proficiency inin english as a foreign language TESOL
quarterly 13 juneoune 1979 219 27 james D brown correlational study offouroffousof four methods for scoring clozealoze
tests paper presented at the TESOL convention boston march 1979 and karen H mullen an alter-
native to the clozealoze test inm on TESOLYESOL 79 ed yonoyorio et al ppap 187 92
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LANGUAGE TESTING IN THE CHURCH

in a variety of interesting ways language testing in the institu-
tions of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints reflects or
transcends secular concerns for the individual testing is seen not
only as a means of evaluation but also as an aid to motivation and per-
sonal improvement for example in one church operation posters
have blossomed recently which quote elder thomas S monson s

observation that when performance is measured performance im-
proves when performance is measured and reported the rate of im-
provementprovement accelerates 42

language Interestinterestsinterestsorsorforfornoryor special needs in the church
in addition language tests are being developed for more

specialized purposes than ever before BYU utilizes of course the
usual EFLEEL tests that screen foreign language applicants to the univer-
sity plus tests for placing matriculated students needing further
english training and tests for matriculatednonmatriculatednon people in intensive
ESL courses 43 besides these the university has prepared examina-
tions in twentyfivetwenty five foreign languages to enable returned missionaries
and others to turn language skills into college credit 44 specialized
tests are administered not only to missionaries returning from non
english speaking countries but also to prospective missionaries and to
missionaries in training A commercially prepared language aptitude
battery45battery45 is taken by all persons being processed for full time mis-
sions the brethren have access to these scores for reference when
making missionary assignments

missionaries in training are evaluated on five specialized
measures their foreign language mastery is assessed by means of the

41thomas41thomas S monson translation evaluation program poster inin language and intercultural resource
center LIRC BYUBYLJ

tests that screen university applicants include the TOEFL and the MTEIPMTELP as well as the ALIGUAUGU CELT
GCE etc those placing foreign students at the appropriate level include the BYUEPT and the IGT the
michigan placement new horizons and win locator are used for grouping nonmatriculatedmatriculatednon students and
the BYUEB isis used to screen graduate foreign language applicants to the BYU ESL program

44 44studentsstudents can acquire up to sixteensixteen hours of foreign language credit on a passfailpass fail basis with graded
credit only at the 201 level enrollment inin an appropriate upper division course permits the usual letter grade
to be assigned for ailallali hours students can count this credit toward their general education category 111IIIlii re-
quirements

re-

quirementquiquirementsrement in addition to tests inin the usual european and asian languages the foreign language achieve
ment test series isis also administered inin languages such as afrikaans aymara cakchiquel farsi Inindonesianclonesianlan
samoan serbo croatian tahitian tongan hebrew and thai these tests are administered to BYU and
also non BYUBYLJbyll students if approved by the other institutioninstitution deborah L coon project coordinator LIRCURC
BYU personal interviewinterview approximately 25 september 1979

45thethe test used isis the modemmodern language aptitude test MLAT it isis administered weekly at the mis-
sionary training center and by stake presidents min outlying areas the MLAT battery isis designed to predict
success inin learning a foreign language
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US governments prestigious FSI oral examination 46 the discus-
sion mastery test DMT is administered periodically to check the
missionaries progress with the basic missionary discussions 47 this is

complemented by the teaching skills evaluation TSE that looks at
the effectiveness with which the gospel discussions are presented
focusing on the mechanics of the presentation teaching effectiveness
and missionary spirit A fourth evaluation is the final scriptures
score tallying the number of discussion related scriptures that have
been mastered and finally there is the speak your language score
a cumulative self rating that is recorded daily on a four point scale
this indicates the degree to which the missionary in training uses the
target language in daily living

this elaborate evaluation at the missionary training center is in-
tended to provide not only perspective and incentive for missionaries
but also the means of evaluating training and materials 48

the churchschurche translation division also has begun utilizing a
variety of highly specialized language measures one system of
evaluation is used for prospective translators of emerging languages
languages in countries where the missionaries are just being in-

troducedtroduced and another for those seeking to translate in the established
languages 49 for translator applicants of emerging languages a short
test called the translator screen supplements a personal interview
this integrative test consists of three passages from church literature
that the prospective translator is asked to translate because

41missionaries41missionaries at the missionary training center MTC except those studying serbo croatian are ad-
ministered the FSI test at the end of the fourth and eighth weeks possible scores range from 0 to 5 with I11
constituting survival level proficiency and 5 essentially native speaker proficiency upon completing
their MTC training missionariesmissionaries usually average about 1 to I11 this points out that while the elders and
sisters acquire a rich background inin a highly specific religious register they leave for the missionmission field with
rather limited skills as far as general conversational ability isis concerned nevertheless their progress during
their briefstintbrief stintstint inm the MTC isis extremely good by any standard ideally MTC instructors are expected to have
an FSI rating of at least 3 inin the target language while the MTC does not report FSI scores to missionariesmissionaries it
does provide extensiveextensive feedback on the nature of each persons difficulties or strengths at timestimes language
skills have also been evaluated on a written grammar test this has recently been suspended however lane
D ward assistantassistant director of training testing and zone coordinators MTC personal interviewinterview 2 october
1979 eric ott instructional evaluator MTC personal interviewinterview 25 october 1979 cecilia nihlen FSI ex-
amineramineraciner MTC personal interviewinterview 2 and 22 october 1979 and allenalienailen C ostergarostergarjrjr director of training
MTC personal interviewinterview 1980

this47this twenty five minutemmuteimmute test covering the eight discussions samples twenty oftheodtheof the fifty six concepts that
have been learned discussion passoffpass off isis handled inin pairs with appropriate interactioninteraction expected between the
two missionariesmissionaries

48er1ceric ott instructional evaluator MTC personal interviewinterview 1980
49translators selected to translate into the varying number now fifty four of emerging languages are

presently evaluated less extensively than are those applying to translate intointo the eighteen established
languages partlyartlyP because the former translators are often more scarce and partly because the scope of their
translations is more limited they translate packages of materials inin phases starting with joseph smiths
testimony the gospel principles manual book of mormon selections and some basic organizational
guidebooks translators of established languages deal with material from the entireentire spectrum of church
operations robert W bushman coordinator of training LDS church translation division personal inter-
views

inter-
views and correspondence 4 and 8 october 1979 25 june 1980 also seejosephseseeeJosephjoseph G stringham the church
and translation brigham young university studies 21 1981 69 90
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of limited personnel resources in emerging languages the hiring
supervisor who is not skilled in the language of the prospective
translator checks the faithfulness of the translations by questioning
the translator on specific points of the translation and by using back
translations in this manner the supervisor gains an adequate im-
pression of the translators english comprehension skill background
knowledge and translation skill once on the job emerging
language translators double check each others work and can assess
the appropriateness of a translations language for its audience

translator applicants of the established languages are very
carefully screened they begin by taking a practice test to familiarize
themselves with the format of the comprehensive translator test that
follows the latter consists of an english reading comprehension ex-
amination and a translation examination the test of english com-
prehension includes a commercial vocabulary and reading exam the
iowa silent reading test and a subtest on church terminology
which simultaneously tests familiarity with church history doctrine
and policy the translation examination requires actual translating of
excerpts from church literature 50 in short translators are expected
to comprehend english well have a good general background rang-
ing from church doctrine and history to cultural understanding and
world events possess effective writing skills in their native language
and demonstrate good transfer skills by finding suitable equivalents
in their native language for meanings expressed in english in addi-
tion they need to have a suitable temperament for their assignment
after a translator is hired the quality of the translator s production
translations is measured with the same instruments under a program
of quality control measurements so derived are considered in such
personnel management decisions as assignments salary raises and
promotions

factors complementing or transcending language skills
As in the secular realm language evaluation in the church is

regarded as an important undertaking one that often requires a
highly specialized design to meet specialized needs and interests
and as we have seen in academia nationally church institutions
likewise recognize the limitations of such instruments for example
at church schools including BYU admission is based not only on

examinersexamineesExaminees translate sixsix passages 75 100 words each from the following types of church writings
general technical literary poetic and chichildrensdrens three judges independently rate the quality of each
translated passage on the basis of offaithfulnessfaithfulness clarity mechanics and overall value results are tabulated and
analyzed by three reference groups the local translation staff other translators of the geographic region and
translators churchwidechurchwiseChurch wide
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academic preparation but also on moral worthiness 51 and in screen-
ing teachers for overseas church schools the church educational
system is concerned not only with applicants academic ability and
moral character but also their adaptability and cultural sensitivity

we can see parallels in the church missionary program while
language aptitude scores are available on prospective missionaries it
is the inspiration of church leaders that is the ultimate factor in
determining the call and we have seen that much of the evaluation
made of those being prepared for foreign language missions pertains
more directly to gospel principles than to language proficiency we
recall for instance that one of the criteria for evaluating missionaries
gospel teaching skills is their spirit even though language proficien-
cy is important the MTC recognizes that it is individual testimony
that sparks conversion while the language component can be
measured with considerable accuracy the most significant attribute of
testimony is simply not quantifiable

testimony and understanding of gospel principles are also valued
in church translators moreover the four personal qualities sought
for in new translators are all extra linguistic ability to change will-
ingness to learn ability to work with others and capacity to accept
criticismcriticism 52 ultimately then selection of translators involves assess-
ing not only specialized language skills but also very personal at-
tributes related to gospel understanding and temperament

it is not surprising in the light of this discussion that BYU offers
formal courseworkcoursework in language testing courses designed to provide
skill in developing the sophisticated examinations required nowadays
as well as the ability to interpret test results and identify the limita-
tions of language assessment moreover interest in the individual ex-
aminee is evidenced in current or recently completed experimental
research at BYU testing studies have focused on the special language

A confidential statement of the applicants moral worthiness isis provided by his bishop anonA non ldsapLDS ap-
plicant isaisoisaishis alsoaiso to be interviewed by a bishop ifonebifoneif one isis available or by a clergyman ofhisochisof his faith in addition the
applicant commitscommits himself inin writing and inin the presence of his church leaders as follows 1 iherebycommitI hereby commit
myself to do the following while enrolled at BYU if I1 am admitted or readmitted a conduct my personal
life consistentconsistent with the standardstandards of christian living taught by the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latterutter day saints
both on andoffcampusandoffand off campus b adhere to the other requirements of the attached code of honor and dress and
grooming standards as defined by the board of trustees BYU application for admission and scholar
ships office of admissions BYU ethical and moral values receivereceive attentionattention alongside academic subjects
for example prospective elementary school teachers take a course titled value clarification inin education
and prospective secondary school teachers are evaluated min part on their ethical and professional behavior
BYU evaluation of student teaching performance form eldon H puckett BYU department of elemen-

tary education personal interviewinterview 11 october 1979 andjeffreyandjeffrey M tanner BYU director of admission per-
sonal interviewinterview 1 october 1979

robert W bushman coordinator of training LDS church translation division personal interviewsinterviews
and correspondence 4 and 8 october 1979 25 june 1980
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problems faced by american indians 53 53japanesejapanese 54 Orientorientalsorientaleals 55 and
swedish immigrants to the united states 56 other studies have at-
tempted to meet the testing needs of those in developing countries
where listening comprehension may be difficult to measure 57 and of
those with very limited second language proficiency 58 finally some
of the most interesting test research related to individual needs is that
which studies affect each examinee s emotional reaction to
variousvarious exam formats 59

measurements taken include student perceptions of exam dif-
ficultyfi level of performance fairness relevance to instruction validi-
ty and amount of anxiety or frustration experienced these are
analyzed in reference to exam type and examinee background the
results of this kind of research promise not only to help improve the
accuracy of language measurement but also to reduce test frustration
and thereby contribute to an improved climate for language
acquisition

in conclusion recent secular concern for the total individual in-
cluding his or her social emotional fulfillment has resulted in
language evaluation designed to meet highly specific needs as well as
an increased awareness of the limitations inherent in educational
assessments and language tests understandably we find in church
institutions a similar concern for the individual along with efforts to
devise specialized language examinations is an awareness that
linguistic skills must be matched by personal and spiritual attributes
and that respect for the intellect must be matched by respect for the
worth of a soul

patricia B dyck written usage of american indian and anglo college students A comparative
error analysis MAM A thesis BYU 1979

chie nishimura an analysis odtheoftheof the uses of ofarticlesarticles bybyjapanesejapanese students major paper for the TESL
certificate BYU 1980

setsuko shimizu the difficulties for oriental students inin learning english articles major paper
for the TESL certificate BYU 1980

ceciliaceclilaliailaiia nihlen attained english proficiency by first generation swedish immigrants inin salt lake
city I1 I1 major paper for the TESL certificate BYU 1980

57 herbert leon twyman validation of the alternate modality listening exam AMLEX studies with
a heterogeneous group of second language learners MAM A thesis BYU 1979

sheila maluf the use ofnativeofnative language cues evaluating foreign language listening skills oflowaflowof low
proficiency students MAM A thesis BYU 1979 and sheila maluf and harold S madsen using native
language cues inin evaluating low proficiency language learners paper presented at the deseret language
and linguistic society annual symposium BYU 5 april 1979

diana G stevenson the experimental evaluation of test affect MAM A thesis BYU 1979 and
randall L jones harold S madsen and bruce L brown evaluating affective variables inm second
language testing paper presented at the TESOL convention san francisco march 1980
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

two interesting essays are included in this issue of the historians
corner the first is by steven G barnett an inveterate collector of
little known facts and documents in mormon history his discussion
of the canes of the martyrdom clearly demonstrates the love and
reverence joseph smiths closest associates held for him but it also
provides some significant insight into the nature of some mormon
believers whose devotion to the relics associated with their martyredmartyred
prophet bordered on veneration

our second essay is provided by florian H thayn head of the
art and reference division in the office of the architect of the
capitol in washington DC mrs thayn had a great deal to do
with the historical research involved inin the restoration of some of the
rooms in the US capitol building As a member of the church she
has also taken an active interest in mormon historic sites or
memorabilia in washington her essay should provide some ideas for
mormon history buffs and tourists who visit the nations capital in
addition to its basic intrinsic interest

THE CANES OF THE MARTYRDOM

steven G barnett

shortly after the martyrdom of the prophet joseph smith inin
1844 unusual mementos in his memory wooden canes were
fashioned from the oak planks of the roughhewnrough hewn coffin in which the
body was returned to nauvoo the history of these mementos the
canes of the martyrdom is elusive but some conclusions may be
drawn from what little solid information can be found

steven G barnett is a collector of original historical documents
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the canes themselves were given to a small group of the
prophet s friends how many canes there were originally to whom
the canes were given and how many of these canes exist today are
matters of pure conjecture we do know that willard richards
heber C kimball dimick huntington wilford woodruff and
probably brigham young had such canes today the only authen-
ticated martyrdom cane carved from the wood of the oak coffins at
carthage known to exist is that of dimick huntington perhaps those
belonging to heber C kimball and perrigrinePerrigrine sessions are also still in
existence I11

the huntington cane is 33 12 long made from medium brown
oak with a hollowed knob handle containing a lock ofofjosephjoseph smith s

hair originally a piece of glass from the viewing screen of the cof-
fin in which joseph smith was laid in state2stated covered the hole in the
knob having been affixed to a metal guard placed justinsidejust inside the top
of the cane but this metal guard has since been broken the glass is
intact however still covering the hair it was meant to protect at the
base of the knob s hollowed inside just below the knob there is also
a band of metal on the shaft as well as a metal tip at the base of the
cane 3

an undated church news article entitled story of the cane discloses saga of pioneers by courtney
cottaincottam who interviewsinterviews thomas sessions a son ofperrigrineofperngrmePerriperrlgrine sessions has been brought to the attention of the
author in this article thomas sessions states the following concerning the cane inin his possession at that timetime

the cane isis hardwood it isis made from the wood of the same tree the planks for the prophets coffin was
made from photocopy of this article inin collection of author

joseph smiths body may have been placed inin as many as three different coffins inin 1844 these would
be the rough oak box he was placed inin at carthage the outer coffin used while the body lay in state at the
mansion house which was then filled with bags of sand and buried at the cemetery and the coffin inin which
the body was buried secretly inin the basement of the nauvoo house perhaps these precautions were taken to
protect the bodies from any mutilation that may have been planned by the prophet s enemiesenemies see B H
roberts A comprehensive history odtheof the church 6 vols provo utah brigham young university press
1965 22932293.22952 293295

oliver boardman huntingtonjournalhuntington journal MS book 18 ppap 62 64 archives and manuscripts department
harold B lee library brigham young university provo under the date of monday 8 march 1897
huntington writeswrites original spelling and punctuation retained throughout this article

I1 had with me a cane made of the rough box hastily nailed together intointo which the
body

prophet joseph smiths was placed after he was murdered and brought to nauvoo from
carthage

in the top of the caincam was a lock of his hair which was taken from his hed after he had
his head

been buried 7 months my brother william took itit off A as he and my brother dimick
were moving the bodies ofofjosephjoseph and hyrum from where they were first buried inin the cellar
of the nauvoo house to the cellar or pit under a little outhouse that was built exclusively for
that purpose the glass over his face was broken and they saved some of that glass and a
piece of that glass covered the hair inin the top of the caincam and then a piece of metal with a
round hole inin the center was over the glass and hair

through the hole inin the metal aliuallummumalluminumallumalluminummum the hair could be seen
at the party on that evening the cane and itsits history became known and was viewed

inspected admired and handled by each individual and was constantly on the move until
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references to the martyrdom canes appear rather frequently in
LDS literature in brigham young by M R werner we read

the memory of the prophet was perpetuaperpetuatedtedaa few days later the
rough boards which had been used as temporary coffins were sawed inin
pieces and distributed amongjosephsamong josephs and hyrumshyrams friends who had
canes made of them each with a lock of the prophet s hair set in the
top these canes are considered sacred relics todayto day 4

matthias F cowley in his wilford woodruff history of his life and
labors says

before leaving nauvoo he paid a visitvisit to emma smith to whose life he
sought to bring consolation in the hour of her bereavement she gave
him a piece of oak for a staff the oak had been taken from joseph
smiths coffin

apostle cowley also speaks of president woodruff s visit to mary
fielding smith widow ofofhyrumhyrum smith where he was given locks of
the hair from the heads of joseph smith hyrum smith samuel H
smith and don carlos smith president woodruff commented on
the reason for collecting these relics

I1 also obtained some hair of the quorum of the twelve apostles my
purpose inin getting it was that I1 might put a part of each of these collec-
tions inin the knob of my staff as a relic of those noble men the master
spirits of the nineteenth century 5

12 0 clock at night I1 was invited to give a history of the cane and of the burial and reburial
of the bodies ofofjosephjoseph and hyrum smith which I1 did the caincam came intointo my possession inin
this way

it was my brother dimicks cane inin the first place the whole box thatjosephsthat josephs body was
brought to nauvoo inin was sawed up into strips suitable to make walking canes of and divided
out among his special friends

after the death of dimick the cane became allensaliens and he told me to take and keep itit
until he called for itit

he died without calling for itit at all

IMM R werner banghambnghambrigham young new york harcourt brace co 1925 p 182
matthias F cowley wilford woodruff history ofhieofhifof his life andlaborsand labors salt lake city utah bookcraft

1971pp2271971 appp 227 28 amoreA more precise account of this event isis found inin wilford woodruffwoodruffswoodruftwoodruffes diary under the date
of 23 august 1844

I1 met with the quorum of the twelve inin council a little timetime or some of them I1 visited
emma smith the widow of the prophet she let me have a peace of oak for a staff

r
out of the jujajujj coffin of the prophet joseph who was inhumanly matteredmartmarrered
inin carthage all inin company with his brother hiram emma also let me have a pair of gloves
composed of white cotton and mrs I1 woodruff a pair cotton hankerchiefhandkerchiefhankerchief both of which
the prophet wore while living we called upon sister mary smith widow of hiram smith
the patriarch she gave us some hair from the head ofofjosephjoseph smith hiram smith samuel
ssmithmith & don carloss smith all Sbrothersrothers of the same parents I1 also obtained some hair of
the quorum of the twelve apostles min the church ofjesusofjesus christ of the latter day saints my
object was inin putting a portion of each inin the top of my staff as a relick of those noble men
master spirits of the nineteenth centaury to hand down to my posterity to deposit min the
most holy and sacred place min the holy temple of GOD on the consecrated hill of zion
wilford woodruffjournalwoodruff journal 23 august 1844 library archives of the historical department

of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake city
utah
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don corbett also relates this story in his mary fielding smith
daughter of britain 6

in the life ofheber C kimball by orson F whitney heber C
kimball is quoted as testifying to the healing virtues of these canes

how much would you give for even a cane that father abraham had
used or a coat or ring that the savior had worn the rough oak boxes inin
which the bodies of joseph and hyrum were brought from carthage
were made into canes and other articles I1 have a cane made from the
plank of one of those boxes so has brother brigham and a great many
others and we prize them highly and esteem them a great blessing I1

want to carefully preserve my cane and when I1 am done with it here I1

shall hand it down to my heir with instructions to him to do the same
and the day will come when there will be multitudes who will be healed
and blessed through the instrumentality of those canes and the devil
cannot overcome those who have them in consequence of their faith
and confidence in the virtues connected with them

further on in the same speech heber C kimball is quoted as saying

in like manner I1 have sent my cane dr richards used to lay his old
black cane on a person s head and that person has been healed through
its instrumentality by the power of god 7

john D lee s confessions also refer to the cane carving incident 8

current editions of parley P pratt s autobiography carry an il-
lustration ofofwillardwillardonwillard richards holding his cane 9 an enlarged version
of the same collection of pictures of the twelve apostles under
brigham young also appears in william edwin berrett s the
restored church 10 willard richards s cane seems to be identical to
the huntington cane

there were also some other canes made which have at times been
mistaken for those made from the carthage coffins james bird a
cabinet maker assigned to the project fashioned three canes from the
wood left over from the construction of the burial coffins of joseph
and hyrum smith one of these was presented to brigham young
one to heber C kimball and the last retained by mr bird the bird

dongijon C corbett mary heldingfielding smith daughter of britain salt I1akelake city deseret book co
1970 p 174

orson70rson F whitney life ofheber C kimball salt lake city bookcraft 1967 ppap 465 66 the
discourse cited here was delivered on 15 march 1857 the complete text isis found in injomrnaljournal ofdiscoursesofdifcomrsesof Discourses
26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 1886 reprint ed 1967 42924 292 95

john D lee mormonism unveiled or the life and confessions ofodraethe late mormon bishopjohnbishop tohnjohn D lee
st louis mo bryan brand & co 1877 p 153 this passage states that the remainsremains of the prophet

and his brother were laid inin a sepulcher made of stone the rough boards which once enclosed them were
sawed inin ppiecesces and distributed among their friends many ofwhomofwhom had canes made of the pieces with a lock
of the hair of the prophet set inin the top of them and those canes are kept as sacred relics to this day

paileyparley9parleysparley P pratt autobiography of parley P pratt salt lake city deseret book co 1968
p 407

I william edwin berrett the restored church salt lake city deseret book co 1969 p 269
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cane is a straight stick with an ivory handle that measures 44y212 long
the cane itself is 32 vi12 long with a 1 brass band at its tip this cane
is now preserved by the bird family in california I111 members of the
kimball family claim that at one time heber C kimball had three
canes connected to the martyrdom one of those three canes has
been described as 34 12 long of solid oak construction the handle is

a solid knob of 1 banded at its base by a brass ring the tip of the
cane is also brass capped this is the cane the kimball family feels
was used by heber C kimball for healing purposes and it is owned
by family members living in salt lake city 12

there is also a possibility that some bogus canes have been made
which have been mistaken for those directly connected with the mar-
tyrdom william R hamilton writing to S H B smith from car-
thage illinois on 18 march 1898 states

soon after the killing of the smiths father had the bodies brought to
our home and rough pine coffins made in which they were placed
those boards have furnished material for thousands of walking canes

it is improbable that there was enough wood available from two cof-
fins for thousands of walking canes and william hamilton may
have been joking as he referred to such claims if not he may simply
have been in error for he is the only source that gives any description
of the coffin wood being other than oak the huntington cane is

definitely oak and mr hamilton may have forgotten some of the
facts over the intervening fifty four years he was a boy of fourteen at
the time of these events 13

some individuals have claimed that these canes have a hidden
dark meaning other than their sentimental and healing virtues ray-
mond W taylor in an unpublished article entitled the legend of
the friends of the martyrs suggests an oath of vengeance 14 in this
theory the canes were symbolic of the owner s oath of revenge
against those who spilled the blood of the prophet of god however
the basis for such a belief appears to be purely circumstantial

correspondence of the bird family with author 18 november 1974 and 10 december 1974 this cor-
respondence includes a photograph of the james bird cane

12 12correspondencecorrespondence of the kimball family with author 14july14 july 1974 another cane belonging to heber C
kimball was embellished with a gold handle inscribed with the kingdom of god or nothing heber C
kimball this cane isis also thought by the kimball family to be related to the martyrdom

william R hamilton to S H B smith 18 march 1898 photocopy inm collection of author william R
hamiltonshamilton father artois hamilton was the owner of the hamilton hotel inm carthage where much of the
drama of ofjosephjoseph smith s last days took place

14 14raymondraymond W taylor legend of the friends of the martyrs MS 23 july 1970 collectcollectionlonion of the
author raymond W taylor isis pictured holding the huntington cane on p 208 harry M beardsley claims
that the canes served as a symbol of status later the wood was split intointo short lengths and distributed
among the leaders of the church for many years walkingwaiking stickssucks made from the wood were recognized as
emblems of rank and authoriauthoraauthorityty beardsley joseph smith andandhtshis mormon empire cambridge mass
houghton mafflinmifflmmffflin co riverside press 193111951119311951 p 370
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the canes of the martyrdom are a very real part of the mormon
heritage shrouded in mystery as they are the canes stand as a
testimony of the love the owners shared for the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith
and his work

A LITTLE LEAVENING

florian H thayn

over the car radio during a recent morning rush hour the imper-
sonal voice from the traffic helicopter circling washington DC
droneddronek traffic on the beltway is backed up to the mormon
temple A few weeks earlier while on a flight leaving from
washingtons national airport I1 was surprised to hear the pilot sug-
gest over the intercom look to the right and see the spectacular
mormon temple nearly everybody in the metropolitan
washington area knows where the mormon temple is its pristine
towers pierce the sky like a beacon to the motorist and the airline
pilot yet how many other less spectacular even secluded places in
the nations capital hold little nuggets of interest that refer to latter
day saint or utah history A few anecdotes will show the wealth of
utah memorabilia and history in washington however obscure and
hidden to most of its many visitors

the earliest contact between mormonscormons and the city of
washington appears to have been late in 1839 when joseph smith
sought redress from the US government on behalf of the missouri
saints who had lost their property and other possessions to the mobs
earlier that year it was november and the young prophet bounced
along in a stagecoach filled with passengers who were oblivious to his
identity the old post road unwound through the alleghenies jut-
ting out over the more rugged outcroppingsoutcrop pings of marble and stone
before reaching the wooded farmlands of maryland and continuing
southward toward the infant city of washington

in B H robertss account of the journey he states that the
coach was approaching washington when the coachman stopped at a
tavern for his grog the driverless horses became frightened and
started running after calming a hysterical mother and preventing
her from throwing her infant out the coach window joseph gradually

florian H thayn is head of the art and reference division in the office of the architect of the capitol in
washington DC
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worked his way topside through the door to the driver s seat and suc-
cessfullycessfully brought the runaway horses under control after three miles
of terror the grateful passengers included congressmen returning to
washington for the december opening of congress they showered
joseph with praise and indicated that plauditsplauditeplaudits might be given to him
in the halls of congress until that is they learned he was the

mormon prophet after that discovery they said no more about
his heroic deed which saved passengers coach and horses 1

joseph and his companion elias higbee arrived in washington
the following morning 28 november 1839 they searched for nearly
a day to find as cheap boarding as can be had in this city 2 and
eventually settled near the capitol in a rooming house on the corner
of missouri and 3rdard streets where they remained for three weeks
from the convenient location joseph and brother higbee walked to
the white house for their fruitless visit with president van buren and
to their almost daily visits to the illinois delegation at the capitol 3

the corner where the rooming house once stood is now occupied by
the east wing of the national gallery of art identification of that
location had been an enigma to some historians because the present
day missouri and 3rdard streets are nearly four miles north of the
capitol a location that would have been farmland outside the city
limits at the time joseph visited but during various redevelopment
programs in washington many streets disappeared and their names
have been transferred to streets in newly developed areas downtown
missouri avenue near the mall was one of those casualties thus caus-
ing the confusion surrounding josephs washington visit 4

about twenty years after that 1839 trip evidence of utah found
a permanent place in the US capitol itself utahs seal has been
represented in the ceiling of the present house of representatives
chamber since 1857 when that chamber was constructed while utah
was a territory the design of the immense rectangular ceiling was
composed of painted glass seals of the states and territories in exten-
sive remodeling nearly a century later the chamber ceiling was
redesigned and the glass seals were replaced with painted plaster
replicas the present seals are arranged in the order in which each
state was admitted to the union utah as the forty fifth state is

13 H roberts A comprehensive history odtheoftheof trethe church 6 vols provo utah brigham young universi-
ty press 1965 229 30

joseph smith jr historyhirtory of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof lutterlatter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed
rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 440

roberts3robertseroberts comprehensive history ppap 29 30
ae4e F M raehtzfaehtz and F W pratt real estate directory of the city of ashingtonwashingtonVl DDCC 3 vols

washington DC fitch and fox publishers 1874 vol 1 folio
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represented on the south border behind the speaker s chair a dif-
ficult if not impossible area for visitors to see

A few hundred feet from the present house chamber is the old
hall of the house used by the representatives for nearly fifty years it
was here that joseph smith consulted with his congressmen but
since 1864 the old chamber has been designated as national statuary
hall by law each state may contribute two statues to the collection
utahs single gift is the seated statue of brigham young memorial-
ized in white carrara marble by mahonri young sculptor and grand-
son of the pioneer leader brother brigham faces three statues sent
by wyoming washington and north dakota that were created by
another renowned mormon artist avard fairbanks who also was the
sculptor for the nineteen foot high angel moroni on the washington
temple

at the opposite end of the capitol from statuary hall is the
president s room it holds perhaps the most unseen bit of utah
memorabilia presidents formerly used this room when it was
necessary to sign legislation in the capitol in the last hours before
congress adjourned every inch of the walls is covered with fresco
and oil painting by the skilled artist constantino brumidi A
political refugee from rome he spent the twentyfivetwenty five years between
1855 and 1880 beautifying the capitol of what he called the one
country on earth in which there is liberty 5 tucked in a corner
behind the door and beneath a painting of a cherub is a brumidi
painting of a beehive about fourteen inches high silently testifying
that utah territory was organized on 9 september 1850 it is incorancorincor-
rectly labeled utar and bears an impossible numeral MDCCOL
in its date the correct roman numeral should read MDCCCL these
errors possibly occurred during subsequent retouching after brumidi
painted the room in 1859

mormon beliefs have influenced the form of yet another room in
the capitol A small room off the rotunda in the center of the
building was designated by law as a place of meditation and prayer
for members of the senate and the house the focal point of the
prayer room is the stunning stained glass window bordered with a
rope of laurel leaves tied with a ribbon bearing the names of all the
states that the name of utah is readily visible in the lower left corner
is not the significant feature the more interesting story is about the
design that was not selected in 1953 a special committee composed

myrtlemyrtie cheney murdock constantino brumidi michelangelo of the united states capitol
washington DC monumental press 1950 p 6
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brigham young statue by mahonnmahonri young
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architect odtheoftheof the capitol
proposed prayer room window united states capitol
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of two prominent protestant ministers aajewishjewish rabbi and a catholic
priest conferred with a congressional committee to determine the
theme of the window their great concern was that nothing depicted
in the window or the furnishings should offend the various religious
beliefs of congressmen who would use the room among the designs
that were discarded were a cross a triangle as the sign of the trinity
and angels with wings A spokesman for the group indicated those
symbols would offend some beliefs and specifically noted that mor
mons do not believe that angels have wings 6 the deliberations of
those knowledgeable gentlemen resulted in the present beautiful
window depicting george washington kneeling in prayer

directly north of the white house on l6th16thlath and columbia road
stands the former washington chapel a center of latter day saint ac-
tivity for forty two years until it was sold in 1976 it is with nostalgia
that one passes the familiar stained glass windows depicting the hill
cumorah utah s sego lily continents of the world and the ships
trains and planes which enabled all nations to flow to the united
states originally the chapel also boasted a gilded statue of the
angel moroni fashioned by thorlief knapsusknaphusKnap sus for three years
washington members could boast of two angel moroni statues one
on that chapel and one on the temple in 1979 however the statue
was removed from the top of the washington chapel

one final anecdote will be of particular interest to mormon
visitors to the nations capital the interior of the washington
monument holds a fascinating piece of utah history only the hardy
souls who walk up the stairs rather than ride the elevator to the top of
the 555 foot shaft will see the memorial stone ofofdeseretdeseret on the twen-
tieth landing about midway to the monuments top for most
visitors the original stone was a curiosity without explanation what
does a beehive capped with the incised phrases holiness to the
lord and deseret represent the story of the stone however
while not generally known is well documented

the cornerstone for the washington monument was laid on a
rainy fourth of july in 1848 to stimulate financial interest in the
project the washington national monument society solicited
memorial stones for the interior walls from hundreds of organiza-
tions countries and local governments including the self
proclaimed territory of deseret

brigham young presented the invitation to the general
assembly of the provisional state ofofdeseretdeseret the saints were loyal to

manuscript files architect of the capitol
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the memory of george washington and they wanted to be part of the
memorial to him however they were still bitter because congress
had rejected their petitions to become the state of deseret but in-
stead had created the territory of utah to the industrious pioneers
their new home was deseret and therefore they were determined
that the design for the memorial stone must commemorate deseret
A block of limestone obtained from the san pete quarries at manti
was carved and embellished by stonecutter william ward in about six
weeks measuring 3 x 2 x 6 the completed design included the
symbolic beehivebeehive capped with the all seeing eye borders of classic
foliage and a cornucopia symbolic of blessings of abundance the
inscription holiness to the lord is now reserved for use solely on
the temples 7

an opportunity to cart the stone to washington came two years
later in 185318331855 when missionaries heading eastward accepted the
laborious three month task however construction on the monu-
ment was halted for lack of money and the crisis of the civil war and
subsequent financial depression prevented work on the monument
from progressing the deseret memorial stone languished in a near-
by storage shed for more than thirty one years although the monu-
ment was dedicated in 1885 it was not completed and opened to the
public until three years later sometime during those three years the
deseret stone was set in place

interested citizens in utah and washington DC began
agitating in 1950 for proper identification of the deseret stone it
was determined that an explanatory inscription should be carved on a
piece of granite obtained from the same quarries that supplied stone
for the salt lake temple the project was financed mainly with pen-
nies collected from the children of utah thus it was that on a rainy
january day in 1951 a small group of patriots representing the church
and federal and state governments huddled in the confines of the
twentieth landing in the monument and dedicated the new stone
that was set in the wall immediately below the original beehive

the late howard R driggs as president of the american pioneer
trails association made the following statement during the dedica-
tion services

whethe following summary is an amalgamationarnalgainanarnalgainan n of two senate documents senate document 224 history
0offraetaetherae washington nathonalnationalnationalmonumentmonument 57th cong 3dad sess february 1903 frederick L harvey govern-
ment printing office 1903 and senate document 12 utah state memorial stone 82d cong ist sess
12 march 1951 washington DC goatgovt print office
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there isis vital meaning for all america and the world in the words and
symbol carved on the old weathered stone deseret means honeybee
this and the beehive mean work thrift cooperation holiness to the
lord means reverence and righteousness in other words these stones
stand for what has made and what will save our america UNITY
FAITH WORK may they be preserved inin this shrine for centuries to
come 8

that stone silently reflects the pioneers patriotism for the nation and
their affection for george washington

As the nations and the mormonscormons history continue to be en-
twined washington will continue to hold interesting items of
mormon memorabilia

8senatesenate document 12 p 9
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mormon bibliography 1979 1980

scott H duvall and scott C dunn

in the past two or three years we have seen a definite increase in
the number of publishers catering to the mormon audience we
daily see and hear advertisements promoting new novels diaries and
inspirational material designed to appeal to the mormon culture

for many years deseret book and bookcraft were the only
publishers dealing with and soliciting manuscripts with mormon con-
tent then horizon publishers in bountiful utah and hawkes
publishing in salt lake city were established perhaps the success of
these latter two firms has inspired the proliferation of mormon
publishers we now have

to be sure some of these recent efforts are private ventures
designed to provide an outlet for the authors thoughts creative ef-
forts or family history there are several of this type listed in the
1979 1980 mormon bibliography but we have also seen the
emergence of several publishers that evidently have visions of larger
prospects and circulation

randall publishers for instance has existed for only two and
one half years formerly ensign publishers of las vegas nevada
randall moved to orem utah to have better access to the mormon
market in 1980 this firm was third behind deseret book and
bookcraft in volume sales in utah among utah publishers the com-
pany has a goal of creating a paperback market for the mormon novel

the history of randall publishers parallels that of council press

ofofprovoprovo butterfly publishing of santa barbara liberty publishing of
provo and a few others but the growth of mormon publishing is
also evident in other endeavors for example mormonscormons are also buy-
ing scriptures dramatizations history talks and essays on cassettes
there are now many recording companies providing these materials
furthermore the success of BYU studies sunstone and dialogue

scott H duvall isis assistant curator of special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
scott C dunn an internintern for byustudiesBYU Studies isis completing his MAM A at brigham young university inin teaching
english as a second language
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points to the development of a mormon audience interested in con-
temporary and doctrinal issues

all of which raises the question why why is the mormon
community creating a favorable market for these publishers first
often the public identifies with the subject matter thus reinforcing
the feeling of belonging to the group the publishers may feel
they are offering an alternative to the less wholesome material on the
market today in addition the sesquicentennial undoubtedly had an
effect on publishing during 1980 also arguments are heard that on
the one hand mormon readers are gullible that they will read
anything that hints of mormonism on the other hand that mormon
readers are becoming more sophisticated that they are demanding
more exploration of history and doctrine

in any case the proliferation of mormon literature whether it
consist of fictional historical or inspirational works whether it be in
book form sound recording or magazines has made substantial
gains recently and will probably be with us in the future it will be
interesting to watch
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historical society 1979

platt lyman D nauvoo 1839 1846 american fork utah highland microdataMicrodata
systems 1980

poss john R wagons westward A major east west link in arizonasArizonas
superhighway system parallels one of the states earliest pioneer
trails arizona highways 5555 july 1979 10 15 34 39

powell allenalienailen kent ed emery county reflections on its past and future salt
lake city utah historical society 1979

pratt louisa barnes Mormonbonmonmormondommomsdomssomss first woman missionary salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers nd

purdy william E they marched their way west the nauvoo brass band
ensign 10 july 1980 20 23

quinn D michael the council of fifty and its members 1844 to 1945
brigham young university studies 20 winter 1980 163 97

reay lee through the hole inin the rock to sanjuansunsan juan provo meadow lane
publications 1980

reimherr otto the susquehanna mormonismsMormoni sms jordan susquehanna
university studies 11 1980 71 89

rockland centennial book committee rockland valley 1879 1979 the first one
Jhundredhundnedred years providence utah keith W watkins and sons 1980

rodman W paul the mormonscormonsMormons from poverty and persecution to prosperity and
power in american vistas 1607 1877 2 vols 3dad ed edited by leonard
dinnerstein and kenneth TTJjacksonjacisonjaclsonackson 11199199 216 new york oxford university
press 1979
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sadler richard W the impact of mining on salt lake city utah historical
quarterly 47 summer 1979 236 53

sayers robert howard mormon cultural persistence in the vicinity of graham
county arizona 1879 1977 ann arbor university microfilms international
1980

schweikart larry the mormon connection lincoln the saints and the crisis of
equality western humanities review 34 winter 1980 1 22

searle howard clair early mormon historiography writing the history of the
mormonscormonsMormons 1830 1858 phd dissertation university of california L A
1980

shangle robert D and white sheryl the cormonsmormonsMormons the church ofjesmsofjesus christ
of latter day saints commemorating 150 years beaverton oreg
beautiful america pub co 1980

Shurnshumwayway gary L blanding the making of a community utah Historistohistoricallical
quarterly 48 fall 1980 390 405

simmonds A J southeast idaho as a pioneer mormon safety valve idaho
yesterdays 23 winter 1980 20 30

singer merrill nathaniel baldwin utah inventor and patron of the fundamen-
talist movement utah historical quarterly 47 winter 1979 42 53

smith james E frontier nauvoo building a picture from statistics ensign 9
september 1979 16 19

spurrier joseph H great are the promises unto the isles of the sea the church of
jesus canchristst of latter day saints inin the hawaiian islands salt lake city
hawkes publishing 1978

stahelistabell mary esther descendants orpineofpineof penepine valley pioneers washington utah
published by author 1980

stone earle L the cormonsmormons in connecticut 1832 1952 new britain conn
central connecticut state college 1980

swanson budington murders in the meadows pioneer restwestivest september 1979
26 31 55 58

talbot wilburn dunkley the duties and responsibilities of the apostles of the
church of jesus christ of latterutter day saints 1835 1945 phd dissertation
brigham young university 1977

taniguchi nancy jacobus rebels and relatives the mormon foundation of
spring glen 1878 90 utah histohistoricalicaricaligal quarterly 48 fall 1980 366 78

terry keith great moments inin mormonism volvoilvoivolavol11 santa barbara calif but-
terfly publishing 1980

thomas estelle webb uncertain sanctuary A stoystory of mormon pioneering inin
mexico salt lake city westwater press 1980

thompson brent grant utahs struggle for prohibition 1908 1917 masters
thesis university of utah 1979

thorp malcolm R the british government and the mormon question
1910 1922 journal of church and state 21 spring 1979 305 23

tietjen gary mormon pioneers in new mexico history of ramah froitlandfruitlandFruit land
luna beulalbeuhal blue water virden and carson los alamos N mex pub-
lished by author 1980

tracy jack conan doyle and the latter day saints rev ed sherlock holmes
monograph series bloomington ind gaslight publications 1980
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walker ronald W crisis in zion heber J grant and the panic of 1893
arizona and the west 21 autumn 1979 257 78

weisbrod carol A painfully interesting problem the case of the mormonscormonsMormons
in the boundaries ofofutopiautopia ppap 16 33 new york pantheon books 1980

white jean bickmore the right to be different ogden and weber county
politics 18501830 1924 utah historical quarterly 47 summer 1979 255 72

white larry D the second city of enoch fort wayne ind published by
author 1980

whittaker davidjdavidadavid J early mormon imprints in south africa brigham young
university studies 20 summer 1980 404 16

winder lorie in search of the real joseph smith sunstone 5

november december 1980 30 34
wood gordon S evangelical america and early mormonism new york

history 61 october 1980 359 86
worthington keith N greenhalgh sadie H and chapman fredfredjfredaJ they left a

record A comprehensive history ofnephiofnephlof nepalNephi utah 1851181 1978 nephi utah
published by authors 1979

youngreen buddy and yet another copy of the anthon manuscript
brigham young university studies 20 spring 1980 346 47

sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion 1860 brigham young university
studies 20 summer 1980 351 70

DOCTRINAL

alexander thomas G the reconstruction of mormon doctrine from joseph
smith to progressive theology sunstone 5 july august 1980 24 33

ashton marvinmarvinjJ I1 went home salt lake city deseret book co 1980
bennion lowell L the mormon christianizing of the old testament A

response sunstone 5 november december 1980 40
bitton davis the sovereignty of god in john calvin and brigham young

sunstone 5 september october 1980 26 30
book of mormon 1830 reprintreprinteded salt lake city deseret book co 1980

book of mormon study ahnchnchristianstian century 24 october 1979 p 1031
briggs kay comp most quoted scriptures of the standard works of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints orem utah randall publishers 1980
brough robert clayton the lost tribes history doctrine prophecies and

theories about israels lost ten tribes bountiful utah horizon publishers
1979

burton robert P and webster bruce F some thoughts on higher dimensional
realms brigham young university studies 20 spring 1980 281 96

charles melodie moench the mormon christianizing of the old testament
sunstone 5 november december 1980 35 39

clarkdarkoark marden the new mormon mysticism sunstone 5 march april 1980
24 29

coleman garyjbaryj A look at mormonism salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
edwards paul M persistences that differ comments on the doctrine of man

sunstone 5 september october 1980 43 50
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ehat andrew F and cook lyndon W eds and comps the words ofjosephof joseph
smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet
joseph religious studies monograph series no 6 provo religious studies
center brigham young university 1980

evans stephen T voluntary redistribution of wealth under capitalism the
future united order tempe ariz arizona state university 1979

gardner martin R illicit legislative motivation as sufficient condition for un-
constitutionality under the establishment clause A case for consideration
the utah firing squad washington university law quarterly spring 1979
435 99

gardner marvin K the preparatory priesthood it specializes in doing ensign
9 april 1979 10 13

hansen lorin K some concepts of divine revelation sunstone 5

january february 1980 12 18

hillam ray C ed by the hands of wise men essaessaysys on the U S constitution
provo brigham young university press 1979

kocherhandsKocherhands gib the name melchizedek some thoughts on its meaning and
the priesthood it represents ensign 10 september 1980 14 19

la oracion spanish translation of prayer salt lake city deseret book co 1980
larsen wayne A rencher alvin C and layton tim who wrote the book of

mormon an analysis ofofwordprintswordprintsWordprints brigham young university studies 2200
spring 1980 225 51

lefgren john C april sixth salt lake city deseret book co 1980

mcconkie bruce R the mortal messiah from bethlehem to curvaycalvacurtacursacalvaryy book II11il
salt lake city deseret book co 1980

the mortal messiah from bethlehem to calvary book lffIII111ifflilili salt lake city
deseret book co 1980

this generation shall have my word through you ensign 10 june
1980541980 54 59

matthews robert J the bible and its role in the restoration ensign 9 july
1979401979 40 45

nyman monte S great are the words of1saiahof isaiah salt lake city bookcraft 1980
packer boyd K the holy temple salt lake city bookcraft 1980
pearson glenn L the old testament A mormon perspective salt lake city

bookcraft 1980
petersen mark E three kings of israel salt lake city deseret book co 1980
peterson H donl A study guide for the pearl of great priceariceadice provo brigham

young university press 1979
pond douglas V pillars ofofmormonismmormonism washington DC review and herald

publishing association 1979
rasmussen garth L make the old testament personalities live A supplement to

the gospel doctrine course of study npap 1980
reynolds noel B nephis outline brigham young university studies 20

winter 1980 131 49
robson kent E time and omniscience in mormon theology sunstone 5

may june 1980 17 23

sherlock richard the gospel beyond time thoughts on relation of faith and
historical knowledge sunstone 5 july august 1980 20 23
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shoemaker T eugene stark helen candland newell LLJjacksonackson huxford gary
and bennion lowell reflections on the role of the prophet sunstone 5

july august 1980 34 42
sperry sidney B the spirit of the old testament 1970 reprintreprinteded salt lake

city deseret book co 1980
stokes william lee the creation scriptures A witnesserwitnessorwitness forfozor goygodgodingovinin the scientific

age bountiful horizon publishers 1979
thomas mark listening to the voice from the dust moroni 8 as rhetoric

sunstone 4 january february 1979 22 24
scholarship and the future of the book of mormon sunstone 5

may june 1980 24 29
thorell kenneth R all creatures of our godandkingGodangodgov anddKingkingning salt lake city published

by author 1979
tvedtnessTvedtnesTvedttvedtnessjohnness johnsJohn A the church odtheof teethe old testament salt lake city deseret book

co 1980
walker steven C more than meets the eye concentration of the book of

mormon brigham young university studies 20 winter 1980 199 205
welch john W and whittaker david J we believe development of

the articles of faith ensign 9 september 1979 51 5355

whittaker david J A covenant people old testament light on modern
covenants ensign 10 august 1980 36 40

wilcox linda the mormon concept of a mother in heaven sunstone 5

september october 1980 9 15

woodward kenneth what mormonscormons believe newsweek 1 september 1980
ppap 68 7711

inspirational

allred gordon T my home runneth over salt lake city bookcraft 1980
babbel june andrew onward and upward salt lake city bookcraft 1980
baird coleen seven days and prayer salt lake city deseret book co 1980
bennion lowell L jesus the master teacher salt lake city deseret book co

1980
berger mike bittersweet true stonistoristorrstorieses of decisions that shaped eternal paths

bountiful horizon publishers 1980
black william T mormon athletes salt lake city deseret book co 1980
bradshaw merMtrmerrillrill spirit and music letters to a young mormon composer 2dad

ed rev provo brigham young university press 1979
canfield anita selxselfseix esteemforesteem porforpot the LDSldswomanpomanwoman orem randallrand allaliail publishers 1980
chamberlain jonathan M turn yourselves and live provo brigham young

university press 1979
clarke cam the best two years of our lives north hollywood camlarcaglar publica-

tions 1979
coletti mina S and giesea roberta klingming the family idea book salt lake city

deseret book co 1980
dunn paul H I1 challenge you I1 promise you volvoivolavol22 salt lake city

bookcraft 1980
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durrant george D and barton noel R fun and names or how to dig your
family history without really prying salt lake city bookcraft 1980

dyer william G choices AAnfathersothers counsel salt lake city deseret book co
1980

ellsworth sterling G and ellsworthells worth richard G getting to know the real you
salt lake city deseret book co 1980

eyre richard M simplified husbandship simplified fathership salt lake city
bookcraft 1980

eyre richard and linda teaching children joy salt lake city deseret book
1980

faust james E to reach even unto you salt lake city deseret book co 1980
featherstone VaughvaughnnJJ charity never fallethfailethFaileth salt lake city deseret book co

1980
fluckigerwfluckiger W lynn unique advantages ofbeingof being a mormon dear bob a letter

to my Fsienyeriendfriendfiendienderlendfendfeny salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
fox robert barlow the sons ofhelamanof Helaman bountiful published by author 1980
hall elizabeth ann frustrated sundays orem randall publishers 1980
harrison grant von drawing on the powers of heaven orem ensign

publishing 1979
holland patricia T A woman s perspective on the priesthood ensign 10 july

1980241980 24 27
jacobson marsha the prophet teaches little saints salt lake city bookcraft

1980
joy salt lake city deseret book co 1980
lindstrom dan sun shade n rain moods of life salt lake city bookcraft

1980
logan cordell eckre spiritual matter provo liberty publishing co 1980
ludlow daniel H marking the scriptures suggestions for understanding and

using the new LDS edition of the bible salt lake city deseret book co
1980

mehew randall K to lengthen one s stride A personal guide to better living
orem randall publishers 1980

miller ken the best of youthYouyomrthfthpra bountiful horizon publishers 1979
mouritsen maren M ed blueprintsbluepriantsnts for living perspectives for latter day saint

women 12 vols provo brigham young university press 1980
peaslee ann supermomSupermom the positive approach to family living orem ensign

publishers 1979
reay lee and marjorie grandparentingGrandparenting made easy provo meadow lane

publications 1979
rector connie and deputy diane the celestial connection salt lake city

bookcraft 1980
reeve becky the spirit knows no handicap salt lake city bookcraft 1980
schomas rhonda my book of gospel treasures salt lake city deseret book co

1980

skidmore rex A Mamarriageweageniage much more than a dream salt lake city deseret
book co1979co 1979

smith candacecandace my personaljournalpensonpersonalPerson adjournaljournalalJournal ofselfof seefself descovediscovediscoveryy salt lake city bookcraft
1980

smith gary day of great healing salt lake city bookcraft 1980
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stoker H stephen and muren joseph C comps testimony salt lake city
bookcraft 1980

sturlaugson mary frances A soul so rebellious salt lake city deseret book co
1980

taylor gary G the art of effective living salt lake city bookcraft 1980
walton H dyke they built with faith bountiful horizon publishers 1979
whetten john A living by the spirit salt lake city bookcraft 1980
whitaker eileen one little childandcailchildChilcalldandand heavenly father gave Us colors two books

in one salt lake city deseret book co 1980

contemporary

alienallenailen sydney et al readers response mormon crackdown under attack
christian century 35 march 1980 ppap 259 61

alston jon P and johnson david A cross cultural analysis of mormon
missionary success measuring mormonism fall 1979 1 17

anderson lavina fielding the churchschurche cross cultural encounters ensign 10
april 1980 44 49

applegarth william robert LDS church young adult religious education A
model program for the salt lake valley utah edd dissertation brigham
young university 1979

blumwellbaumwellBlumwell bruce the LDS response to the teton dam disaster sunstone 5

march april 1980 35 41
bowenBowebowenjbowenanJJ donald the church in egypt dialogue 13 spring 1980 100 104
bradshaw william and marjorie escape from vietnam an interview with

nguyen van the dialogue 13 spring 1980 23 39
brady frederick R the japanese reaction to mormonism and the translation of

mormon scripture intointo japanese masters thesis sophis university
international college tokyo 1979

brigham janet saints in independence modern saints make their niche in
historic surroundings ensign 9 june 1979 48 52

britsch R lanier mormon missions an introduction to the latter day saints
missionary system occasional bulletin of missionary research 3 ganuaryjanuary
1979221979 22 27

the expansion of mormonism in the south pacific dialogue 13 spring
1980 53 62

from bhutan to wangtsange taking the gospel to asia ensign 10
june 1980 6 10

buchanan frederick S A refuge in the desert eskdale utah sunstone 4
january february 1979 33 36

christensenchristensenjoejjoe J religion in support of the family in the family america s

hope edited by michael novak et al ppap 85 98 rockford ill111111.iiiliiili rockford col-
lege institute 1979

christensen julie gwen A comparison of sex role classifications and anxiety
levels in married and never married women masters thesis university of
utah 1979

church al and perry janice the long arm of the lawyer utah holiday
february 1979 ppap 26 35
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cleverly J michael the church and la politica italiano dialogue 13 spring
19801051980 loy105 107

cole nick job grading the mormon church director 34 october 1979
40 43

cox kay H without reservation salt lake city bookcraft 1980
defrancis paul charles self reported contributions of spiritual health practices

to health among mormonscormonsMormons phd dissertation southern illinois university
at carbondale 1979

doxey graham W missouri myths ensign 9 april 1979 64 65
dyalldyal donald henriques the agrarian values ofmormonismofmormonism A touch of the

mountain sod phd dissertation texas A & M university 1980
farnsworth michael paternal companionship self worth and power as perceived

by LDS college freshmen edd dissertation brigham young university
1980

fife austin E further notes on the seagulls and crickets legend western
folklore 38 april 1979 119 20

fugal sherman and peggy latter day laughter bountiful horizon publishers
1980

galliher john F and basilick linda utah s liberal drug politics mormonscormonsMormons
morality and marijuana measuring mormonism 5 fall 1979 42 48

goetz ronald justifiable exceptions to religious freedom christian Cencenturyrulytuly
16 16januaryjanuary 1980 ppap 38 39

A gospel centered therapy an interview with CarlCarcadcaricarlfredcarifredearlfredfredifreddfred broderick dialogue 13
summer 1980 59 75

heaton bill mormonism and maoismmagism the church and peoples china
dialogue 13 spring 1980 40 50

hess wilford M matheny raymond T and thayer donluconlu D eds science and
religion toward a more usefuluseutejurjul dialogue 12 vols geneva ill111111.iliiiilii paladin
house 1979

hornehome myron walter A fault tree approach to teacher turnover in non-
release time seminaries in the pacific northwest division of the LDS church
educational system edd dissertation brigham young university 1979

izatt jerald R and louder dean R peripheral mormondom the frenetic
frontier dialogue 13 summer 1980 76 89

jones chris and benson gary the mormonscormonsMormons healthy in body and soul
saturday evening post may june 1980 ppap 66 69 118 121 125 128

jones garth N expanding LDS church abroad old realities compounded
dialogue 13 spring 1980 8 22

kendle rogerrogerj J the british legacy in the church prestonsPrestons proud saints en-
sign 9 december 1979 46 49

lundahl craig R mormon near death experiences free inquiry in creative
sociology 7 november 1979 101 104 107

lye william from burundi to zaire taking the gospel to africa ensignens1gensign 10
march 1980 10 15

mccullough jane lott contribution to household tasks by utah husbands and
wives phd dissertation michigan state university 1980

mcelveen floyd C the mormon illusion rev ed glendale calif regalglRegal GL
publications 1979

mannmanajmannjJ mormonscormonsMormons grappling with growing pains USU S news 7 april 1980
p 42
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miles afton olson mormon voting behavior and political attitudes phd
dissertation new york university 1978

miller michael K and crader kelly W rural urban differences in two dimens-
ions of community satisfaction rural sociology 44 fall 1979 489 504

the mormonscormonsMormons building at a 1 million a day pace building design & construc-
tion december 1979 ppap 104 109

numanocumanonumanojirojiro how international Is the church in japan dizDigdialoguelogue 13 spring
1980 8385 91

obinnaobanna anthony uzodimmauzodinmaUzodimma voice from nigeria ensign 10 december 1980
28 30

oman richard G rei hamon ensign 9 october 1979 19 23
packaging mormonism in digestible form Christichristianityhnitanitknity today 4 may 1979

ppap 50 51
parrish michael the saints among Us rocky mountain magazine 12

january february 1980 17 32
payne marlene the obsessive compulsive mormon dialogue 13 summer

19801161980 116 22
peck granger C the religiosity of mormon academiciansAcademicians measuring mor-

monismmonism 5 fall 1979 18 41
ringholz raye C the singers under siege armageddon at marion utah

utah holiday january 1979 ppap 39 48 february 1979 ppap 36 41
Schapsschapsmeiermelermeier edward L and schapsmeier frederick H religion and reform A

case study of henry A wallace and ezra taft benson journal of church and
state 21 autumn 1979 525 35

scott lataynelabayne C the mormon mirage A former mormon tells why she left the
church grand rapids mich zondervan publishing house 1979

shippsjanShipps Jan soniaSonisoniajohnsonjohnsonajohnson mormonism and the media canchristianstian century 2 9

january 1980 ppap 5 6

sillitoe linda the new mormon activists fighting the ERA in virginia utah
holiday march 1979 ppap 12 14

fear and anger inin virginia the new mormon activists part 11II utah
holiday april 1979 ppap 9 10 12

solomon dorothy A very different kind of family good housekeeping
april 1979 ppap 141 246 248 50

tanner jerald and sandra the changing world ofmormonismof mormonism chicago moody
press 1980

when mormonscormons come knocking moody monthly june 1980
ppap 30 32 34

taylor william A tale of two cities A comparison between the mormon andtheundand taetherae
catholic religious expertexperiexperiencesancesences pocatello idaho published by author 1980

terry ann slaght griffin marilyn and terry elizabeth cormonsmormons and women
santa barbara buttterfly publishing 1980

thomson dean lester early high school graduation ofofldsoflasLDSids students A study
of their continuing academic achievement social participation and religious
education inin northern california edd dissertation brigham young
university 1979

topper martin D mormon placement the effects of missionary foster families
on navajo adolescents ethos 7 1979 142 60

tullis lamond the church moves outside the united states some observations
from latin america dialogue 13 spring 1980 63 73
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vlachos chris we left the mormon church moody monthly june 1980
ppap 34 36

weathers diane with lord mary can a mormon support ERA newsweek
3 december 1979 p 88

webb david BYU school with spunk liberty 74 september october
1979 7 9

weiss michaeljmichaelmichaei J irked by soniajohnsonsSoniajohnsons ERA crusade church leaders throw
the book of mormon at her people weekly 3 december 1979 ppap 44 45

wilson william 00. and poulsen richard the curse of cain and other stories
blacks in mormon folklore sunstone 5 november december 1980 9 13

wright fred utah congressmen A day in the life utah holiday march
1979 ppap 24 35

biographical AND FAMILY HISTORY

alienallenailen james B one mans nauvoo william clayton s experience in mormon
illinois journal of mormon history 6 1979 37 59

andrus hyrumlhyrumL milomiloandrusandrus missionary pioneer and colonizer part 1 the
andrus recorder 15 march 1979 3 73

milo andrus missionary pioneer and colonizer part 2 the andrus
recorder 15 december 1979 2 65

arrington leonard J ed voices from the past diaries journals and
autobiographies provo campus education week brigham young univer-
sity 1980

arrington leonard J and jolley joann the faithful young family the
parents brothers sisters of brigham ensign 10 august 1980 52 57

avery valeen tippetts and newell linda king the elect lady emma hale
smith ensign 9 september 1979 64 67

baer hans A A psychocultural view of a modern day prophet among the
mormonscormonsMormons journal of psychological anthropology 2 spring 1979 177 96

bailey paul dayton hawaiis royalprimeroyal prime minister the life and times of walter
murray gibson new york hastings house 1980

beecher maureen ursenbach leonora eliza and lorenzo an affectionate
portrait of the snow family ensign 10 june 1980 64 69

beesley sterling E kind words the beginnings of mormon melody A historical
biography of the life and works ofofebenezerebenezer beesley utah pioneer musician
containing an accountfromaccount fromtrom the emigration of 1859 andraeand taethe evolution oflatter0f larterlatter
day saint psalmody npap published by author 1980

brewerton denton Y istanbul and rexburgredburgRexburg jacob sporissportsshoris mission field
ensign 10 june 1980 26 28

brooks juanita jacob hamblin mormon apostle to the indians salt lake city
westwater press 1980

christensen michael elvin the making of a leader A biography of charles W
nibley to 1890 phd dissertation university of utah 1979

cook lyndon W 1 I have sinned against heaven and am unworthy of your
confidence but I1 cannot live without a reconciliation thomas B marsh
returns to the church brigham young university studies 2200 summer 1980
389 400
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cooley everett LL ed diary of brigham young 1857 salt lake city tanner
trust fund university of utah library 1980

daviesDaviedaviesjdaviesssJJ kenneth george beard mormon pioneer artist with a camera provo
published by author 1980

thomas rhoads the wealthiest mormon gold miner provo published
by author 1980

dejong thelma A true renaissance man the story ofofgerritgeftGerrit dejong jr provo
published by author

england eugene brother brigham salt lake city bookcraft 1980
esplin ronald K inside brigham young abrahamic tests as preparation for

leadership Bbrighambighamigham young university studies 20 spring 1980 300 10
fisher J sheldon brigham young as a mendon craftsman A study in historical

archeologyarchaeologyArcheology new york history 61 october 1980 431 47
flack dora D testimony in bronze the story offlorenceof florence hansen andraeundand ahetheage nauvoo

monument to women salt lake city olympus publishing co 1980
fox frank W JJ reuben dargdarkclark the public years salt lake city deseret book

co provo brigham young university press 1980
galloway R dean rowena granice pacific historian 24 spring 1980

105 24
hartley william G torlief knaphus sculptor saint ensign 10 july 1980

10 15

hedgpeth don from broncs to bronzes the life and work of grant speed
flagstaff ariz northland press 1979

hefner loretta L amasa mason lyman the spiritualist journal of mormon
history 6 1979 75 87

hibbert larry eugene the hibbert family heritage john anderson hibbert
1822 1903 andelizabethundand elizabeth davies 1827 1908 redburgrexburgRex burg idaho ricks college
press 1979

jensen richard L from denmark to manti one mans experience ensign 10
january 1980 14 19

the john taylor family ensign 10 february 1980 50 56
jolley joann inin consultation with the relief society general board sufferingandsuffering and

song edna coray dyer ensign 10 august 1980 62 64
kehr william hale missionary to the balkins mischamischamarkowmarkow ensign 10 june

1980 29 32
kimball edward L spencer JV kimball historia del profeta translated by

marian babirecki mcmaster salt lake city APAK publishing co 1979
larson andrew karl and larson katharine miles eds the diary of charles lowell

walker 2 vols logan utah utah state university press 1980
lecheminant wilford hill peter and sarah farr lecheminant and the 1854

mormon emigration from europe to the great salt lake valley bountiful
published by author 1979

entitled to be called an artist landscape and portrait painter frederick
piercy utah historical quarterly 48 winter 1980 49 65

lieber constance L the goose hangs high excerpts from the letters of
martha hughes cannon utah historical quarterly 48 winter 1980 37 48

lofgren mikal wheat Huhumormorandand wisdom oft golden kimball salt lake city
moth house publishers 1980

madsen truman G defender of the faith the B H roberts story salt lake
city bookcraft 1980
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miner caroline eyring miles romney and elizabeth gaskellgaskellromneyromney and family
salt lake city publishers press 1978

1 and kimball edward L camilla A biography of camilla eyringeyiingeyeing kimball
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book reviews

MADSEN CAROL CORNWALL and SUSAN STAKER OMAN
sisters andlittleand little saints one hundred years of primary salt lake
city deseret book 1979 xviii and 230 ppap 6956.95695

reviewed by ida smith and lynne smith partridge ida smith is director of the
womens research institute at brigham young university lynne smith partridge a
graduate from BYU hawaii and active primary worker for over sixteen years is cur-
rently a primary president in cody wyoming they are sisters in a family long
associated with primary their mother was on the primary general board under
three presidents their grandmother and great grandmother were on the primary
general board under louie B felt first president of the primary and their grand-
father an apostle served as advisor to the primary

in sisters and little saints carol cornwall madsen and susan
staker oman have delineated the growth of the primary from a single
primary unit in farmington utah in 1878 into a worldwide
organization in 1978 moreover they chart the noteworthy history of
female administration in a church program

A primary organization was initially conceived in response to
aurelia spencer rogerssrogergsRogerss query could there not be an organization
for little boys and have them trained to make better men p 1

eliza R snow to whom the question was put secured the approba-
tion of john taylor presiding officer in the church in 1878
wrote to farmington ward bishop hess for his approval and then
told aurelia that she might consider herself authorized to
proceed aurelia did organize the first primary and although the
participation of girls had not been discussed she included them in
order that the singing might sound as well as it should p 5 eliza
simultaneously organized a primary in salt lake city in the eleventh
ward

the primary grew under the direction of eliza R snow and the
relief society from then until elizasalizas death in december 1887 in the
first nine andan doone half years eliza organized primaries all over the
territory having been given authority to call and set apart ward and
stake primary presidents at seventy six years of age eliza traveled
over a thousand miles by train and wagon and established thirty five
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primaries while conducting the business of the other womens aux-
iliariesiliaries p 11 eliza was central in choosing louie B felt to be the
first general primary president and assisted by precindiaPrecindia kimball and
zina D H young she called louie to the position giving her a
grand blessing p 29 eliza also prepared materials specifically for
primary use including a hymnbook a tune book a catechism
of old and new testament questions and answers and a series of
books containing recitations and dialogues p 16 eliza s death in
1887 was a blow both to the primary organization and personally to
louie B felt who had relied almost exclusively on her advice
p 30 under eliza s direction the relief societyprimarySociety Primary relation-

ship had been one of motherdaughtermother daughter as the women of those
organizations worked closely together

despite shyness illness and a preference for remaining in the
background louie B felt supported by her growing friendship
with a young english convert may andersen proved equal to her
stewardship p 35 she as eliza had done gave blessings to board
members before sending them on assignments to stakes throughout
the church

several notable primary projects took root in louie s fifty year
tenure as general primary president these included the magazine
the childrens friend for which louie put up her own home as col-
lateral the first presidency instructed the women that they might
have a monthly publication provided they paid for it and kept it out
of debt the idea of a hospital the nickel fund and the idea of en-
couragingcouraging children to give to worthy endeavors and the divisions into
classes by age groups the churchschurche current magazine for children

the friend though now separate from the primary organization is
still financially independent of church funds

from the inception of primary sharing has been a focal point in
primary emphasis by the end of world war 1I children and of-
ficers of the primary had shipped over 100000 articles to the red
cross p 63 in addition at the end of world war 11II primary
children were invited to gather toys and clothing for the children of
europe collecting 122794 articles that were packed into 3451 car-
tons p 132 primary children have contributed to the armenian
and syrian relief fund to the building of the this is the place
monument and to the construction of the primary childrens
hospital with the buy a brick program it was the primary as
well that commissioned arnold friberg to paint the book of mor-
mon series as a commemorative feature of the fiftieth anniversary of
the childrenchildrensIs friendiefriendinFrien dinvinin 1919525 2 p 121211
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almost from the beginning primary administrators have con-
cerned themselves with promoting legislative movements to secure
enactment and enforcement of proper educational and health laws
p 70 the primary supported the 1918 1919 childrens year

sponsored by the childrens bureau of the US department of
labor primary women pioneered church education for the handi-
capped when they opened their first primary for the handicapped in
1960 they anticipated the family home evening program with their

family hour section in the childrens eriendfriend beginning in 1954
in light of the present womens movement it is interesting to

note that it was LDS women who made the first inroads into scouting
by women as a result of the decision by church leaders to give
responsibility for the first year of scouting to the primary sister
lavern parmley was the first woman to toparticipateparticipate inin many aspects
of scouting including sitting on numerous national scouting com-
mittees and receiving scouting awards today there is no distinction
between the service of men and women in scouting p 141

perhaps one of the largest impressions we derived from reading
sisters and little saints beyond the dedication intelligence and
obedience of the women who worked in primary is the fact that
primary was administered for the first sixty five years by women who
had no children of their own but who had clear vision of what it
means to be a mother in zion they teach us that the nurturing of
children is not and ought not to be restricted to mothers or even to
women for that matter as we see in the saviors example for it is
central to building the kingdom these women include

eliza R snow who taught that the very best talent in
our midst should be employed to preside over the primary
associations women who loved children and had the
faculty of drawing them to them p 13

louie B felt who said the care of children is womens
special charge p 45
may anderson who was not only childless but unmarried
and who if she was convinced that a course of action was
best for the children was unconcerned with the incon-
veniencevenience however great appp 94 95
may green hinckley who had no previous primary ex-
perienceperience before her call to be general primary president at
age fifty five after just eight years of marriage and who
made dac 6828 the theme of primary and they shall
also teach their children to pray and to walk uprightly
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before the lord in her patriarchal blessing may was
promised that her fame would go forth as a mother in
israel

these women exemplified the obedience yet independence described
in the words from milton s paradise lost

led in fight yet leader seemdseema
each warrior single as in chief expert
when to advance or stand or turn the sway
of battle each on himself relidfelid
As only in his arm the moment lay

of victory I11

they were not looking from side to side for direction but to their file
leader the savior they asked for and received the light they needed
inin order to act and then moved they were truly companions in the
battle not followers of their fellowmenlowmenfel they set the example that
women have not only a right but an obligation to seek for their own
light in helping to build the kingdom they did so and were blessed

MADSEN TRUMAN G defender of the faith the B H roberts
story salt lake city bookcraft 1980 455455ppappp 9509.50950

reviewed by thomas G alexander professor of history and director of the charles
redd center for western studies brigham young university

for the general reader as well as the specialist truman G
madsensmaddensMadsens biography of B H roberts will fill a longstandinglong standing gap
defender odraeof rhethe faith provides a chronological treatment of the life of
elder roberts from his birth in lancashire england in 1857 to his
death in salt lake city in 1933 highlighting in a sympathetic man-
ner his childhood conversion gathering to zion youth and church
service

son of a ne er do well B H roberts lived a life in england that
was virtually a page from a dickens novel after his mother joined
the church the family was torn apart and roberts s mother left him
in england while she emigrated to america he and his sister even-
tually joined her but not before he had been subjected to the worst
that early nineteenth century england had to offer in utah B H
endured the harshness of the nineteenth century utah mining

paradise lost 2 232 400 ajohnmjohninjohn milton complete poems andmajorand Major prose ed merritmenitmenlomenio Y HughehugheshughesnewsNewnew
york ododysseyysseyassey press 1957 p 329
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frontier until he returned to centervilleCenterville where he lived as a young
tough until he was apprenticed to a blacksmith eleven years old
before he learned to read he experienced a conversion to the printed
and spoken word which eventually made him one of the foremost
scholars writers and religious leaders in the church

perhaps most important in the biography are the details of
robertss service as a missionary and his work as a writer on religious
subjects madsen provides detail particularly on roberts s southern
mission of 1881 1886 when at considerable risk to himself he
worked at cleaning up the remains of the cane creek massacre and
his other missionary labors in the northern states the british mis-
sion and the eastern states where he served as mission president dur-
ing the early 1920s

roberts s writings on church subjects were voluminous they
included his three volume defense of joseph smith and the book of
mormon A new witness for god the monumental six volume
comprehensive history odtheof taethetaf church and his much cited edition of
joseph smith s manuscript history and portions ofofbrighambrigham young s

manuscript history now known to church members as the seven
volume history of the church

the specialist will note in the biography a number of errors on
madsensmaddensMadsens part that a greater knowledge of united states western
and utah history and culture could have avoided half the popula-
tion in utah for instance was never dependent on mining p 71
there was no justice of the united states supreme court named
sumner howard he was justice of the supreme court of arizona terr-
itory p 190 the crusade against the church did not end with the
smoot hearings p 182 cohabitation with more than one wife was
not legal after utah became a state p 245243 the congressman who
led the attack on B H roberts was robert W tayler not taylor
p 262 B H roberts did not nominate clarence bamberger who

was a republican and political enemy he nominated simon
bamberger a fellow democrat who was elected governor of utah
P 355

perhaps the most seriousserious errors come however not with these
details which may have resulted from relying too heavily on work by
research assistants or from typographical errors but they are in
madsensmaddensMadsens treatment of roberts s political career B H roberts
would undoubtedly roll over in his grave to hear himself called an
independent p 271 his political opinions followed the
democratic party quite closely as a comparison of roberts s views
with the party positions will show far from acting from the
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wings he played a central role in utah democratic party politics as a
stump speaker political appointee and active partisan his attacks
on reed smoot during the 1908 campaign for instance led to in-
tense cross examination before the council of the twelve rather than
simply the one or two pulpit preachmentspreachments from joseph F smith
p 272 other examples could also be cited

although it is wrong to expect an author to write the book the
reviewer would like to have written one often wonders about the ra-
tionale for the inclusion or exclusion of particular material this is

particularly true with regard to the controversial problems in which
B H roberts was involved one wonders for instance why so much
space should have been devoted to a consideration ofofrobertssrobertss con-
troversytroversy with william jarman which from the perspective of today
will probably be viewed as antiquarian and why no space at all is

given to the controversy over the book of abraham with the reverend
F S spalding robertss extensive work in the 1920s encompassing at
least three manuscripts on problems related to the book of mormon
both of which are of vital contemporary interest or robertss discus-

sions with the first presidency concerning the exclusion of the king
follett discourse from the first edition of the history of the church

the value of the biography lies principally in the chronological
treatment of the life of B H roberts and in the inspiration it will
provide to latter day saints it is difficult to conceive of a less
auspicious beginning for a life which proved so productive and
valuable to himself and his co religionists B H roberts was un-
doubtedly one of the mighty men of zion and this biography will
assist in perpetuating his memory in the collective consciousness of
the mormon people

ELLWOOD ROBERT SSJRJR alternative altars unconventional
andeasternand eastern spirituality in america chicago university of chicago
press 1979 192 ppap 129512.951295

reviewed by SpencespencerrjJ palmer professor of history and religion brigham young
university provo utah

IS MORMONISM EMERGENT OR MAINLINE

alternative altars explores the impact and meaning of religious
life in american history outside the judeofudeo christian mainstream it
is a fecund but disjointed panorama a fascinating collage of essays
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accounts and affirmations in which professor robert ellwood direc-
tor of the east asian studies center at the university of southern
california probably the leading american expert on emergent
I1 I1 cults examines closely three moments in his own career
spiritualism and the shakers theosophy he is a member of the
theosophical society of america and western zen

professor ellwood sees two styles in american religion today the
temple and the cave in his view conventional religion fits the

paradigm of solomons temple in jerusalem stable and fixed with
men dwelling together in happy harmony full of gratitude to god
for fruitful families and bounteous fields this is mainline religion
and is normative large and established on the world scene it is the
huge mosques of cairo and tehran the altar of heaven of the old
chinese emperors in peking the grand shrine ofoflseiselse injapaninjaianin japan and
the christian cathedrals in europe and america in the united states
it is the episcopaliansEpiscopalians methodists baptists catholics and jews

then there is the metaphor of the cave filled with alternative
altars with novel religious cults ellwood rarely uses this term he
opts for 4excursusexcursus or emergent religion As in platos cave the
inhabitants are unhappy prisoners bound in chains forced to turn
their backs to the light all they know of reality is a shadowplayshadowplay
created by a bonfire behind them which projects dark dancing im-
ages before their deprived eyes here the groups are small and short
lived centered around a charismatic leader basically concerned with
mystical experience having beliefs at great variance with those of the
larger community outside

in alternative altars ellwood probes two questions he briefly
touched upon a year ago in a lecture at brigham young university
what is a cult an emergent religion what distinguishes it from an
established mainline one his treatment of these questions pro-
vides useful indices for examining religious groups which he did not
directly consider for example using his criteria we should be able
to determine when a religion ceases to be a dissident sect and begins
to take on the aura of a legitimate mainline church more specifical-
ly using ellwoodslwoodsellwoodwEl analysis let us see whether the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints should be regarded as an alternative
altar of unconventional spirituality belonging to the community of
spiritualism theosophy western zen and the likes of the mooniesmoonves
or the Nichiren shoshuchoshu people or whether it is more accurate to iden-
tify mormonism with the traditional mainstream christian churches

obviously this book review is not the place to attempt a
thorough examination of this matter but let me list here several of
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Ellwoods more important criteria for distinguishing emergent
religions and suggest ways in which the ideology and operations of
mormonism may compare or disagree with them

1 emergent religions as asylum faiths

in Ellwoods analysis emergent religions are intense com-
munitiesmunities requiring full time practice they avoid being directly
competitive with established religions by taking more intensive forms
than the normative religions do they are total institutions
shakers zen centers the hare krishna etc are all examples of total
institutions comparable to prisons boarding schools insane asylums
or monasteries the nonnormativenormativenon religions also have a more diffuse
influence in them there are many dual or multiple memberships and
activities for example many non hindu americans meditate in
maharishis transcendental meditation TM mode or do yoga but
very few non roman catholics say the rosary in catholic churches
and very few synagogues have regular plurality of non jewish visitors

mormonism a total way of life rather than a creedalerferegrf eduledaledat pronounce-
ment members are expected to apply the principles of their religion
a all aspects of daily life social physical moral economic
oliticalloliticalpoliticalolilolitical and academic mormonism has sought to develop a life
tyle distinct from the world at large and there have been elements of

separatism in the mormon historical experience however there has
never been a monastic syndrome in mormonism no propensity for
ascetic withdrawal and no equivalent to the zen center or the hare
krishna ashram mormonscormons do not shy away from being directly com-
petitivepetitive with alternative religions including the established
american faiths although there are mormonscormons who are attracted to
buddhist and hindu meditation practices these members could not
feel comfortable bringing these into the church no one could con-
tinue to be known as a practicing mormon who at the same time
becomes a promotional advocate or devotee ofoftmofteTM zen meditation
nichirenNichiren shoshuchoshu or the like

2 leadership charisma and the feminine aspect

in the unconventional groups the charisma of the mediumistic
minister the oracle the inspired prophetic leader is emphasized
the focus is like the shaman of old as in the example of madam
blavatskyhlavatskyBlavatsky ofoftheosophytheosophy or any of the zen masters who represent self
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replenishing charismatic leadership in principle also a prominent
symbol of the many emergent religions is feminine leadership the
predominance of women in ecstatic mystical and healing cults is a
worldwide fact it is evident in haitian voodoo the ancient greek
dionysiacsDionysiacs the japanese new religions as in the somewhat decorous
shakers spiritualists theosophists and pentecostalists of america in
some of these faiths the feminine is identified with the divine there
is an image of a god which is feminine in mainline american
churches feminine clerical or professional leadership has never been
more than nominal

mormonism the living prophet and a mother in heaven the
mormon religion places primary emphasis on the inspired leadership
of a living prophet who is regarded as a revelator and spokesman of
the will of god the prophet president of the church is a man since
he must hold the priesthood and this privilege is reserved for men
the supreme god of mormonism is male but in a sense not com-
pletely so mormonscormons believe that a modified shakti principle is

operative in the celestial spheres that is the gods are never without
their consorts father in heaven cannot exist without his companion
a mother goddess for man cannot be exalted without a wife in
mormonism as in some other religions there is room for a mother in
heaven relationships in the eternal world require the female
presence although men and women preserve their individual iden-
tity forever ultimate reality cannot exist without them both

3 monism and meditation

in eastern spirituality ultimate reality is one but between this
ultimate monism a belief that underlying supreme power or princi-
ple is one and this world of toil and shadows we often have an in-
termediatetermediate polytheism in the emergent religions an assemblage of
masters spirits buddhasbudihasbuddhas gumsgurus gods or archetypes who give texture
and color to the one and who can reach down to guide pilgrims
along the way emphasis on creation is slight the excursionist has in
view instead an eternal though sometimes evolving world

in emergent groups trance and meditation are often empha-
sized although these are either not allowed or are tightly controlled
and limited to experts within the group in fact this is the reason for
the existence of a number of meditation groups they each offer
legitimated teachers who are often thought of as members of a long
lineage of such teachers they teach that meditation should be
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taught only by experts in meditation ofteofoftmTM zen yoga the divine
light mission etc the consciousness is directed away from outward
things and is reflected back upon itself upon particular sacred images
or thoughts which are conjured up in the mind upon the formless
essence of consciousness the meditation act should induce a tran-
quil or ecstatic state of consciousness

mormon pluralism andprayerand prayer in mormonism the supreme in-
fluence or power in the universe consists of three separate personal
deities the father son and holy ghost who are united in purpose
and plan they created man and the world mankind is literally the
spirit offspring of god the father in underlying philosophy reality
is dualistic good is coeternal with evil besides god there is the
devil in addition to mind or spirit matter also eternally exists light
and darkness are coeternal etc

mormonscormons also believe in meditation but its object is not con-
sciousnessscious ness itself it is essentially a form of prayer which is
psychologically and symbolically structured as an 1 I thou relation-
ship with a personal god or gods conceived of as essentially outside
the psyche in prayer there may well be an expansive consciousness
but most often it involves a greater awareness of ones relationship
with god in mormonism prayer can and should be meditative but
it is not confined to introspective experience

4 withdrawal single simple practice and sacred earth

excursus religions appeal to selected people not families they
have a tendency to reach isolated people or single status people
young people older women and so on rather than families and

demographic cross sections one would expect community religions to
reach the cult stance of most emergent religions is maintained by
advancing a single simple practice which can produce fairly im-
mediate and perceptible subjective change and can be practiced alone
or in a small ad hoc group quite independent of the kind of
elaborate activities and structural ramifications of the parish church
chants mantras meditation special liturgical or healing rites such
as yoreljorelforel in the world messianityMessianity movement or exciting concepts or
symbols are examples also in excursus religions there is usually an
invitation to return to sacred earth they demarcate sacred space and
time with seasonal rites and sacred geographical locations there are
holy places charged with sacred power and worthy of pilgrimages
often these are sacred mountains or mountain retreats
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mormonismrozrormonism a family centered movement no other american
faith places more emphasis on the preservation of family life and the
home than do the mormonscormonsMormons therefore mormonism seeks to reach
people of all ages and all stations in life likewise there is no single
simple distinguishing ordinance or activity in the mormon faith that
is key to all else or that covers the entire range of spiritual or ec-
clesiastical needs although there are a number of rites ceremonies
and observances that are appropriate at given stages of development
in the life of a practicing latter day saint on the other hand in the
matter of sacred earth mormonscormons are probably closer to the emergent
religions than to the conventional faiths also like the hebrews of
old they are temple building people and only within the sacred
reserves of the temple can the highest and most sacred blessings of the
faith be received

SUMMARY

using ellwoodslwoodsellwoodwEl guidelines for distinguishing new religions
from old we cannot say that mormonism belongs fully to either
because it is somewhat ambivalent toward both in balance the mor-
mon religion is closer to the mainline faiths than to the emerging
ones this in part derives from sharing many common western
historical and cultural traditions it is inaccurate to classify mor-
monism as a cult not simply because it can no longer be regarded as
small or short lived in the american scene or not simply because it
has now become global in outreach and emphasis it now has four
and a half million members in eighty one countries and sixteen ter-
ritoriesri but more importantly because it is now perceived more for
the ways in which it belongs to the community of mainstream
religions christ centered biblical strong emphasis on preserving the
traditional family etc than for the ways in which it has been regard-
ed as different from them or as strange

in some fundamental sense mormonism is a bridge between the
new east and the traditional west among conventional

christian theologians in modern times there has been an insistence
that knowledge of god must rely on reason logic and the words of
the bible among unconventional religious groups knowledge of
the divine has been largely subjective and mystic involving inner
consciousness or enlightenment somewhere in between these two
and involving something of both is the mormon approach to
religion mormonscormons believe that knowledge of god is neither totally
empiricist nor totally mystic to us the scriptures speak clearly of
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revelation in both objective and subjective dimensions in both the
word and the spirit

the swing toward subjective personal experience so prevalent
among the newly emergent eastern faiths in this country has been
paralleled by a renewed interest among mainline christians in the
spirit speech cannot be parted from the breath that creates it
although the conventional preoccupation with scientific and
reasonable knowledge has been reflected in a general emphasis
among biblical christians on the importance of the word of truth
an intellectual understanding of the word as objectively given is not
enough knowing about god isis not knowing god himself in this
mormonscormons would tend to agree with the newly emergent religions the
word must be applied to the heart and mind subjectively by the
spirit so that man recognizes the divine personalities behind the
mighty acts and words and enters into a personal relationship with
them in mormonism there must be cooperation between internal
divine illumination the emergent faiths and external truth the
traditional judeofudeo christian faiths in this particular at least mor-
monism is both new and everlasting
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